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EXECUTIVE SlJMMARY 

This report identifies the new planning and associated data collection requirements set forth in 
the Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990 and the Intermodal Surface Transportation 
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991. Even though these requirements differ in terms of their 
specificity, they promote the integration of transportation and air quality planning processes. 

While mobile source emissions have been declining over the past two decades due to stricter 
auto emissions standards, increases in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and associated levels of 
congestion are expected to reverse this favorable trend. The CAAA of 1990 recognize the 
important role that transportation plays m determining the air quality. The CAAA mandates 
state implementation plan (SIP) revisions which include emissions estimates for current and 
future years, annual VMT reports and forecasts based on transportation network models, 
demonstration of attainment of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), and 
the implementation of transportation control measures (TCMs) when milestones are not met. 

The !STEA represents the first transportation legislation that has specific mandates with 
regard to achieving the objectives of the Clean Air Act. Recent implementing regulations for 
ISTEA set forth requirements for both statewide and metropolitan area planning. In addition 
to requiring coordination of planning activities between environmental agencies, transportation 
agencies, and other interested parties, the regulations require an extensive public process. The 
metropolitan planning process must consider 15 different factors, and the statewide process 
must consider 23 different factors. These factors include the interaction between land use and 
development and transportation; the need to relieve congestion; utilization of the management 
and monitoring systems to identify transportation needs; the overall social, economic, energy, 
and environmental effects of transportation; methods to increase transit use; methods to 
increase the use of walking and bicycles; and transportation system management (TSM) and 
other investment strategies to make the most efficient use of existing transportation facilities. 

Other implementing regulations for !STEA provide for the establishment of six management 
and monitoring systems, which together with a traffic monitoring system 1.vill provide better 
information on the condition and use of existing transportation facilities. The congestion 
management system (CMS), m particular, requires the identification and evaluation of 
strategies to improve transportation system performance and reduce single-occupant vehicle 
travel. 

Conformity regulations link the transportation planning requirements of ISTEA with the 
requirements of the CAAA. These regulations require that a transportation plan and 
transportation improvement program (TIP) conform to a state implementation plan's air quality 
objectives. These objectives specifically address the severity and number of NAAQS 
violations, and the achievement of NAAQS attainment as soon as possible. Existing 
transportation planning models will have to be significantly modified to satisfy the 
requirements of the conformity regulations 



This report identifies the shortcomings of the existing set of transportation planning models in 
terms of their ability to fulfill the new requirements. The four-step transportation modeling 
process has been under development for four decades, but retains essentially the same 
structure. This process was established to evaluate new regional transportation facilities, 
however, the new planning requirements emphasize strategies which promote more efficient 
use of the existing transportation facilities. These strategies include intermodalism; 
congestion management; and various TCMs such as improved public transit, trip reduction 
ordinances, traffic flow improvements, encouragement of non-motorized uses, employer-based 
programs, etc. Conformity determinations include requirements that plans or projects provide 
for timely implementation of TCMs, reduce localized carbon monoxide (CO) violations, and 
not contribute to new violations. 

The degree of sophistication of the transportation planning proce.ss differs from metropolitan 
planning organization (MPO) to l'vlPO, and there is a need to improve many existing models 
to the level of the state-of-the-art The conformity regulations set forth minimum standards, 
which include requirements that travel times be recycled between traffic assignment and trip 
distribution, that model speeds be based upon empirical observations, that travel be sensitive 
to pricing, and that peak and off-peak travel times be provided. 

While improvements in the four-step transportat10n modeling process can accommodate some 
of the new requirements, other requirements point out the need for alternative approaches or 
model structures. For ex:ample, the modeling process needs to be modified to provide 
information on tripmaking by time of day, and to be sensitive to transportation policies which 
may alter the time that tripmaking occurs. Trip-chaining behavior, along with its effect on 
work and non-work tripmaking, VMT, and modal split must be also represented in the 
models. In addition, the level of detail represented by the models must be increased in order 
to provide information on CO hot spots, and VMT, tnps, and speeds by small geographic 
areas. The models need to include variables relevant to tripmaking such as demographic 
variables, urban design vanables. and accessibility measures. Methods for accounting for 
walking and bicycling need to be incorporated into the models. 

The planning and data collection requirements of the CAAA and ISTEA therefore reinforce 
the approach being undertaken by the Travel lvfodel Improvement Program. Work needs to 
be done to bring current practice to the state-of-the-art as well as to advance the state of the 
art with research into new model structures and approaches. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Travel Model Improvement Program (TMIP) is a program Jointly sponsored by the Office 
of the Secretary of Transportation (OST), the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the 
Federal Transit Administration (FTA), the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). and the Department of Energy (DOE). This 
program is also being carried out cooperatively with states, metropolitan planning 
organizations (MPOs), local governments, and private entities. The purpose of the TMIP is to 
remedy current transportation planning model deficiencies in order to meet the reqmrements 
of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) as well as the Intermodal Surface 
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 ([STEA). 

"The objectives of the Program are: 

• To increase the policy sensitivity of existing travel forecasting procedures and their 
ability to respond to emerging issues including environmental concerns, growth 
management, and changes in personal and household activity patterns, along with the 
traditional transportation issues. 

■ To redesign the travel forecasting process to reflect today's traveler behavior, to 
respond to greater information needs placed on the forecasting process, and to take 
advantage of changes in data collection technology; and 

■ To make travel forecasting model results more useful for decision makers." 1 

There are four tracks to the TMIP. These are 

Track A Outreach to assist practitioners to improve their existing planning procedures to 
be in line with current good practice; 

Track B Near term improvements to assist MPOs and state DOTs to improve current 
practice to the state-of-the-art; 

Track C Longer term improvements including major research and development of new 
approaches to travel and land use forecasting; and 

Track D Data collection to "identify, design, and develop improved data collection 
procedures that \viii meet decision makers' current and future needs."2 

1 "Tra\'el Model Improvement Program." brochure from the Texas Transportation Institute. 1994, p. 2. 

IBID, p. 3. 



One of the elements of the last track is to identify the planning strategies and requirements, 
and data collection requirements of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) and the 
lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA). 

1.1 Purpose of this Report 

This report presents a brief overview of the new planning requirements m federal legislation 
and regulations related to the CAAA and !STEA, and the data that will be needed to fulfill 
those requirements. In addition, the report will provide insight into the ability of the current 
set of transportation planning models to address these requirements. 

1.2 Contents of this Report 

This report is divided into four sections. Section 2 provides an brief overview of current 
planning and data collection requirements in the CAAA and ISTEA. Section 3 provides a 
discussion about the adequacy of the current set of transportation planning models for 
addressing the planning requirements, Section 4 presents the conclusions of this effort. 
Detailed descriptions of the history of transportation planning, and the planning and data 
collection requirements of the CAAA and ISTEA are provided as appendices. Appendix D 
discusses the potential for GIS and IVHS to improve existing models and their associated data 
collection activities. A list of references 1s presented in Appendix E. 
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2 REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSPORTATION 
PLANNING IN FEDERAL LEGISLATION 

Urban transportation planning was first mandated by the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1962. 
This act established the "JC" planning process - s.omprehens1ve, tooperative and s.ontinuing, -
and required this type of planning as a condition for receiving Federal fW1ds in urbanized 
areas. Further, it officially introduced the idea of integrating land use with transportation, and 
declared that planning be mtermodaL 

Currently, Federal legislation has mandated specific metropolitan and statewide transportation 
planning requirements, has required the establishment of six management systems to collect, 
maintain and analyze transportation-related data, and has introduced strict air quality planning 
and compliance requirements. Even though the planmng requirements have changed 
significantly since 1962, the transportation planning models use methodologies which have 
changed little since the 1960s. 

In order to identify the specific transportation planning and data collection requirements from 
the aforementioned legislation, it was necessary to perform in-depth research into all the 
pertinent regulations and guideline documents that were written regarding the legislation. 
Detailed summaries of those requirements are included in the appendices. A briefer overview 
is presented below for each relevant law or regulation. 

2.1 Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) 

While mobile source emissions have been declining over the past two decades due to stricter 
auto emissions standards, increases in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and associated levels of 
congestion are expected to reverse this favorable trend. The CAAA of 1990 recognize the 
important role that transportation plays in determining the air quality. Title II of that Act is 
entirely devoted to provisions relating to mobile sources. 

The transportation-related requirements of the CAAA are important because the CAAA 
provide for sanctions related to transportation programs. While sanctions could be applied in 
the past, they were triggered only by the failure to submit a state implementation plan (SIP). 
Under the CAAA, sanctions can be triggered by either failure to make submissions required 
under the act, or by Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) disapproval of a SIP, or by 
failure to implement any SIP provisions. Because the CAAA reduced the mandatory 
sanctions, highway fW1ding restrictions could become the primary sanction. 3 

The CAAA of 1990 define different categories of non attainment areas (N AA) for different air 
pollutants, depending upon the severity by which the National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS) are exceeded. The CAAA then set up different schedules and requirements for the 

3 
Gary Hawthorn, "Transportation Provisions in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990," /TE Journal, 
April 1991, pp. 17-24. 
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various NAA categories. The worse the air pollution, the longer a region has to comply with 
the NAAQS. Also, the worse the air pollution, the more stringent are the planning 
requirements and measures mandated for compliance. While there are NAAQS for many 
different air pollutants, the ones most relevant to transportation planning are those for ozone, 
and carbon monoxide (CO). Particulates (PMio) are relevant for a limited number of areas, 
but planning requirements and models for these are much less well defined. NO2 is also a 
transportation-related pollutant, although California's South Coast is the only NO:i NAA Both 
ozone and PM10 have precursors (volatile organic compounds and nitrngen oxides) which 
must be considered for the purposes of SIP planning and conformity. 

The CAAA of 1990 set forth major transportation planning requirements for the development 
of the SIPs and for conformity determinations. The SIPs must show how NAA ,.viii meet the 
NAAQS by the attainment deadline, and adequate real progress in intermediate future years. 
The following discussion is based largely on the NPRJ,.l for SIPs.4 

The SIP revisions required by the CAAA include: 

■ Estimates of emissions for current years and forecasted years; 
■ Annual V:vtT forecasts and reports; 
■ Demonstration of attainment of the NAAQS; 
■ Milestone compliance and reasonable further progress (RFP); 
■ Transportation control measures (TCMs) as needed to meet the NAAQS; and 
■ Contingency measures when milestones are not met. 

The requirements listed above and the timing depend upon the type of pollutant and the 
particular category of the NAA. 

2,1,1 Estimates of Emissions for Current Years and Forecasted Years 

All ozone NAA and CO NAA were required to submit by November 15, 1992, base 
emissions inventories of J 990 emissions from point, area, and mobile sources. The 
contribution of mobile sources to pollution in 1990 are determined by estimating VMT in 
I 990, and applying emissions factors from the EPA MOBILE model. MOBILE estimates 
emissions levels based upon the calendar year, ambient temperatures during the peak ozone or 
CO season, fleet mix and year, and several other factors. 

4 "State Implementation Plans; General Preamble for the Implementation of Title I of the CAAA of I 990: 
Proposed Rule," 57 FR 13498-1)570 {April 16. 1992). 
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Transportation related inputs to the MOBILE model include 5 

■ VMT by 8 vehicle types; 

■ Annual mileage accumulation rate by 8 vehicle types; 

■ Vehicle registration distribution by vehicle type and 25 vehicle age categories; 

■ Tnp length distributions; 

■ VMT by speed class ( or by 12 roadway functional classes as a minimum -- six functional 
classes for rural and for urban areas); 

■ VMT by time of day (as characterized by average speeds for the time period) by 
functional class. 

■ Seasonal variation in VMT, vehicle mix, etc. 

In addition to the base emission mventories, areas are required to submit updated mventones 
every 3 years until the area reaches attainment. VMT estimates for these inventories would 
be computed in the same way as for the base inventory, except that the Highway Performance 
Monitoring System (HPMS) must be used for 1993 and later VMT 

Target level inventories are also required for ozone NAA which must come into attainment by 
November 15, 1996 or later. In addition, ozone NAA which must come into compliance after 
November 15, 1996 must provide target level inventories for each three year period from 
1996 until the attainment date. The target inventories are important, because control 
strategies must then be developed so that actual emissions will meet the target levels. The 
target levels already account for tailpipe emissions improvements, so that mobile source 
emissions reductions must come from VMT reductions, trip reductions, or other means. 

2.1.2 Annual VMT Forecasts and Reports 

Annual actual VMT estimates and forecasts are required for all CO NAA classified as 
Moderate, but with CO concentrations above 12. 7 ppm. In addition, VMT estimates and 
forecasts are required to develop the emissions inventories both for ozone and CO as covered 
above. EPA has provided a guidance document for developing the VMT estimates.6 

6 

"Procedures for Emission Inventory Preparation, Volume IV: Mobile Sources," U.S. EPA, EPA-450/4-
81-026d (Revised), 1992, pp. 13·6I. 

"Section 187 VMT Forecasting and Tracking Guidance," U.S. EPA, January 1992. 
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This document specifies that estimates of actual VMT for the NAA are to be based upon the 
FHWA Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS).7 In addition to the estimates of 
actual VMT. forecasts are required of annual VMT from 1993 up until the year of attamment 
Moderate CO NAA areas above 12.7 ppm are encouraged to use a travel demand modeling 
process, but also may base VMT forecasts on historical trends. All Serious or higher ozone 
NAA can use the guidance specified for Moderate CO NAA for forecasts to 1996. After 
1996, the neiwork based rravel demand modeling process must be used. 

2.1.3 Demonstration of Attainment of NAAQS 

The SIP revisions must demonstrate attainment of the NAAQS with a schedule which depends 
upon the NAA category. Demonstrating attainment requires photochemical grid modeling for 
ozone NAAs which are serious or worse, with inputs which include the projected emissions 
inventories as described above. An attainment demonstration with photochemical grid 
modeling also provides target emissions levels required for attainment and target VMT levels. 

Photochemical grid modeling requires input on emissions for each grid represented in the 
model. These grids are typically 2km or 5km square. This implies the need for l'MT 
forecasts m the detailed v'JHT categories reqwred for the A10BJLE model for each grid 
square represented in the dispersion model In addition, hourly VMT may be required for 
these models. 1 

2.1.4 Milestone Compliance and Reasonable Further Progress (RFP) 

The CAAA set forth a series of intermediate milestones to be met by NAA, with a schedule 
depending upon the pollutant and the non-attainment category. In the case of ozone NAA, 
the milestones are specific emission reduction targets. In the case of CO NAA, the 
milestones are VMT targets. 

In addition to the specific milestone reqmrements for different pollutants, the CAAA specify a 
general requirement for RFP which is annual incremental reductions in emissions. However, 
rather than make additional requirements for NAA for RFP, EPA has decided to rely on 
existing requirements such as the periodic inventories and other reports and certifications. 9 

1 

g 

Highway Performance Monilaring System Field Manual, FHW A Office of Highway Information 
Management, December 1987 updated through April 20, 1990, FHWA Order M5600.IA, 0MB No. 
2125-0028. 

Peter R. Slophcr, 'Deficiencies in Travel Fore casting Procedures Relative to the I 990 Clean Air Act 
Amendment Requirements," prepared for Conference Session on lmphcations of the 1990 Clean Air Act 
Amendments on Travel Demand Forecasting Techniques, 1992 Transpormtion Research Board Annual 
Meeting, December 1991. 

"State Implementation Plans; General Preamble for the Implementation of Title I of the CAAA of 1990; 
Proposed Rule," 58 FR 13512 (April 16, 1992) 
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2.1.5 Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) as Needed to Meet the Milestones and 
NAAQS 

The SIP revisions must contain TCMs and other measures as necessary for the NAA to meet 
the milestones and NAAQS. The schedule and types of requirements depend upon the 
category of the NAA. Section 108(f) of the CAAA specify TCMs which include improved 
public transit, HOV lanes, employer sponsored trip reduction programs, programs to 
encourage bicycles and pedestrians, parking programs, and so forth. 

These SIP requirements have implications for transportation planning. VMT projections must 
be undertaken as previously described. Then TCM's need to be analyzed for their potential 
for reducing VMT and emissions. The SIP revisions must provide evidence of adequate 
financial and human resources for each TCM, and must describe the process of 
implementation, enforcement, monitoring, and maintenance, where applicable. 18 Where state 
regulations or laws are required for TCM implementation, these should be submitted as part 
of the SIP. 

?.1.6 Contingency Measures When Milestones Are Not Met 

The CAAA have many requirements for contingency measures should milestones not be 
achieved in the case of ozone NAA, or VMT targets not be achieved for CO NAA These 
measures are supposed to be planned in advance, and submitted in implementable form in the 
1992 or l 993 SIP revisions. These measures are in addition to those required to show 
compliance with the milestones. 

2.2 lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 {ISTEA} 

The ISTEA represents the first transportation legislation that has specific mandates with 
regard to achieving the objectives of the Clean Air Act It establishes a Congestion 
Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program to fund the implementation of projects and 
programs that \Viii contribute to achieving attainment of the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS). In addition, ISTEA specifies the designation of urbanized areas over 
200,000 population as Transportation Management Areas ('D1.A..s), each of which \1,1II have a 
congestion management system that provides for the use of travel demand reduction and 
operational management strategies (see Section 2.2.3). 

ISTEA also set forth requirements for metropolitan planning and statewide planning. The 
final rule for these requirements was issued on October 28, 1993. 

lO Transportlllion Control Measure Information Docunumls, Cambridge Systematics, Inc., Report No. 
EPA 400-R-92-006, March 1992_ 
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2.2.1 Metropolitan Planning 

The rule defines the metropolitan transportation plan as the "official intermodal transportation 
plan that is developed and adopted through the metropolitan transportation planning process 
for the metropolitan area.": 1 

All :M:POs serving an urhanized area of at least 50,000 are required to suhmit a metropolitan 
transportation plan and a TIP which must conform to SIPs. A metropolitan plan must have a 
planning horizon of 20 years; must broadly consider environmental and intermodal issues and 
functions; must coordinate with TCM development in NAA; and must incorporate uniform 
FHW A and FT A requirements for the analysis of major metropolitan transportation 
investments. The plan must "include both long- and short-range strategies/actions that lead to 
the development of an integrated intermodal metropolitan transportation system that facilitates 
the efficient movement of people and goods.'112 

The planning requirements set forth in the regulation include the consideration of 15 factors 
covering a wide variety of environmental, energy, transportation, land use and economic 
issues. These factors include the need to relieve and prevent traffic congestion and the 
consideration of the effect of transportation on land use. 

The majority of the data required to support the planning requirements for development of the 
transportation plan will eventually come from the management systems that are required to be 
implemented by fiscal year 1995. Out of the six systems required, three have a direct 
relationship to the planning process: Congestion Management System (CMS), Public 
Transportation Facilities and Equipment Management System (PTMS), and Intermodal 
Facilities and Systems Management System (IMS), These management systems are described 
later on in this section. 

The development of the metropolitan TIP has a different focus than the plan "The TIP must 
serve as the mechanism that focuses and prioritizes the proJects, estahlishes the relationships 
among proJects, and notifies the public of project status for the metropolitan area. "13 The TIP 
is developed by the J\,1PO in cooperation with the state and public transit operators. There 
must be a reasonable opportunity for public comment on the TIP. 

The TIP covers a three-year penod (at a minimum), and must be updated every two years. It 
contains all projects proposed for funding under Title 23 and the Federal Transit Act, and all 
regionally significant projects in NAA. The TIP must be consistent with the transportation 
plan. It must identify those projects which are TCMs and give priority to the timely 
implementation of TCMs contained in the applicable SIPs. In NAA and maintenance areas, 

II "Statewide Planning; Metropolitan Planning; Rule," 58 FR 58065 (October 28, 1993) 

12 "Statewide Plonning; Melropolitan Planning; Rule:' 58 FR 58070 (October 28, 1993), 

13 "Statewide Planning; Metropolitan Planning; Rule," 58 FR 58061 (October 28, 1993). 
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projects are to be specified in sufficient detail to permit air quality analysis in accordance 
wtth U.S. EPA conformity requirements ( 40 CFR Part 51 ). More specific conformity 
requirements are covered in Section 2.3. 

2.2.2 Statewide Transportation Planning 

The requirements for statewide transportation planning are new with the ISTEA. These 
requirements include: 

■ Data collection and analysis 
■ Consideration of 23 factors in the statewide transportation planning process, including 

results of the management systems; ISM strategies; methods to reduce congestion; 
enhancing transit, bicycles, and pedestrians: the effect of transportation on land use; and 
so forth 

■ Coordination of all planning activities relating to the development of the state 
transportation plan 

■ Pro-active public involvement process 
■ Development of a statewide transportation plan 
■ Development of a statewide transportation improvement program (STIP) 

A statewide transportation plan is due on January I, 1995. The plan must be intermodal; 
cover a 20 year period; contain a plan for bicycle transportation and pedestrian walkways; be 
coordinated with the metropolitan transportation plans; contain short-range planning studies, 
strategic planning, and/or policy studies; and contain information on the availability of 
financial and other resources needed to carry out the plan. 

Requirements for the STIP are very similar to those for the TIP: 

■ The STIP must include a priority list of transportation projects to be carried out in the first 
three years of the STIP. Metropolitan planning area TIPs must be included, without 
modification, once approved by the MPO and the Governor, and found to conform by 
FHW A and FT A. 

■ ln NAA and maintenance areas, the STIP will contain only those transportation projects 
found to conform, or from programs that conform, to the conformity regulations. 

■ The STIP must be consistent with the statewide plan. 

■ The STIP must be financially constrained and must include information to demonstrate 
that fWlds can reasonably be expected to be available to implement the projects. 

■ The STIP must contain all capital and non-capital transportation projects. It must include 
projects requiring approvals by FHWA and FT A, even if these agencies are not providing 
funding, For information purposes, the STIP should include all regionally significant 
transportation projects funded by other Federal agencies or by non-Federal funds. 
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2.2.3 Management and Monitoring Systems14 

Section J 034 of the ISTEA amended title 23 USC, Highways by adding new section 303, 
Management Systems which requires the issuance of regulations for State development. 
establishment, and implementation of a system for managing each of the following: 

■ Highway pavement of Federal-aid highways; 
■ Bridges on and off Federal -aid highways; 
■ Highway safety; 
■ Congestion Management System (CMS); 
■ Public Transit Management System (PTMS); and 
■ Intermodal Management System (IMS). 

In addition to the six management systems the regulation specifies a Traffic Monitoring 
System (TMS) to support the data requ1red by the six management systems. 

The management systems must be developed and implemented in cooperation with MPOs in 
metropolitan areas and with affected agencies receiving assistance under the Federal Transit 
Act. States must be implementing each management system beginning in Federal fiscal year 
1995. The FHW A and FTA agree that the metropolitan and statewide transportation planning 
processes are the appropriate forums for coordinating the outputs of the management systems, 
as well as other transportation needs, particularly since the legislation specifically requires the 
outputs of the systems to be considered in these planning processes. The regulation states 
that to the extent possible, the CMS, PTMS, and IMS are to be part of the transportation 
planning processes in all metropolitan planning areas, In ThfAs, a CMS must be part of the 
metropolitan planning process. 

Each of the management systems will require data to define and monitor the magnitude of the 
problems, identify needs, analyze alternative solutions, and measure the effectiveness of the 
implemented actions. Some data needs, such as traffic volumes or travel demand, may be 
common to all systems while other data will be unique to the particular system. 

The CMS will provide the most comprehensive data for planning, since it is required to 
continuously collect and monitor data in order to determine the duration and magnitude of 
traffic congestion. Also, it is required to identify and evaluate many of the same strategies 
that must be identified in the plan as addressing current and future transportation demand. 
The PTMS will identify and evaluate strategies related to public transportation. Beside a 
comprehensive inventory, the PTMS will collect data on the number of vehicles and ridership 
for dedicated right-of-way at the maximum load points in the peak direction and for the daily 
time period. The IMS expands the identification and evaluation of strategies to intermodal 
facilities and efficiency. Volume and patterns of goods and people carried by intermodal 
transportation will be collected and monitored. 

1• "Managemenl and Monitoring Systems; Interim Final Rule," 58 FR 63442-63485 (December 1, 1993), 
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The primary sources of data needed for these management systems include, but are not 
limited to 

■ Traffic counting programs ■ Surveys at activity centers 
■ Travel time surveys ■ Parking inventories 
■ Home interview surveys ■ Site impact studies 
■ Employer surveys ■ Computerized signal systems 
■ Vehicle occupancy counts ■ Cordon surveys 
■ Screen line counts ■ On-board transit surveys 
■ Travel behavior studies 

The data for the IMS will be consistent with HPMS, and based on the American Association 
of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guidelines for Traffic Data 
Programs 15 and FHW A's Traffic Monitoring Guide. 16 These two guides suggest that the 
data to be included in the TMS will result from continuous traffic counts, short-term traffic 
monitoring, and vehicle occupancy monitoring. Typical data elements regarding traffic 
volume include, but are not hmited to: 

■ Annual average daily traffic ■ Peak period volume 
■ Design hourly volume ■ Diurnal distribution 
■ Peak hour traffic percentage ■ Turning movements 
■ Directional split ■ Vehicle miles of travel 

2.3 Conformity of Transportation Plans and Programs to Air Oualitv Implementation 
Plans 

The Clean Air Act [(Section l 76(c)(4)(c)] requires each State to submit an implementation 
plan revision which includes criteria and procedures for assessing conformity. "Conformity to 
an implementation plan is defined in the Clean Air Act as conformity to an implementation 
plan's purpose of eliminating or reducing the severity and number of violations of the national 
ambient air quality standards and achieving expeditious attainment of such standards". 17 The 
conformity regulations integrate the transportation and air quality planning processes by 
requiring interagency consultation in the development of transportation plans, programs, and 
SIPs. 

The final conformity rule sets forth additional requirements for the content of the metropolitan 
transportation plan. Transportation plans adopted after January 1, 1995 in serious, severe, or 

15 AASHTO Guidelines for Traffic Data Programs, 1992, ISBN 1-56051-054-4, 

16 Traffic Monitoring Guide, Office of Highway Managemenl, October I 992, FHW A-PL-92-017. 

17 "Air Quality Transportation Plans, Programs, and Projects: Federal or State Implementation Plan 
Conformity; Rule," 58 FR 62 I 88 (November 24, 1993). 
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extreme ozone NAA and in serious CO NAA must describe the transportation system 
envisioned for future years called horizon years. For the horizon years, the plan must 

■ quantify and document the demographic and employment factors, including land use 
forecasts influencing expected transportation demand. 

■ describe the regionally significant additions to the highway and transit network in 
sufficient detail to allow modeling of travel times under various volumes, and transit 
ridership. Also, be specific enough to show a relationship between land use and the 
transportation system. 

■ describe future transportation policies, requirements, services. and activities, including 
intermodal activities. 

The final rule specifies the criteria for conformity which differ by time period, by type of 
pollutant. and by the level of non-attainment In addition to the criteria for conformity. the 
final rule establishes a number of other criteria. These are: 

■ Use of the latest planning assumptions- These mclude the latest assumptions for current 
and future population, employment, travel, congestion, and background concentration of 
pollutants. There is a requirement to discuss how transit operating policies have changed 
since the previous conformity determination, and there is a requirement to use reasonable 
assumptions about transit service, fares, and road and bridge tolls over time. The 
conformity determmation must use the latest information about TCM effectiveness. 

■ Use of the latest emissions model. 

■ The transportation plan, TIP, and projects which are not from a conforming plan or TIP 
must provide for the timely implementation of TCMs. 

Lastly, the final rule establishes detailed criteria for determining regional transportation-related 
emissions. This includes very specific modeling requirements after January l, 1995 for 
serious, severe, and extreme ozone NAA and serious CO NAA. The modeling requirements 
include:a 

■ The network-based model must be validated against ground counts for a base year that is 
not more than IO years prior to the date of the conformity determination. 

■ For peak-hour or peak-period traffic assignments, a capacity sensitive assignment 
methodology must be used; 

18 
IBID, p.6223 0-6223 !. 
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■ Zone-to-zone travel times used to distribute trips between origin and destination pairs must 
be in reasonable agreement with the travel times resulting from the assignment of trips to 
network links. These times should also be used for modeling mode splits if transit use is 
anticipated to be a significant factor; 

■ Free-flow speeds on network links must be based on empirical observations; 

■ Peak and off-peak travel demand and travel times must be provided; 

■ Trip distribution and mode choice must be sensitive to pricing, where pricing is a 
significant factor; 

■ The model must utilize and document a logical correspondence between the assumed 
scenario of land development and use, and the future transportation system for which 
emissions are being estimated, but reliance on a formal land-use model is not specifically 
required; 

■ A dependence of trip generation on the accessibility of destinations via the transportation 
system is not specifically required, unless the network model is capable of such 
determinations and the necessary information is available; 

■ A dependence of regional economic and population growth on the accessibility of 
destinations via the transportation system is not specifically required, unless the network 
model is capable of such determinations and the necessary information is available; 

■ HPMS estimates of VMT shall be considered the primary measure of VMT. A factor or 
factors shall be develop to reconcile and calibrate the network-based model estimates of 
VMT in the base year of its validation to the HPMS estimates for the same period, and 
these factors shall be applied to model estimates of future VMT; 

■ Reasonable methods shall be used to estimate NAA vehicle travel on off-network 
roadways within the urban transportation planning area. and on roadways outside the 
urban transportation planning area; 

■ Reasonable methods in accordance with good practice must be used to estimate traffic 
speeds and delays in a manner that is sensitive to the estimated volume of travel on each 
roadway segment represented in network model; and 

■ Ambient temperatures shall be consistent with those used to establish the emissions budget 
in the applicable implementation plan. 

CO hot-spot analysis must be based on the applicable air quality models, data bases and other 
requirements specified in 40 CFR Part 5 I, Appendix W. Assumptions used in hot-spot 
analysis must be consistent with the assumptions used in the regional emission analysis. 
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3 CAN THESE REQUIREMENTS BE SATISFIED 
BY THE CURRENT SET OF TRANSPORTATION 
PLANNING MODELS? 

3.1 Why the Current Set of Models Are Inadequate 

The information presented in this report illustrates the extensive modeling and data collection 
requirements now required by federal law and regulation. These new requirements are 
difficult to meet with the four-step modeling process, which has changed little over the past 
thirty years. This four-step process includes models for trip generation, trip distribution, 
modal split, and network assignment. Land-use models may also be included as an additional 
step prior to trip generation. 19 

Transportation planning models were developed to perform regional highway analyses, and in 
particular, they were developed to analyze the impact of major highway additions to the 
regional network. The CAAA and ISTEA focus on strategies which promote more efficient 
use of the existmg transportation network. These include strategies such as intermodalism, 
congestion management, and various TCMs such as improved public transit, trip reduction 
ordinances, traffic flow improvements, encouragement of non-motorized uses, employer-based 
programs, etc. Conformity determinations include requirements that plans or projects provide 
for timely implementation of TCMs, reduce localized CO violations, and not contribute to 
new violations. Transportation planning models lack the spatial and temporal detail, the 
behavioral sensitivity, and sensitivity ta alternative modes of trip-making needed to provide 
the forecasts required by the current regulations. Following are some of the issues: 

3.1.1 l\fodel Shortcominr.s in Meeting the Requirements of the CAAA 

The CAAA requires transportation system inputs for emissions mventories, for CO hot-spot 
analyses, and for photochemical modeling. It also requires network based VMT estimates and 
forecasts. However, the CA.AA requires much greater disaggregation and detail than the 
urban transportation models have been designed to provide. For example: 

■ Time-of-day situations, such as travel in the am peak, midday, and pm peak, are not well 
represented in the models. Air quality, however, is very sensitive to time of day. In 
determining base 1990 emissions inventories from mobile sources, EP A's MOBILE model 
requires the input of VMT by hour of the day, Likewise, for forecasting VMT in CO 
NAA, the models need to distinguish peak and off-peak travel times. 

:; 
See Peter R. Stopher and Arnim H. Meyburg, Urban Transportation Modeling and Planning, 
Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, D.C. Heath and Co,, 197 5. 
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■ Typical transportation planning model networks are not set up to accurately represent 
localized congestion problems v.nich result in CO violations. While the models can 
handle congestion on network links, CO hot spot analysis requires that such things as 
turning movements, intersection delays, and acceleration at on-ramps be represented. 

■ Typical transportation planning model networks tend to be too coarsely defined to 
facilitate apportioning regional VMT for use in a photochemical grid model. Currently, 
most existing transportation networks are based on traffic analysis zones and census tracts 
which are not at the level of detail required for the CAAA and conformity. Where 
additional processing is required of the transportation model output to provide input to 
such a photochemical grid model, assumptions and approximations in this additional 
processing will introduce error into the emissions modeling. 

■ Historically, transportation planning models did not validate link speeds. These were used 
as interim variables only to produce link volumes. In fact, once traffic assignment was 
completed, the model travel speeds were often found to be significantly different from the 
actual speeds. Now, however, accurate representation of speeds is needed to properly 
forecast emissions. In addition, accurate speeds are needed to account for the effects of 
congestion. If the speeds in the model are too high, for example, a congestion induced 
shift in mode cannot be adequately rcpresented.20 

■ Although the CAAA requirements for attainment are driving the development of 
transportation plru,s and programs, the planning horizon and forecast years for the region 
often do not coincide with the required forecast years for the CAAA. Therefore, 
extrapolations or interpretations of the transportation forecasts are needed as input to the 
emissions models. These extrapolations or interpretations introduce assumptions and 
approximations that may not be appropriate. 11 

In addition to VMT, the number of trips, and particularly the number of trips taken in cold
stan mode are critical for determining emissions estimates. Trip chaining (e.g., home ro day
care to work) is a growing phenomenon due partly to growth in two-worker families. Trip 
chaining affects the number of trips, trip length, and the fraction of trips made in cold start 
mode. Models do not represent trip chaining, and therefore may over-estimate the effect of 
employer based TCMs to reduce the use of single occupancy vehicles by workers, for 
example.22 

w Maren L. Outwater and William Loudon, "Travel Demand Forecasting Guidelines for the federal and 
California Clean Air Act! a paper prepared for presentation at the Transportation Research Board, 
Annual Meeting, June I 994. 

21 , , 
Greig Harvey & Elizabeth Deakin, "Toward Improved Regional Transportation M,ideling Practice 

22 

(Revised), December 1991, p. 49. 

Michael Replogle, ''Improving Transportation Modeling for Au Quality and Long-Range Planning:: 
Environmental Defense Fund, prepared for presentation to the Transportation Research Board l 993 
Annual Meeting, p. 6. 
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The CAAA also require the adoption of TCA1s in some cases -where they are needed to meet 
the NAAQS. These TCMs must be analyzed for their potential to reduce VMT and emissions. 
However, the typical four-step modeling process is not sensitive to many of the TCMs listed 
in Section I 08{t) of the CAAA. 

■ As mentioned above, time of day situations are not well represented in the models. But, 
the models need to analyze TCMs sensitive to time of day, such as programs to limit or 
restrict vehicle use in downtown areas during peak periods, or employer based programs 
to reduce single occupancy vehicles and permit flexible work schedules. 

■ Several TCMs emphasize walking and biking. However, most transportation models are 
concerned with vehicle mps rather than person trips, and thus ignore the non-motorized 
modes. This problem 1s more important for short trips, which have the most potential to 
switch to walking or biking. In addition, tnp generation and distribution models do not 
typically include information on the attractiveness of the walking and biking environment 
or the proximity of housing and jobs or shopping which can affect the modal split for 
these modes. Also, the models cannot handle changes in destinations which may result 
when there are mode shifts to non-motorized modes or when there are restrictions on 
vehicle access to points of the urbanized areas. 

■ Several TCMs emphasize mass transit, and model shortcomings v.-ith respect to transit are 
similar to those for non-rnotonzed modes. Trip generation and distribution models do not 
typically include information on transit accessibility or levels of service. Instead, highway 
travel times are used to estimate trip distribution. Transit use, however, depends upon 
urban structure (such as the density of development, the degree to which land uses are 
mixed, the connectivity of the roadways, and the proximity and levels of service of 
transit). Transit use also depends upon the level of impedance to automobile travel 
(which can be affected by parking costs or limitations, or restrictions to automobile use in 
general), however the transportation models typically do not account for such variables. 
Also, the share of trips made by park-and-ride and kiss-and-ride are not sensitive to 
factors such as changes in the proximity of jobs and housmg to transit stops, changes in 
pedestrian and/or bicycle access, or park-and-ride lot expansion. 

■ Mode choice models are not usually sensitive to factors related to auto occupancy, such as 
auto ownership. Auto occupancy is an important factor related to several of the TCMs 
specified in the CAAA. 

3.1.2 Model Shortcomings in Meeting the Requirements of the ISTEA 

While the CAAA require the transportation modeling process to produce much more detail 
than in the past, ISTEA requires that the process consider many more factors than in the past. 
The I 5 factors to be considered for the metropolitan transportat10n plan and the 23 factors to 
be considered for the state transportation plan have implications for the transportation 
planning models: 
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■ !STEA mandates the reflection of a metropolitan area's comprehensive long range land use 
plan and metropolitan development objectives in the transportation plan. Further, ISTEA 
mandates the consideration of the effect and consistency of transportation policy decisions 
on land use and development This implies the need to have transportation sensnive !and 
use models, however, few such models are in use, and feedback from the transportation 
modeling process to land use models is typically not done. Also, trip generation models 
tend to be insensitive to the jobs/housing balance which directly affects trip productions 
and attractions due to changes in res1dences and employment sites. The current methods 
of computing trip productions and attractions can lead to underestimations and future year 
emissions and traffic congestion. 

■ Mass transit, walking, and biking are to be emphasized. As discussed above, the 
transportation modeling process does not usually handle these modes well, 

■ The social and economic effects of transportation decisions are to be considered. This 
implies that the transportation modeling process should be more sensitive to demographics 
and social structure. However, trip generation models are often not sensitive to alternative 
tnp-making patterns due to variations in auto ownership, income, age of community, 
household size, and so forth. 

The planning requirements for the Congestion Management System and the Traffic 
Management system also place requirements on the transportation models: 

■ Traffic congestion greatly influences emissions. However, in many transportation 
planning models, congestion has no effect on population distribution and employment 
forecasts due to the restricted sensitivity and lack of feedback between traffic assignment 
and land use modeling and trip generation. In addition, the capacity constraints used in 
most models do not adequately degrade speeds at high levels of congestion, so that 
congested highway travel times are not considered in the mode choice part of the 
modeling process. 

■ Strategies such as rideshare matching, telecommuting, and parking management are to be 
considered, but the models are typically not sensitive to policies which would encourage 
these options. 

■ As mentioned previously, mode choice models are not usually sensitive to factors related 
to auto occupancy, such as auto ownership. Auto occupancy is an important factor related 
to several of the congestion management strategies that must be considered in the 
development of a metropolitan transportation plan. 

■ Congestion pricing is to be considered. However, models sensitive only to time will not 
be sensitive to this option. 
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■ IVHS technologies, such as motorist and transit information systems are to be considered, 
The four-step modeling structure is not sensitive to a policy which would provide real
t,me information on traffic conditions to the traveler, 

3.1.3 Model Shortcomings in Meeting the Requirements of Conformity 

The conformity regulations recognize some of the typical shortcomings of the transportation 
modeling process, As stated previously, these regulations require improved internal 
consistency in the modeling process. For example, free flow speeds in the models are to be 
based on empirical observations. Trip distribution times are to be consistent with travel times 
resulting from traffic assignment Trip distribution and mode choice must be sensitive to 
pricing, where pricing is an important factor. The regulations require that the land-use and 
transportation system interaction be considered. but do not require formal transportation 
sensitive land-use models or the use of accessibility measures for trip generation or regional 
growth. 

3.2 Model Modifications 

For the existing set of transportation planning models to be responsive to the new federally
mandated requirements, many changes will have to be made to each element of the process, 
The A1anual of Regional Transportation Modeling Pra<.:tice for Air Quality Analysis,23 
sponsored by the National Association of Regional Councils, provides guidance to :MPOs for 
meeting the requirements of the new legislation, The degree of sophistication of the 
transportation planning process differs from MPO to MPO, and there is a need to improve 
many existing models in use around the country to the level of the state-of-the-art. 

However, it is important to note that even if the individual elements of the modeling process 
are significantly modified to respond to the newly-mandated planning requirements, there may 
still be problems in the overall modeling framework that cannot be solved unless the whole 
process and/or modeling structure is modified, Such problems result from attempting to 
handle such complicated processes as time-of-day modeling, trip chaining, and a higher level 
of detail (e.g., grid-based modeling) within the traditional four-step process. 

The shortcomings of the existing models relative to the newly-legislated requirements indicate 
that significant changes are needed in the models and potentially in the mode! structure to 
accurately address these requirements. The needed model modifications are as follows: 

■ Time of day modeling which adequately represents transit trips, traffic factors such as the 
length of the am peak and pm peak, and TCMs such as flexible work hours, must be 
included in the models, This may require the development of time of day trip tables 

Z3 Manual of Regional Tran11portaJion Modeling Practice for Air Quality Analysis. NARC, July 1993, 
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immediately after trip generation, prior to the first use of any network-derived data. 24 

Another approach might be to add a time of day model as a fifth model in the process. 

■ Represemation of trip-chaining behavior must be included in the models. Harvey and 
Deakin25 suggest that proper representation of trip chaining requires an accessibility 
variable for the home zone. 

■ The transportation network must be represented in sufficient detail to allow network-based 
models to assist in determining conformi(V, particularly for CO In addition, the network 
must provide VMTJbr grid-based models to detennine NAAQS attainment. The use of 
GIS, in which a network can be described at a very detailed levef6 using common 
geographic coordinates, could be helpful in fulfilling the requirements of the CAAA and 
the conformity regulations. 

■ The models must be designed to accurately represent speeds on links. And, as required by 
the conformity regulation, travel times used for trip distribution are to be consistent with 
travel times resulting from traffic assignment. If recycling of travel times between 
network assignment and trip distribution is performed, the forecasts of tnp destinations 
and modes can be made sensitive to levels of congestion, and trips will be shifted between 
transit/ high-occupancy vehicles and single-occupant vehicles. 

■ Travel costs should be included in the models. In particular, parking costs, which may 
include both tangible cost and other factors such as parking capacity/accessibility should 
be included, since they can all be factors in mode choice. 

■ Household income and other travel-sensitive variables such as household structure must 
be included in the models. Demographic variables such as income significantly influence 
travel behavior and are needed to understand the socio-economic effects of transportation. 

• Bicycle and walk trips should be represented in the network and in mode choice models. 
These modes could be easily added to the mode choice models, but the difficulty would 
be in the network representation, which would have to be quite detailed in order to 
accurately measure times and distances for walking and bicycle trips. 

24 Peter R. Stopher, "Deficiencies in Travel Forecasting Procedures Relative to the 1990 Clean Air Act 
Amendment Requirements," op. cit., p. 23, 

25 
Greig Harvey and Elizaberh Deakin, "Toward Improved Regional Transportation Modeling Practice," 
op. cit, pp. 27-28. 

:6 The term "very detailed level" refers IO a level of detail necessary to model non•mot.orized travel, such 
as bicycling or walking. 
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■ Automobile ownership modeling which is sensitive to work mode choice must be added to 
the models. Automobile ownership is a major factor in mode choice and trip-making, but 
it is currently treated as an exogenous input which is often based on trend analysis. 
Automobile forecasting models should be sensitive to the potential of increases in transit, 
walk, and bicycle accessibility on household automobile ownership. 

■ Transportation-sensitive land use models should be incorporated in the models. Land use 
impacts on transportation have been difficult to quantify, primarily because issues such as 
the maturity of a particular region, and the balance of jobs and housing have not been 
represented in the models. Land use models need to contain measures of accessibility for 
analysis zones which adequately reflect highway congestion, proximity to transit and 
transit level of service, and the environment for biking and walking. In addition, the 
transportation models need to be sensitive to development issues. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

The landmark pieces of legislation discussed in this report provide an opportunity for the 
linkage of the transportation and air quality planning to evaluate N AAQS attainment and also 
promote intermodalism and cost-effectiveness, As discussed m Section 3, these laws and 
rules will require significant modifications to the transportation planning models, not only to 
fulfill the planning requirements of ISTEA, but to provide mput to emissions modeling 
required by the CAAA and conformity regulations. 

The CAAA mandates SIP revisions which include emissions estimates for current and future 
years, annual VMT reports and forecasts based on transportation network models, 
demonstration of attainment of the NAAQS, and the implementation of TCI'v1s when 
milestones are not met 

Recent implementing regulations for ISTEA set forth requirements for both statev.-ide and 
metropolitan area planning. In addition to requiring coordination of planning activittes 
between environmental agencies, transportation agencies, and other interested parties, the 
regulations require an extensive public process. The metropolitan planning process must 
consider !5 different factors, and the statewide process must consider 23 different factors, 
These factors include the interaction between land use and development and transportation; 
the need to relieve congestion; utillzation of the management and monitoring systems to 
identify transportation needs; the overall social, economic, energy, and environmental effects 
of transportation; methods to increase transit use; methods to increase the use of walking and 
bicycles; and TSM and other investment strategies to make the most efficient use of existing 
transportation facilities. 

Other implementing regulations for ISTEA provide for the establishment of six management 
and monitoring systems, which together with a traffic monitoring system will provide better 
information on the condition and use of existing transportation facilities. The congestion 
management system (CMS), in particular, requires the identification and evaluation of 
strategies to improve transportation system performance and reduce single-occupant vehicle 
traveL 

Conformity regulations link the transportation planning requirements of ISTEA with the 
requirements of the CA.AA These regulations require that a transportation plan and 
transportation improvement program (TIP) conform to a state implementation plan's air quality 
objectives, These objectives specifically address the severity and number of NAAQS 
violations, and the achievement of NAAQS attainment as soon as possible. Existing 
transportation planning models will have to be significantly modified to satisfy the 
requirements of the conformity regulations. 

This report identifies the shortcomings of the existing set of transportation planning models in 
terms of their ability to fulfill the new requirements. The four-step transportation modeling 
process has been under development for four decades, but retains essentially the same 
structure. This process was established to evaluate new regional transportation facilities, 
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however, the new planning requirements emphasize strategies which promote more efficient 
use of the existing transportation facilities. These include strategies such as intermodalism; 
congestion management; and various TCMs such as improved public transit, trip reduction 
ordinances. traffic flow improvements, encouragement of non-motorized uses, employer-based 
programs, etc. Conformity determinations include reqmrements that plans or projects provide 
for timely implementation of TCMs, reduce localized CO violations, and not contribute to 
new violations. 

The degree of sophistication of the transportation planning process differs from MPO to MPO, 
and there is a need to improve many existing models to the level of the state-of-the-art The 
conformity regulations set forth minimum standards, which include requirements that travel 
times be recycled between traffic assignment and trip distribution, that model speeds be based 
upon empirical observations, that travel be sensitive to pricing, and that peak and off-peak 
travel times be provided. 

While improvements in the four-step transportation modeling process can accommodate some 
of the new requHements, other requirements point our the need for alternative approaches or 
model structures. For example, the modeling process needs to be modified to provide 
information on tripmaking by time of day, and to be sensitive to transportation policies which 
may alter the time that tripmaking occurs. Trip-chaining behavior, along with its effect on 
work and non-work tripmaking, VMT, and modal split must be also represented in the 
models. In addition, the level of detail represented by the models must be increased m order 
to provide information on CO hot spots, and VMT, trips, and speeds by small geographic 
areas. The models need to include variables relevant to tripmaking such as demographic 
variables, urban design variables, and accessibility measures. Methods for accounting for 
walking and bicycling need to be incorporated into the models. 

The planning and data collection requirements of the CAAA and ISTEA therefore reinforce 
the approach being undertaken by the Travel Model Improvement Program. Work needs to 
be done to bring current practice to the state-of-the-art as well as to advance the state of the 
art with research into new model structures and approaches. 
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Urban transportation planning was first mandated by the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1962. 
This act established the "JC" planning process - fornprehensive, sooperative and s_ontinuing-, 
and required this type of planning as a condition for receiving Federal funds in urbanized 
areas. Further, it officially introduced the idea of integrating land use with transportation, and 
declared that planning be intermodal. 

Currently, Federal legislation has mandated specific metropolitan and statewide transportation 
planning requirements, has required the establishment of six management systems to collect, 
maintain and analyze transportation-related data, and has introduced strict air quality planning 
and compliance requirements. Even though the planning requirements have changed 
significantly since l 962, the transportation planning models have not changed that much. In 
order to recognize the impact of thirty years of changes to the planning requirements on the 
adequacy of the models, the following subsections will briefly outline the history of 
transportation planning in terms of Federal legislation. 

A-1 Brief History of Transportation Planning 

The history of transportation planning has been well documented, particularly by Edward 
Weiner"7

. A brief summary of the history, presented below, highlights the legislation that has 
changed the planning requirements over time. A more detailed summary can be found in the 
following table. 

Although urban transportation planning was not mandated as part of Federal funding 
·requirements until the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1962, there were several pieces of 
legislation before that which established key planning organizations and programs, Between 
1916 and 1961, the following activities led up to the creation of the 3C transportation 
planning process: 

■ 1916: Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) created. 

■ 192 l: Federal-aid Highway System established, state highway departments organized, and 
state matching of Federal assistance required. 

■ l 934 Discretionary highway planning and research program established. 

■ 1944: Federal assistance for secondary and urban extension roads initiated and national 
system of interstate highways designated. 

■ 1953: First fMding provided for the U.S. Interstate Highway System. 

27 Edward Weiner, Urban. Transportation Planning in the Uni.led State,: An Historical Overview, Office 
of Economics, Office of the Assistant Se-cretary for Policy and International Affairs, Office of the 
Secretary of Transportation, Revised Edition, November 1992, DOT-T-93-02. 
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■ 1956: Funding created for national system of interstate and defense highways. 

■ 1961: Program of loans and demonstrations for the construction of transit facilities and 
purchase of capital equipment created. 

■ 1961: Use of Housing and Home Finance Agency comprehensive planning funds 
authorized for urban transportation planning, 

Between 1962 and 1972, transportation planning requirements were established through 
several pieces of legislation, were expanded to include transit planning, guidance for planning 
was first issued, and the integration of transportation planning and other planning 
(environmental, land use. and air quality) was defined. The following list summarizes the 
legislative activities between l 962 and 1972: 

■ l 962: 3C urban transportation planning process mandated for receiving Federal funds. 

■ 1963: 3C planning process guidelines issued by the BPR (see discussion following these 
bullets), Ten elements of the planning process were defined. 

■ 1964: The Urban Mass Transportation Act created transit capital grants to public agencies, 
and the first national research and development program for transit was established. 

■ 1965: Grants for comprehensive planning authorized to regional planning agencies (RP As) 
and councils of government (COGs). Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) created. 

■ 1966: U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) created, with the FHW A and the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) as subordinate organizations. 

■ 1966: The Metropolitan Development and Demonstration Cities Act required an areawide 
planning and review process for various Federal assistance programs, such as water and 
sewer grants, transit and highway assistance, urban renewal, etc, 

■ I 967: FHW A consolidated previous urban transportation planning guidance in a Policy 
and Procedure Memorandum (PPM-50-9). 

■ 1968 The Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMT A) was transferred from HUD 
to DOT. 

■ 1968: FHW A issued an Instructional Memorandum (IM 50-4-68), "Operations Plans for 
Continuing Urban Transportation Planning," which maintained the responsiveness of 
planning to the needs of local areas. Five elements were identified for a continued 
planning process: surveillance, reappraisal, service, procedural development and an annual 
report. 
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■ 1968: The Intergovernmental Cooperation Act required the coordination of Federal 
programs \',1th local governments, generally acting through RP As or COGs. 

■ 1969: The National Environmental Policy Act required a systematic interdisciplinary 
approach to planning as part of an environmental impact statement (BIS) process. 

■ 1970: The CAAA of 1970 focused on traffic management as a remedy for air pollution 
control. They also established the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), specified 
emission standards, required the establishment of ambient air quality standards, and 
required State Implementation Plans (SlPs) and Transportation Control Plans (TCPs). 

■ 1972: FMT A issued an External Operating Manual which included planning requirements 
for planning projects. Appendix 2 of the Manual was entitled "Urban Mass Transportation 
Planning Requirements Guide," (UMTA Order 1000.2, dated August 22, 1972) which set 
forth the areawide planning requirements for the transit program. These requirements 
were designed to be consistent with the JC plannmg process. 

The most significant documentation during this ten-year time frame was the Higliway 
Planning Program Manual (HPPM), originally issued by the BPR and later updated by the 
FHW A Prior to the UMT A External Operating Manual, the HPPM was the only technical 
documentation and guidance available on the urban transportation planning process. Volume 
8 of the HPPM was entitled "Urban Transportation Planning," and contained the following 
chapters: 

l General - Organization 
IL Use of Computers 
III. Origin-Destination Surveys 
IV. Population Studies 
V. Economic Studies 
VI. Land Use 
VII Classification of Existing Street Use and Street lnventory 
VIIl. Development of Standards and Evaluation of Existing Traffic Services 
IX. Traffic .Engineering Studies 
X. Public Transportation 
XL Terminal Facilities 
XII. Travel Forecasting (Trip Generation and Distribution) 
XIII. Traffic Assignment 
XIV. Developing the Transportation Plan 
XV. Plan Implementation 
XVI. The Continuing Planning Process 

Each chapter in the HPPM was originally written and updated between September 1965 and 
August 1973. 
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In 1975, UMT A and FHW A issued joint highway and transit planning regulations that 
"unified the individual planning requirements of FHW A and UMTA and superseded the 
operating procedures"i1 mentioned previously, These regulations were the precursor to the 
current requirements for metropolitan and statewide planning (to be discussed in section 2.2). 
They included: 

■ The development of a unified planning work program (UPWP) which describes all urban 
transportation and transportation-related planning activities anticipated during the next one
to two-year period; 

■ The development of a transportation plan, consisting of specific elements (Chapter I of 
title 23 and Chapter VI of title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 450, 
Subpart A), including a long-range and transportation system management (TSM) 
elements;and 

■ The development of a transportation improvement program (TIP). 

Between 1977 and 1980, the following significant !eg1slation related to transportation planning 
requirements occurred: 

■ 1977 The CAAA required that transportation plans, programs and projects funded under 
title 23 or title 49 conform with State or Federal air quality implementation plans. 

■ I 978: The Surface Transportation Assistance Act added energy conservation as a goal in 
the planning process. 

■ 1978: Regulations integrating air quality planning and 3C planning were issued, 

■ I 980: Joint FHW A/UMT A Environmental Regulations were issued that required a single 
set of environmental procedures for highway and transit projects in order to produce a 
single EIS and Alternatives Analysis document 

In 1981 and 1982, two Executive Orders (EOs) were issued by President Reagan which 
reflected a national concern for the complexity and burdensome nature of requirements and 
regulations29

• Decentralization and intergovernmental coordination were the themes in these 
two EOs (12291 and 12372) EO 12291 "established procedures for reviewing existing 
regulations and evaluating new ones. It required that a regulation have greater benefits to 

28 "Planning Assistance and Standards: Urban Tramportntion Planning; Final Rule," 40 FR 42976 
(September 17, 1975) 

29 Edward Weiner, l.lrban Tr1JRSportation Planning in the United States: An Historical Overview, op. 
cit. p. 171 
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society than costs and that the approach used must maximize those benefits. All regulatory 
actions were to be based on a regulatory impact analysis that assessed the benefits and costs. 
The objectives of EO 12372 were to foster an intergovernmental partnership and strengthen 
federalism by relying on state and local processes for intergovernmental coordination and 
review of Federal financial assistance and direct Federal development." 30 

The impact of these EOs marked a turning point in the way requirements and regulations 
were promulgated. For transportation planning, the first set of regulations that reflected this 
change to more general requirements was issued in 1983. Joint FHW A1UMTA urban 
transportation planning regulations were revised to reflect the reduction in the Federal 
government's involvement in urban transportation planning. These revised regulations "stated 
the product or end that was required but left the details of the process to the state and local 
agencies, so the regulations no longer contained the elements of the process nor factors to 
consider in conducting the process." 3

' 

Between this legislation and the present, all transportation planning regulations and 
requirements continued to reflect a less-specific nature, as follows: 

■ l 987: The Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance .Act added a 
requirement to the planning process that involved the development of long-term financial 
plans for regional urban mass transit improvements. 

■ I 987: Joint FHW A/UMT A Environmental Regulations were revised to provide more 
flexibility in the requirements for comprehensive environmental assessments. 

Since 1990, there have been several significant pieces of legislation and implementing 
regulations which mandate a new set of planning and data collection requirements. The 
legislation includes the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and the Intermodal Surface 
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991. Detailed descriptions of these requirements are 
included as Appendix B. 

A-2 Tabular Summarv of Transportation Planning History 

A tabular summary of transportation planning history follows: 

30 Ibid, p. 171 and 174. 

31 Ibid, p. 185. 
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SUMMARY OF TRANSPORTATION PLANNING HISTORY 

I 
"''~RTOPIC SUB-TOPIC STATirfORY DESCRIPTION REF. 

"- I REft:RENCE 

I 1916 1934 Fed•ral-Aid Road Fedora! highway The Federal-Aid Road Acl of 1916 was lhe beginning of the foderal-aid highway 
Act program program. II created the Bureau of Public Roads. 

2 1921 1921 Federal Highway Fcdoral highway The Federal Highway Act <>f 1921 establi,h,d the foderal-aid highway system. require<! 
Act program !hat ru,tes organiz¢ state higbwar departments, provided cuntnt<.'t authority (between the 

US w,d sW•• for aid), ond required 1ll!le mat1:hing of Federal ru;si•Wtce. 

3 1934 1934 Federol-Aid Federal highway The 1934 Federal-Aid Highway Act eitablished • di•cretiona,y highway planning •nd 
Highway Ad planning research (HP&R) program !hat was authorized at I I 2 percent of [the capital 

expenditures for highway constructi-On], 

4 1944 1944 Federal-Aid Federal highway The 1944 f•d•r•l-Aid Highway Act initialed Federal asststonc• fur a Secondary nnd 
Highwai• Act program Urban Extensions Program in addition to the F'ederal-aid highway system originally 

.. 1ablished in 192L II also difffled !h• designation ofa 40,000 mil< national •y•tem of 
lnlen!Ate highwa) s by pro,ided rw funding. 

s 194? 1947 Housing Act Federal housing 194 7 Housing Tho 1947 Housing Ac1 created th• (US) Housing and Hom• Finance Agency. 
program Act 

6 1953 1953 Federal-Aid Federal highway The 1953 F«kral-Aid Highway Act pro\'ided Ult lir.;t funding for the l•S lnter.1latc 
Highway Act program Highway sy,tem. 

i 1954 1954 Hawing Act Comprehensive Section 701 of the 1954 Housing Act established a progran1 of grants 10 assist local 
Planning Program gov<:mments in c<>nducllng "compreben,ive" planning prognum. 

8 1956 !956 Federal-Aid (nt.,rstate and Defense The 1956 Federal-Aid Highway Act creat<:d funding for • Nation•I Sy'1em of lnt•rstate 
Highway Ac-t llighw•l' System and Defense Highways. 

9 1956 19 56 Highway Rcvenuo Federal Highway Trust The J9j6 Federal Revenue Acl established the Highway Trust fund which provided a 
Act Fund 90% rcdcral share for eligible highway conr,,.truction. 

IO 1961 1961 Hou•ing Act Urban transit loans and TI>e 1961 Housing Act creoled a program ofloans and demonstrations for the 
dc:mos, constniction of transrt fadHties and purchase of capital equipment. 

II 1961 1961 Housing AC\ Urban tran:~portation 1961 lloll>ing The 1961 Housing ,\ct outhoriud the use of !IHFA comprehensive planning funds 
studies Ac! {Sccticn 701 of 1111; 195-4 Housing A.:1) to be used for urban transportation plannit'tg. 



12 1962 

OPIC 

1962 Federal-Aid 
Higbw•y Act 

C 

~3c1r ufban 
lr-an.!..partation Planning 

23 l!SC Sec. 134 

30 

DcSCRlPrJON 

The j962 Federal-Ai<! !lighwoy Act mandated a "comprehensive. cooperative and 
"unHnuln~t• urban transportation planning process, It became known as; the "JC" 
planning process, The Act \'ita.~ the firSt federal law lo requlr~ urban transportation 
planning as a condition for r..:t.'.l!i\·1ng federal funds in urhanized areas, It assertc<l that 
urbun trnnsportation ,1-·a:. to be integrated wit11 land dcvefopment and that transportation 
planning would be inlem,od•l. 

''ft is declared to b\! in th.: national U1ten:st to en ... ·omage and p:romotl! tht dex-dopnunt 
of transportation systems embracing ,·arious nwde:1 of transport in .a manner that v.riH 
i,;en'c: the .1,.tati:s and fo4,~"l .:ommunl1ies eflici,mtly and effectively." Further, the 
Se~retary or Comm~n.·e was directed lo cooperate: witli Ult! stales ".,.in th,: de,·dopmi!ol 
of long-rang~ highway plans and progr-<lms which are propuly coordinabld with pl ans 
for impro\'•m•nts m ulh« affoct,d fonns of <rans11orn>tioo and which arc formulated 
,,1th due ccnsideratitin to their probabit tffect on the futurf dtwdopment of the urban 
area, 

"After July L 1963. 1bC" s~cretary shall not approve unde-r sectiao l0.5 of this ht.Jc an~
programs for projecl.5 in any urban a~a of mo~ than fift.y thousand population unless 
ht finds that .sui;:h proji:cl.s an: based un a continuing, comprehensive transportation 
planning process carried out cooperatin:ty br states and local communities in 
conforman« with lhe objectl\·e.'i stated in thl±. sectfon" (23 USC Sectffln. 134) 

The Act also rl!quiri;;:d that i l/2 *<i of lh~ fhighway ~onstruction funds) bl!' made 
available for highway planning and research (HP&R}. An addilional 1,2 porccnlum ""' 
option.al. 



IL; YEAR MAJOR TOPIC SUB-TOPIC STATUTORY DESCRIPTION 
REFERENCE 

13 1963 Federal Highwoy Guidolines for JC IM 50-2-63 In March of 1963, the Bureau of Public Roads issued guidelinos defining lhe JC 
Planning Ouido!line Plunnlng f'r•.H:1Js::- planning pro~l!Jis(IM 50-2-63). "Cooperahvt:" was de.tined tu include not only 

cooperation bet'l.vi.!en lhe Feden-.l~ state-, and focal levels of govemm..:n1 but al.so among 
tht! various a.geut.,ii:s ,,·ithin the Sfi.fl1C- lcvd of go,,i:mm.:nL 11Conlim..11ng ·• refetTed lo the 
need to perkldically rc~.;:vaJuat-e and update: a lransportation plB-n. '\Comprehensive" \Vas 

defined lo include the: ba.o;ic ten elements of a JC planning process for whic-h 
inventories and analys..e$ ,_n:re n:quir~. These t,.:n c!ef'll(."'flt.s. arc; 
I, Ecom•mic fa-::tors llff\.."t:ting developm\!nl 
2. Population 
3. Land \Jse 
4. Transportation facilities, including lhosc for mass lr.anspo!IAlion 
5. Travel patterns 
6. T enninal and transfer facililies 
7. Traftk control featuros 
8. Zoning ordinances .. mbdi\'i~ion regulations, building codes, etc. 
9. F'inandal resour,~s 
JO. Social and community-value factors. such as preservation of open spaN~ parks 

and ri:creational fudlities; pre:serv,11i-Jn of historical sites and 
buildings;en\·ironmental amenities: and aesthetics. 

uThc planning proc4:;H con.siiltcd of: ~sr.ahlh:hing an organiza1ion to can·l out the 
planning. proces5~ developmenl of local go.a.ls and objecth-es; SUl'\'cys and inventories of 
existing conditions and facilities~ analyses of cum.mt conditions: and ca.tibra.tion of 
foreco.sling tc<:hniqucs; forec .. ting of future activity imd travel; evaluation of alternative 
transportati-On networks resulting in a recommended tromportotion plan; staging of the 
transportation plan; and id<ntification of resources to implement it" (Wiener 1992) By 
the l•gislated deadline of Julv l, 1965, all 224 existing urbo.nizod areas which fell 
under the 1962 Act had an urban transpo1Uition planning process underway (Holmes. 
1973) tic,; 

14 1964 Urban Ma.~• l:rhan transit <;apltal 1964 UMT . .\,1. The 1964 Urban ~!ass Tronspor!Jllioo Act created transit capital grants to public bodies 
Transportation Act grants with • maximum Fodera! share of 66 2'3 percentum. 

' 15 1964 Urban Ma,,; R~search and 1%4 ll~n .-\ct 1110: 1964 Urban ?-.las!s Ti.mspoibtion :\,.:t ~stahtishr,;d tltc first national t\!Sl!ard1 •Jth.t 

T raru;portation ,\d Development Prvgram devdopmi.:nt program t{,r tr.msil 

16 1965 Housing and Urban Regional planning 1965 Hen Act ln addition to creating lll'D, the 1965 Hc•using ond l'rban O.:velopmcnl Ad authorized 
Develop. Act grants from S. 70 I grants for comprehe-tUin: planning to regional planning agtn<:1es (RP As) d.fld council;; 

of govemmen!s (COGs) from 70! funds (S 701, Housing ,\ct of 1954, as amend<d). 

17 1%6 Dept o( Transponaiion l:S DOT estabhshi<<.I 1966 DOT .-\,! The l9'66 Depanmt:tit or Tr.msport.ation :\ct crtlted lht U.S. Depa:rt.mi:n1 of 
Act Trans.portation bringing the iodependt!nl Fcderai High\\·ay Administration and the 

Federal Aviatk:n Adminh-tr;ttion ttnder the DOT umbrella. 
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~ 1 "''" 
MAJOR TOPIC ~~~~ii~~ I DF:SCR[PTION 

18 1966 UMT Act Amendments TrJUHil Technical 1966 UMT Th• 1966 Urban Mass Tron,portation Amendments Act amended lh• 1964 Ul\lT A.,;t to 
Studies Program Amtlld. Act add a lrnnsit technical studies program (Section 9, UMT Act of 1964) to ( .. purpose,. 

.). Other amendments added a management training program and a ?,ew System• study. 

l\l 1966 Demo Cities and Mell1l S. 204 Areawide S.204, MD&DC Th• 1966 Melropolitau Development and fkmumlmtion Cities Act provided in Section 
l);:nlop. Act Plannins A.ct of 1966 204 that an areawide planning Md review process would be a requirement for federal 

"'sistance far various grant programs (e.g water and sewer gl1llltS, transit and highway 
assis1anc~. urban renewal etc.), "Section 204 asserted the federal interest improving the 
c-oordimilion of public facility constructioo projects to obtain ma,.;imum ~ffectiveness of 
federal SJ)"nding and lo r<la1e sud, projocts to ar,owi<k development plans ... Section 
204 required !hat all applic>lions for planning and conslruclion of facilities be 
submitted to an areawide planning agency for review and conunent. The au:awide 
agency was requir<d to be composed of loc•l el«1ed officials. . Pr1Jce-dun:.s lo 

implement thi> act w<re i>Sued br lhe Bureau of the Budget in Ctrcular No. A•Sl .. " 

(Wiono'T) 

20 1966 National Traffic and Higbwoy safety ·11,e 1966 National TralTtc and 11atur Vehicle Safoty Act creA!<d the National Traflk 
Motor Safety Act progrdffls Safety Agency, ~slablished minimum safoty standan.ls for molor ,·ehldts: and 

equipmonl, and expanded the National Driver Register. 

21 1966 National Safety Act Highway saf<ty The 196(, Highway Safol\· Ac! cr<al<d u,~ Natkmal Highway Safotr Agency, ,,quir~d 
programs s!Jlteo lo establish highway safety programs, made mau:hing f,deral funds (75•25° ,) 

a1·ail&hfo to Slates allocated by population and highway mile•ge (S.402). 

22 1966 National Historic Historic pre$tf'.'!ltion The I966 National HistOl'lcal llrese:rvaHon Act c:re,atc.J. the AdYisory Couni:ii on Histork 
Pre1>crvation Act requiri:ment.s Preservation and requir~d Fedi:r;i;I ag!!ndc<s- to take account of and protect historic 

propenies (S.106). 

23 1967 Urban Transportation Consolidated Urban PMM 50•9 The [Federal llighv.ay Administnlion] con,<>lidated previous guidance in a 1%6 Policy 
Planning Guide Tranip. Guideline and Proc<durc Memorandum. (PPM•50•9) 

24 1967 Naiional Higl,way Consolidation of safe:ty Exec Order In 1967, President Johnson issued Execu!ive Order I 1357, which combined the 
Safety Bureau agencies 11357 National Traffic Safety Agency and tl1e National Highway Safety Agency into tho 

Nationol Hi!!,hway Safety Dureau in the US Department of Transportation. 

2S 1968 Federal-Aid Highway TOPICS, environment, • The 1968 FeJoral-Aid Highwa; ,,ct created the TOPICS Pror;ram (Traffic Operations 
Act public hearings Program lo lmpro,·e Capacity and Safct,J, prohibited laking• ufpurks, wellumh o, 

wildlife refuge; aod required public hearmg,, 

27 1968 lntergo,·ernrn,n1al federaL'Local 1968 lC Act ln 1968. the lntcrgovt."tltmeutal Cooperation Ad required 1hii:: coordination or Federal 
Cooperation Ad govtrnment programs \'r'ith local go\'emm£:nts, g~nerally acting through are.awid.:, planning 

coordin11ti-0n organizations or ~oundls of governments (COGs). 
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REF. YEAR MAJOR TOPIC SUB-TOPIC STATUTORY DESCRIPTION 
I NO. REFERENCE 

28 1968 FHW A Operations Plans for ucontinuingj! IM 50-4-68 In 1968, as mosl urbaniz-:d areas were well along on their 3C planning, FHWA issued 
Plans IJTP an Instructional 11cmorandum (IM 50-4 .. 68) entitled "Operations Plans for 'Conlinuini 

Urban Transponation Planning" lo maintain the responsiveness of planning lo the needs. 
of local areas and to potcntia1 ,changes. The operations plans w~re to addre!ii!t the 
"arious items needed to pertOrm continuing planning, Including: the organizational 
stroclure; scope of acti,·ities and the agencies that wen: responsibl¢i a description of the 
surveillance methodology to identify changes in land development and tra,·~1 demand, a 
description of land use and travel forecasting procedures, and work remaining on the 
Len basic element.c; of the JC planning prore&s. The Guidelines. identified fi\'e essential 
elements for a continued planning proces.lli: surveillance, reappr.aisa), servic¢, procedural 
development and annual report, The 11 surveillance 11 element focused on monitoring 
chang~s in the area in dc\·clopment~ sociod.;magnphic chanu .. 1.cristics, and travel. 
"Reappraisal" dealt with three levels of re1-'iew of the transportation forecasts and phm 
to detennine if they were still valid. Every five years. the plan and forecast were to be 
updated to retain a 20~year time horizon. The "ser\"icc1

' clcm~n1 was to assist agencies 
in the implem,:nlation of thi: plan, The 1'proci.:dura.l d\!velopmt:nt" clement emphasized 
the need rn upgradf a11alyi.is techniques. [,~stly, th~ ruhlkation of an "annual report" 
on these acti \"ities \\ as required as 11 mean=i, of c-ommunicating ,vith local otlklals and 

citizens. (U.S. DOT 1968) 

29 1969 Nation11.I Environmental NEPA planning 1969 NEPA The 1969 N.ttiunul Enyironmcntal Policy Act (NEPA) required a £)1itcmutic 
Policy Act requirement.c; interdisciplinary aprroach 10 planning and decisionmaklng as a part of an 

environmental impoct stakm<nt (EIS) process for prnject co,0er<d by Uie AcL It also 

e•tabli•hed the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 

30 1969 UMB Circular A-9l Areawide Proj O.MB Circular In 1969. the Office of Management and Budget issued Circular A-95 which requirtd 
Notification/Revi.:w A-95 that arcawidl!' phmning ag~ni:ie£ comment on f~Jenlly~aid.::d projects. 

31 1969 FHW A PPJ\l on Two Ful1 consideration of PPM 20-8 In 1969, the [FH\\' Al issued a Policy and Procedure ~fomorandum on the "Two 
Hearing Process proj Impacts Hearing Process" \\ihich required full consideration of 50cial, economk and 

environmental impacls Jin the federal highway construction process]. 

32 1969 Environmental Qualily Office of 1969 EQ The 1969 Environmental Quality Improvement Act established lhe Office of 
Improvement A.ct "Environmental Quality Environmental Quality. 

33 1970 UMT Assistance Acl Long-tenn 1970 l'MT The 1970 Urban ~hss Transportation Assistance Act established a long-tenn 
commitment to transit Assistance Act commitment to transit funding•· $10 billion aver a twelve year period. The Act also 

added (Section 16 lo the U~IT Act of 1964 j which provided requin:ments concerning 
the elderly and persons with disabilities 
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II ~i YEAR MAJOR TOPIC Sl'D-TOPIC STATUTORY [)ESCRIP'llON 
REFERENCE 

34 1970 C]ean Air Act EPA, l"'.ntisston stanJ, 1970 CAA Thi! 1970 Cfoan :lir Act .-\mcndmtnts CN.Jtl!d the EPA, ~peC1fied \!mission standards, 

Amendments Sll's, TCl's Amendments requmul thl: cstabhshm~nt of ambient air quality slaodards, r.equirl!d Stall! 

hnpler.nc-ntation Plans (SIP:.) and [Transponu.tion Contrnl Plans! (TCPs) anJ fo1-·us: on 
tralli..: managi:mi;!nt as a n:mi.:Jy 1hr air pollution controt 

35 1970 Federal Highway Annual certification of I~[ 50-3-71 ln 1971, the federal Highway Adminislrution issued an Instructional ;\Iemorandum that 
Planning Guideline JC: Process -established annual citrtification of the 3 C urban transportation planning procl!ss. 

36 1972 FHW A Process PPl\l for processing PPM 90-4 In 1972, th~ Fcder.11 Hig_hwu-y AJmiuistralion lssut:J u Polii.:r and Pror,:edun: 
Guidelines for highway project,;; l\'h:morandum which established process guiddin~s for highway project.::. 
Highways 
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----, - a-• ~..,. MAJOR TOPIC SUB-TOPIC STATUTORY DESCRIPTION 
NO. REFERENCE 

37 1972 UMT A External Planning requirements UMTACirc. Jn August of 1972, UMTA issued •n Ex1ernal Operaling Manu•I which as its first 
Operating Manual for transit proj. 1000.2 consolidated guidance for projei:.1 management also d,:scribed the planning requirements 

for transit projects. App<11dix 2 of lhe .Manual was entitled the "1/rhan Mass 
Trn..nsponation Planning Requireme11ts Guide" which set forth the an-a\\'ide pJanning 
requiremenls for the transit program di.!signcd to be consistent with Lhe JC planning 
process. An urban aroa needed to ha\'e: a legally established planning agency 
representing local units of government; a comprehen.si\'e, continuing areawide planning 
process; and ll land use plun to ::;en.·~ as the basis for di.:tennining travel dt:mand. 

"The: transportation planning require01eols, which \\'ere certified by l TMT.-\. induded; a 
long-range lransp011alion planning process, a 5-10 year transit dli!\'elopment program, 
and a shot~range program:. The agl!ncy conducting the transportation planning was to 
be, where\'er possiblr!-. the agencJ currying out the comprehcnsl\'e planning. ('Veiner) 

The pl1mning rl!quirl!menls contained in the Manual \\'en: super.si:d~d by llw joint 
FHV:,\/UMT.-\ Urban Tr=portalion Planning regulatioru; (US DOT 1975), 

Optra.ting Manual whiLb as its first t·onsolidat1:d guidanc,e for projed m.auugerncnt u]so 
described the- planning requirements for transit projects. Appendix 2 of the Manual \'l.'as 
entitled the "llrhan Mass Transportation Planning Requirements Guid~'1 whfoh set forth 
the areawide planning re4uirements for the trrunit program designed to bl! consistent 
with the 3C planning process, An urban tlT..:a ne~J,:d to have; a h:gally r!stabHshed 
p!anning agency reprt:st!nting lo-c.a.1 units of government~ a comprehensiYe, continuing 
area.wide planning prnc.c.ss: and a land use plan to sen•e as the basis for detennining 
tra,'el demand. 

"The transpor1a11on planmng r~quirements, \1,;hich ,,,ere cenifiied by l'~!TA, included: a 
long-range transpor1alion plannlng process, a 5-10 year transit development program, 
aml a shot~range program, The ag~ncy conducting the lr.msp-ar1.ation planning was to 
be, v,,herever possible, the agency carrying out 1he comprehensive planning. (\\'elnu) 

The planning rcqufri;!"menls contained in the t\fanual w~r-e supi!rseded by the joinl 
Fl!W NUMTA Urban Transportation Planning_ regulations (US DOT J 975). 

38 1973 Federal-Aid Highway Highnay to transit 1973 F-A The 1973 Federal-Aid Highway Act allowed Federal Aid Urban System and lnter>lale 
Act fund Highwa)' .-\ct funds to be transferred lo transit projecls, 

transfer 

39 1973 Rehabilitation .\ct Program accli!ss for S,504 Rehab Act In 1973 the Rchabilttalion Act (was amended lo] added Section 504 which pro\'ided 
(Amendment] handicapped of 1973 that Federally fundi!d pro-grams had to provide access. lo handicapped persons 
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MAJOR IOPIC 

40 1973 CEQ Guidelines 
preparation 

42 1974 Emcreicm·y Highway 
F.nergy Consv. Ac:t 

43 1974 Energy Policy and 
Conservation Act 

55 mph sp<ed limit 1974 E!lEC Act 

CAFE standards 1975 EPC Act 
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DESCRIPTION 

73 the Coundl on Enviro11111<1ttal Quality issued guidelines on the preparation of 
onmental Imp.act Statements. 

74 the Emergency Highway Energy Consernlion Act established a 55 mile per 
hour speed limit on Federal flntemate] highways 

The 1974 Energy Policv and Consen ation Act established corporate average fuel 
economy (C.~FE) standards for auturnobJlc manuf11ctururs:. 



YEAR 

44 1975 

45 1976 

MAJOR TOPIC 

Join! FHW,\.lllMTA 
Planning Requiremrots 

Federal-Aid Highway 
Act 

SUB--TOPIC 

MPO, proopedus, 
UPWP, TIP, AE, TS~l 

lnlcrullllc transfers, JR 
program 

1973 P-A Hwy 
Act 
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DESCRIPTION 

''In 197i, FUW,\ and !!~!TA issued fiMljoint highway and lransit planning 
regulatioru in the Ftderal R~gis11i!!r ientitled, "Planning AssJ:stance and Standll!ds". Thi: 
regulatiom pro\'ided for the joint designation of MPO's lo carry out planning and 
required •greements on the dirision of respoll!lihility where th• MPO'• and A-95 
agencies were different . ..-\ muhtyear prospectus and annual unified ,.vork program had 
to be suhmined spe~ifylug an transporta.tfon .. rdah::d planning acti\"ifou; for an urban a.r.:a 
as a condition for recl!tving federal planning fund.s._n 

"Th~ urban transpot1at1or1 plannin~ process was required to prndute :t long-range 
transportation plan, which had to be review~d annually to confinn its validity, Tht: 
transportation plan had lo contain a long-range element and a sh01"ter~range 
.. transp-ortatio-n systtms tn,magement element" (fS:ME) for unpro\'ing th~ operation of 
existing transpo11ation :!)':\>terns , .. ithout new fadlities. 

"A multiyear 1'transportition improvement program" (TlP) also had to bi;: dt:>\'eloped 
consiatent whh the transpor1atlon plan, Thi!' 11P had lo iru:.-tude all hlgbway and tran.:;it 
projects lo ln.: impJemcnl;;:t.l within lite coming five yi.:ars. lt thereby becam.! the linkage 
t>t:h'ro:<:n th-: planning and programming of urban transpnru.tion, proj~..:t.•L It also brought 
together all h1ghway and transit projects into a single doc"Urn.tnt thlll could be reviewed 
and aprroved by det:ision makers. 1lle TIP had Lo contajn an ;1annual element11 that 
would be tbl!' bas~ for the federal fwiding decisions on projects. for lh~ coming year.,. 

''The regulation::. provided !or a joint annual certificatio11 of the planning proce~:s, This 
::-ertifica:tion was required ~ a condition for 1-ecei,·ing fedend fund!. for projects, The 

rtgulations im::orporat~d pr-c,·fously legis)altd requirements related to sodal, ec1.momi.c, 
.and environm.:ntal lmptii.;1 analysis, u;r 1tu111ity planning, and th..: elderly and 
handicapped." 

'!These joint f<!gulations applh:d to alt urban highway and transit programs: inctudtng 
those for transit operating assistance. Thfy «presented the iucsl important action up to 
that time to bung about mult)modal urban transportattou planning and programming of 
projects. TI,ey ch,ngeJ lh• emphasis from long-term planning to soonor range 
transpona:tion sj':Stem management~ and provided a stronger linkage between planning 
and progranu:ning Tutsi! regulations were another turning point m th'!: i.'"vt,iution of 
utban transportation planning lhU set 1.he lone for the next sever.al ye.ass:• 
(Weiner] 

Th• 1976 Federal-Aid llighwai Act pro,•ided for tramf<r of fun~• from lnlcrslal< 
proj<ets lo othor higbwaYs and bu,way,, e•lllhlish•d lhe "31<' l'rogram (for resurfacing, 
restoration, and rehabili1ation). 



REF. YEAR SUB-TOPIC STATUTORY DESCRIPTION 
NO. REFERENCE 

46 1976 US!JOT S. 504 non•dis(!rimination/disa The US DOT issued regulotions implementing s.,04 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1971 
Regulations bled persons tu prohibit dis~rimination against persons with disabihties in Federally-assisted 

programs and proji:~bi. 

47 1977 Clean .-\.ir Act deadline- e:<lension, 1977 CA Act Th• 1977 Clean Air Acl amendments calcnded the •tlaimnem deodline [for ambient air 
AmenJmenls Amendm<nls quality'IJ, and requited "conformance" [to what?] or imposed "unctions" [what? on 

whom?I, 

48 1977 Dept of Energy Creation of DOE 1977 DEO Ac! The 1977 D"P•l1mfflt of Energy Organization .\ct creoied the Depwme-nt of Energy. 
Organization 1\c1 

49 1977 Natl. (Jrt,an Dev. and Natl policy report on The 1977 National l.'rbao Dev•lopment and New Commw,ities Dei·ekipment Act 
New Comm. Dev. gro,,.,1h required a national potk·y report rath.:r than a report on gco,vth. 

50 1978 Same Ping Rqmnts 1978 STA Acl Th• Surface Transponalion Act of l 918 required !he same planning requirements for 
Surface Transit Ill:. Hwy highways and transit [Also. deadline for lnIHstat• completion by l 990, cr,aled bridge 
Transp,or R&R program, transit So,lion 5 program expanded to four tiern, added S eclion I 8 
lation (Rural) transit program to U~ff Act, Buy America requircmrnt 
Assist. 
Act 

SJ 1978 National Energy Acl En~rgy conservation Tii, 1978 National Encrg> Ac1 <sll!blishod energy conserntion as a goo! ond promoted 
caq,oois and \'anpools. 

52 1978 Council on 1'scoping and tiering" 
En\'ironn1ental Quali.ty 
Regs 

53 1978 Transp, and Air Qua!. lnlegralion 3C and AQ In 1978 regulations were promulgated that integrated air quality planning and di< 3C 
Guidelines planning transportation pianning pro'-"ess, 

54 1979 Urban lniliatives Joint [1978 promulgation of llrban lniliativo Program guidelines: joint development. 
Program Guideline Dvlpmnt,leverage, leveraging federal lnvea;tmcnts, s.timulate <:conomic development. I 

econ.stim 

5S 1979 S. 504 Regulations Transit accessibility In 1979, th• JlS DOT issued regulations implementing Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitatiou ,'\cl of 1973 for federally-assisted transit programs, 

56 1979 National ·i·ransportation Final Report National In 1980, ujoint F[i\1/;\lliMT.➔ t!nvirrmmental regulation wus 1:i;sue:i. whiL·h required a 
Policy Study Comm. singk sd of environm.:r,tµJ pnn:~dures for highway and transit projects and a single 

linvironm~ntal lmpa1.,1. Stalt'mcnt and t\hematives Analysis dc\.1.Jment. 
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=REF. YEAR MAJOR TOPIC SUB"TOPIC STATUTORY DESCRIPTION 
NO. REFERENCE 

57 1980 Joint FHW AIUMT A Single Env, In J 9 80, a joint FHW ,\/UMT ,..\ environmenlal regulation was is.sued which required a 
Enviromnental Regs Procedures, ElSiAA single sfl of cnvironnl~ntal procedures for ht_ghway .and transit proj-c:cts and a single 

Environmental Impact Statc"ment and Altemarives Analysis document. 

58 1981 Federal-Aid Highway Creation of 4R 1981 F-A Hwy 1be Federal-Aid High" •Y Act of 1981 created a 4R program (Resurt'acing, Restoration, 
Act program at 90110 Act Reh11hiHtation, and Reconstruction) al 90% Federal/1O~0 state matching ratio, It also 

redefined eliglble itc:ms. to compldc the Interstate system. 

jg 1981 E.O. 12291 RegulMion E,1aluation Exi:cutivt On.li:1 12291, issul!J by Pre.sidli'nt Reagan in 1981j proviJl!d proc.:durcs for 
Procedures cva)uating regulations, it further pro,·ided tha.t the benefits must exc~~d cost, [\11,1hat?]-

60 19SI Interim Section 504 Certification of Special 
Regulations Efforts 

61 1982 Surface Tnmsportation Inc. Gas tax, Tru.nsil 1982 STA Act {1982 Surface Transportation .\.s.!iistanci;: Act: S~ccnl increase in gas tax ( 4-cents to 
Assist. Acl Acct~ Sec. 9 highways for Interstate completion and expanded highway and bridge rehabilitation; 

I-cent to Mass Transit Account of Highway Trust Fund for Discretion"')' Oranls only 
for capitu1 projel1.s at 75~-o, federal share), DI!\\' Section 9 Formula Grant for capital and 

operating proj<ets (with ops cap). 

62 1982 Intt.-rgovemmental 0MB Circular A-95 E.O. 12372 The 1982 Executive Order 12372, [ntergo,1.emmenta.l Review of Federal Programs, 
Review of Federal Proj. Replacement replace 0~113 Circular A-95. II provided !hut stutes would ostohlish their own n:,•iew 

pro~ess, and that th~ Fi:dcnl government must "accommodate" or "explaln" projects. Jt 
also pro,·ided for a "single point of con1ac1" [for intergo\.'ernmental h':\·iew}. 

6) 1982 Federal Paratransit SupplcmenVS ubstiluto 
Policy Paratransit 

64 198J Revised lJrblln Transp. Removal of Reg [1982 Revis~d Urban Transporlation Planning Regulations -~ removed all item~ not 
Ping Regs Requirements actuall~' required, .incrl!ased state and )ocal flexibility.} 

6:'I 1983 Section 504 R~gulations S, 504 DOT-wide, 
(NPRM) detailed criteria 

66 1986 Charter Bus Regulation Prnhihit charter hy 
(NPRM) public b·ansit 

67 19&6 Sec. 504 Regulations S.504 six transit 
sen•ice criteria 
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'EAR 
NO. 

1987 

MAJOR TOPIC 

Surf••• Tran, and 
Uniform Rtloc. AA 

SllB-TOPIC 

1987 SnJRA 
A,'t 

40 

DESCRIPTJON 

[1987 Surface Transportation and Uniform R<lo<alion Assistance Act $87.6 billion for 
1987-91 for highway, safety, and lranstt programs; funds for 132 special highway 
projec!S; permittfd states to raise !he sp<:<d limit on rural lnler>Jat•• from 55 mph to 65 
mph, removed Federal regula!ron of hridg• tolls, established Strategic Highway 
Research Program (SHRP); sp«:ill•d split of So,tion 3 tnmsil funds, ll:<<d guideway 
grant criteria. advanced construction appruvai1 Section 9 funds for leasing arrangeffk:nts, 
new Section 9B fommla grants for capital pr,,jocts, new bu• le.ting facility, testing of 
nU flt!Vi bus models. irn:r.:ascd Bu)' .-\rncrl,;."a thrushofd and project cust diffcr;;!lltiu1, 
n~quired d<:!v~lopment er finan.:-ial plan for iransit improvemenb: increa.~ed eligibility 
.and rtlocation payments dtlt::' rn construction projects; ~:\.1.ended HJgh,,ray Trust fundc: h) 
June JO, 1993. I 



APPENDIX B - DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 
METROPOLITAN AND STATE TRANSPORTATION 

STRATEGIES AND DATA COLLECTION 
REQUIREMENTS 
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In order to identify the specific transportation planning and data collection requirements from 
recent federal legislation, it was necessary to perform in-depth research into all the pertinent 
regulations, NPRMs, and guideline documents that were written regarding the legislation. A 
complete list of references that were consulted to prepare this report is shown in Appendix E 

A framework was developed in order to assess how the current set of transportation planning 
models addresses the new requirements. The framework consists of the following 
information: 

■ Dates of major planning requirements or documents: 

■ Description of the legislative requirements for these documents; 

■ Document required/document contents - this information describes the required document 
and its contents; 

■ Planning Requirements - this informanon contains the planning that 1s accomplished in the 
preparation of the required document and 

■ Data Requirements - this information contains the data to be collected in the preparation 
of the required document to support the planning requirements. 

Tables representing the framework for each required document are included in Appendix C. 
Following are detailed descriptions of the transportation planning and data collection 
requirements of current legislation and the implementing regulations, 

B-1 Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) 

The CAAA of 1990 define different categories of NAA for different air pollutants, depending 
upon the severity by which the NAA,QS are exceeded. The CAAA then sets up different 
schedules and requirements for the various NAA categories, The worse the air pollution. the 
longer a region has to comply with the NAAQS Also, the worse the air pollution, the more 
stringent are the planning requirements and measures mandated for compliance. While there 
are NAAQS for many different air pollutants, the ones most relevant to transportation 
planning are those for ozone, and CO. Particulates (PMio) are also relevant for a limited 
number of areas, but planning requirements and models for these are much less well defined. 
N02 is also a transportation-related pollutant, although California's South Coast is the only 
N02 NAA. Both ozone and PM10 have precursors (volatile organic compounds and nitrogen 
oxides) which must be considered for the purposes of SIP planning and conformity. 

The following table shows the schedule for compliance for NAA for ozone, CO, and PM,o. 
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Pollutant Severity Design Value parts per NAAQS Attainment 
million (ppm) Date 

Ozone Marginal 0.121 upto 0.138 over I hour Nov 15, [993 

Moderate 0.138 up to 0.160 over I hour Nov 15, 1996 

Serious 0.160 up to 0. 180 over I hour Nov 15. 1999 

Severe ( l) 0.180 up to 0.190 over I hour Nov 15, 2005 

Severe (2) 0. I 90 up to 0.280 over I hour Nov 15, 2007 

Extreme 0.280 and above over l hour Nov 15, 2010 

co Moderate ( l) 9.1 to 12.7 over 8 hours Dec 31, 1995 

Moderate (2) 12.7 through 16.4 over 8 Dec 31, 1995 
hours 

Serious 16.5 and above over 8 hours Dec 31, 2000 

PM,a Moderate 150 µg/m 3 over 24 hours or Dec 3 I, 1994 
50 µg/m 3 over a year 

Serious If fail to reach attainment 10 years after 
reclassification 

The CAAA of 1990 set forth major transportation planning requirements for the development 
of the SIPs and for Conformity determinations. The SIPs must show how NAA will meet the 
NAAQS by the attainment deadline, and adequate real progress in intermediate future years. 
Conformity determinations are required to show that the Transportation plans, Transportation 
Improvement Programs, and transportation projects are in line with the SIPs. Conformity 
requirements will be addressed in Section B-3. 

The SIP revisions required by the CAAA include: 

■ Estimates of emissions for current years and forecasted years: 
■ Annual VMT forecasts and reports: 
■ Demonstration of attainment of the NAAQS; 
■ Milestone compliance and reasonable further progress (RFP); 
■ Special programs, including TC.Ms as needed to meet the NAAQS; and 
■ Contingency measures when milestones are not met. 

The requirements listed above and the timing depend upon the type of pollutant and the 
particular category of the NAA. These items are discussed in more detail below. 
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B-1.1 Base Emissions Inventory, Periodic Inventories, and Projected Inventories 

Base Emissions Inventories: All ozone NAA and CO NAA were required to submit by 
Nnvember 15, 1992, base emissions inventories of 1990 emissions from point, area, and 
mobile sources, The contribution of mobile sources to pollution in 1990 are determined by 
estimating VMT in 1990, and applying emissions factors from the EPA MOBILE model. 
MOBILE estimates emissions levels based upon the calendar year, ambient temperatures 
during the peak ozone or CO season, fleet mix and year, and several other factors, A more 
detailed discussion of VMT estimating is included in Section B-1,2 below, and will not be 
repeated here. 

Transportation related inputs to the MOBILE model include3
" 

■ VMT by 8 vehicle types: 

■ Annual mileage accumulation rate by 8 vehicle types; 

■ Vehicle registration distribution by vehicle type and 25 vehicle age categories: 

■ Trip length distributions; 

■ VMT by speed class (or by 12 roadway functional classes as a minimum -- six functional 
classes for rural and for urban areas); 

■ VMT by time of day (as characterized by average speeds for the time period) by 
functional class, Note that hourly VMT may be required for photochemical or other 
models; 

■ VMT by the above categories by grid square for photochemical modeling purposes; and 

■ Seasonal variation in VMT, vehicle mix, etc, 

If data are not available on these factors, MOBILE contains national default values. 
However, for areas in Moderate and above NAA, EPA expects states to develop and use their 
own specific estimates of YMT by vehicle type and highway functional/volume classes. 

Periodic Inventories: In addition to the base emission inventories, areas are required to 
submit updated inventories every 3 years until the area reaches attainment The first periodic 
inventories, due in 1995, cover actual emissions for the 1993 time period, VMT estimates for 
these inventories would be computed in the same way as for the base inventory, except that 

32 "Procedures for Emission Inventory Preparation, Volume IV: Mobile Sources," U.S. EPA, EPA-450/4-
8H.l26d (Revised), 1992, pp. 13-61, and Peter R. Stopher, "Deficiencies in Travel Forecasting 
Procedures Relative to the l 990 Clean Air Act Amendment Requirement," prepared for Conference 
Session on Implications of the 1990 Clean Afr Act Amendments on Travel Demand Forecasting 
Teclmiques, 1992 TRB Annual Meeting, De<;ember 199!, p. 8. 
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the Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) system must be used for 1993 and 
later VMT (see discussion under VMT below). 

Adjusted Base Year Inventories and Target Level Inventories: For all ozone NAA which 
are classified as Moderate or higher, the November 15, 1992 SIP revision must contain 
adjusted base year emissions inventories and target emissions inventories for 1996. These 
inventories are computed for 1996, but are based on the 1990 VMT estimates and MOBILE 
emissions factors for 1996. The target inventories are set at 85 percent of the adjusted base 
mventories less various correction factors. The target inventories are important, because 
control strategies must then be developed so that actual emissions will meet the target levels. 
The target levels already account for tailpipe emissions improvements, so that mobile source 
emissions reductions must come from VMT reductions, trip reductions, or other means. 

For all Serious or higher ozone NAA, the November 15, 1994 SIP revision should contain 
adjusted base year inventories and target level inventories for each three year period from 
1996 until the attainment date. Target level inventories would then be due in 1999, 2002, 
2005, and 2008. Again, the adjusted base year inventories are based upon 1990 VMT, but 
use the target year emissions factors from MOBILE. Target inventories are set at levels 
which are the previous milestone target less 9 percent of the adjusted base year inventories (3 
percent reduction per year for 3 years) less a correction factor for fleet turnover. Working 
backwards from the target emissions inventories, the mobile portion of the inventory can be 
determined along with VMT targets for each milestone year. 

The CAAA also calls for annual targets for emissions reductions for volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) and NOx. These must be submitted as part of the 1993 SIP revision for 
Moderate or higher ozone NAA. 

B-1.2 VMT Estimates 

Annual actual VMT estimates and forecasts are required for all CO NAA classified as 
Moderate, but with CO concentrations above 12. 7 ppm. In addition, VMT estimates and 
forecasts are required to develop the emissions inventories both for ozone and CO as covered 
above. EPA has provided a guidance document for developing the VMT estimates.'3 

The first VMT forecast and report was due November 15, 1992 for CO NAA with the 1992 
SIP revision. Estimates of actual VMT were to be produced for 1990, and forecasts of VMT 
were to be produced for 1993 and each year thereafter prior to the attainment year. 

Estimates of Actual VMT: EPA specifies that estimates of actual VMT for the NAA will be 
based upon the FHW A HPMS. The 1992 SIP is supposed to contain a commitment by the 
state to sample each HPMS facility class/volume group for VMT tracking purposes as of June 
I, 1993. 

33 "Section 187 VMf Forecasting and Tracking Guidance," U.S. EPA, January I 992. 
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The HPMS requires taking traffic counts for a sample of roadways by facility type and 
volume group. Five urban highway facility types are used, and J 3 different volume classes.34 

These counts consist of 24 or 48 hour counts on each sample segment. These are then 
adjusted to annual averages based on day-of-week and seasonal adjustment factors. System 
mileage is computed depending upon the sample segment length, the average daily traffic, and 
the expansion factor for the segment type. 

Note that in developing VMT for the emissions inventories, a reverse process is required to 
provide VMT estimates for the peak ozone or CO seasons, and for weekday hourly periods. 
These estimates should use similar factors and assumptions as used to expand daily counts to 
yearly V:fvff estimates for the HPMS. 

One difficulty 1s that the HPMS system is set up to monitor the Federal Aid Urbanized Area 
(FAUA), while VMT estimates for the SIP may include areas outside the FAUA. In addition, 
the SIP VMT estimates should include local roadways. Therefore, states need to develop 
similar methods to HPMS to measure VMT information for these areas. Serious CO areas 
need to obtain EPA approval for such "count-based" methods by June 3 0, 1994, and they 
must start using these methods by January I, 199S. 

Annual VMT Forecasts: In addition to the estimates of actual VJ\.ff, forecasts are required 
of annual VMT from 1993 up until the year of attainment. All Serious CO NAA should use 
a network based travel demand modeling process.31 Moderate CO areas above 12.7 ppm are 
encouraged to use a travel demand modeling process, but also may base VMT forecasts on 
historical trends. All Serious or higher ozone NAA can use the guidance specified for 
Moderate CO NAA for forecasts to 1996, After 1996, the network based travel demand 
modeling process must be used. 

The requirements for the network based models are as follows36
· 

■ They should be validated against recent ( 1985 or later) ground counts for the region; 

• Forecasts with these models should be based upon forecasts of demographics, land-use, 
and transportation system characteristics. Interpolation can be used to obtain values for 
future model target years, but these items should be forecast for at least I year within 5 

.1
4 "Procedures for Emission Inventory Preparation, Volume IV: Mobile Sources,'' op. cit., p. 64 

35 The travel demand modeling process refers to the traditional four-step process which has been 
developed over four decades. See Peter R Stopher and Anum H. Meyburg, Urban Transportation 
J-fodeling ami Planning. Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, D.C. Heath and Co., 1975. 

36 
'' Section 187 VMT Forecasting and Tracking Guidance," op. cit., pp, 20-2 l. 
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years of the model target year. Also, the latest forecast year should be no earlier than the 
latest model target year; 

■ The models should be in equilibrium on each link, so that no link is loaded beyond its 
reasonable capacity; 

■ The models should distinguish peak and off-peak travel times; 

■ The models should recycle travel times as inputs until a self-consistent trip assignment 
among zones is achieved; and 

■ The models should consider transit, where it is relevant 

Data requirements for the network based models are not discussed further in the VMT 
guidance. However, since output from the models may well become the subject of litigation, 
considerable effort should be expended to provide recent and accurate data for the models37

• 

Also EPA has specified more modeling requirements as part of the conformity regulation to 
be discussed in Section B-3. 

B-1.3 Demonstration of Attainment of NAAQS 

The SIP revisions must demonstrate attainment of the NAAQS with a schedule which depends 
upon the NAA category. Demonstrating attainment requires photochemical grid modeling for 
ozone NAAs which are serious or worse, with inputs which include the projected emissions 
inventories as described above. An attainment demonstration with photochemical grid 
modeling also provides target emissions levels required for attainment and target VMT levels. 
NAA which are moderate are permitted to use the empirical model, city-specific Empirical 
Kinetic Modeling Approach (EKMA). 

37 . 
Although extensive direction has not been provided by EPA in this guidance, EPA may have many 
suggestions for planning models. For example, Harvey and Deakin describe the EPA interaction with 
the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) in conformity findings: "EPA Region IX has 
closely scrutinized the technical basis for MTC's (and others') conformity findings, but has shown a 
willingness to tolerate, for the near term, what are perceived as deficiencies in return for promises of 
future improvement in modeling runs. For example, the Southern California Association of 
Governments (SCAG) could not respond lo most of EPA's analysis requests in the first interim 
conformity analyses, but did include: (I) feeding back speeds through the trip distribution and mode 
split steps until equilibrium was reached, (2) adding arterials to the network, and (3) carrying out 
limited analyses of the effects of employment and residence locations. SCAG also agreed that future 
conformity analyses will include: (I) incorporating the most recent O/D survey and census data and 
projections, (2) addressing the emission consequences of speeds above 55 M.P.H. in base and forecast 
years, (3) assessing pricing measures• particularly toll roads, (4) more comprehensive and consistent 
assessment of land use interactions, (5) feedback of speeds through the trip generation step, (6) 
improved TCM specification and quantification, and (7) analysis of PM10." [From Greig Harvey and 
Elizabeth Deakin, "Toward Improved Reg10nal Transportation Modeling Practice," (Revised), December 
1991,p.33] 
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For CO NAA with values greater than 12. 7 ppm, the 1992 SIP revision was reqmred to 
contain a demonstration of attainment by December 31, 1995 for Moderate NAA and by 
December 31, 2000 for Serious NAA, 

In the 1993 SIP revision, Moderate ozone NAA must demonstrate attainment ~ith the 
NAAQS by 1996 Ther<! 1s also a 15 percent reduct10n in emissions required for Moderate 
areas by 1996, which is discussed below. The 15 percent reductmn for Moderate areas 1s 

expected to be approximately what 1s reqmred for attainment. If more reduction is required, 
Moderate areas are still required to meet the NAAQS, Serious or higher ozone NAA must 
demonstrate attainment of the NAAQS m their 1994 SIP revision. 

Photochemical grid modeling requires input on emissions for each grid represented in the 
model. These grids are typically 2km or 5km square. This implies the need for VMT 
forecasts in the detailed VMT categories required for the l\-1OBILE model for each grid square 
represented m the dispersion model. 

An attainment demonstration by December 31, I 994 for PM 1!) NAA was due with the 1991 
SIP revision. This demonstration was to mclude air quality modeling, but a revised model 
was not available as of July 1992. 

B-1.4 Milestone Compliance and Reasonable Further Pro2ress (RFP) 

The CAAA set forth a series of intermediate milestones to be met by NAA, with a schedule 
depending upon the pollutant and the non-attainment category. In the case of ozone NAA, 
the milestones are specific emission reduction targets. In the case of CO NAA, the 
milestones are VMT targets. 

All Moderate and higher ozone NAA must demonstrate in the l 993 SIP revision a 15 percent 
reduction in emissions by 1996. The target levels are set by the target emissions inventories 
submitted with the 1992 SIP revision as discussed above. This reduction is in addition to any 
emissions reductions already mandated at the time of the CAAA with improved mobile source 
emisswns reduction technology Therefore, this demonstration requires other reductions and 
transportation control measures. which can become quite stringent where VMT is growing. 

In addition to the 1996 15 percent reductt0n, Serious or higher ozone NAA must submit with 
the 1994 SIP revision a "rate of progress demonstration." This is a demonstration of a 3 
percent reduction in emissions on the average per year over each 3 year period until 
attainment. The milestone years are set every three years from 1996 to the attainment date. 
Target emissions inventories are set as described above. Special measures must be included 
to bring mobile vehicle emissions into line with the emissions inventory targets. 

All CO NAA with values greater than 12.7 ppm were required to submit with the 1992 SIP 
revision plans which contain forecasts of VMT for each year before the year in which 
attainment is projected. These forecasts of VMT then serve as yearly VMT milestones. 
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For PM10 NAA, the 1991 SIP revision was supposed to contain quantitative milestones for 
emissions reductions which must be achieved every 3 years. If the demonstration of 
attainment by 1994 is impracticable, the plan must provide for expeditious alternatives. 

In addition to the specific milestone requirements for different pollutants, the CAAA specify a 
general requirement for "reasonable further progress" (RFP) Sect10n 171 of the Clean Air 
Act defines RFP as such annual incremental reductions m emissions of the relevant air 
pollutant as are required by this part or may reasonably be required by the Administrator for 
the purpose of ensuring attainment of the applicable NAAQS. Section 172 of the Clean Air 
Act then states that SIP provisions shall reqmre RFP However, rather than make additional 
requirements for -:--JAA for RFP, EPA has decided to rely on existing requirements such as the 
periodic inventories and other reports and certifications'~ 

B-1.5 Transportation Control Measures (TCl\ts) as Needed to Meet the Milestones and 
NAAQS 

The SIP revisions must contain TCMs as required to allow the NAA to meet the milestones 
and NAAQS. The schedule and types of requirements depend upon the category of the NAA. 
The worse the N AA, the earlier the requJrements for TCJ'vls. 

For PJ\t 0 NAA, transportation planning activities should include measures to reduce PMw in 
order to facilitate attainment of the NAAQS. 

Data requirements for PM: analysis include: 

■ Data on dust from paved and unpaved surfaces; 

■ Data on motor vehicle exhaust from highway and off-highway sources; 

■ Diesel vehicle exhaust and bus terminals; and 

■ Re-entrained materials from traveled surfaces primarily paved and unpaved roads and open 
areas like parking lots. 

Severe or higher ozone NAA must include in their 1992 SIP revisions, TCMs to offset growth 
in emissions from growth in VMT [Clean Air Act Section l 82(d)( l )(A)] Such areas should 
choose and implement such measures as are specified in section I 08(f) to the extent needed to 
demonstrate attainment. In addition, these areas are required to submit a program for 
employer trip reduction to reduce work trip VMT. 

3 8 
"State Implementation Plnns, General Preamble for the Implementation of Title I of the CAAA of 1990; 
Proposed Rule," 57 FR !3512 (April l6, 1992). 
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Serious CO NAA must also include TCMs for the purpose of reducing CO emissions. These 
areas must explain why any l 08(f) measure was not adopted. The I 08(f) measures are listed 
below39

: 

L Programs for improved public transit; 

2. Restriction of certain roads or lanes to, or construction of such roads; 

3. Employer-based transportation management plans, including incentives; 

4. Trip-reduction ordinances; 

5. Traffic flow improvement programs that achieve emission reductions; 

6. Fringe and transportation corridor parking facilities serving multiple occupancy vehicle 
programs or transit service; 

7. Programs to limit or restrict vehicle use in downtown areas or other areas of emission 
concentration particularly during periods of peak use; 

8. Programs for the provision of all forms of high-occupancy, shared-ride services; 

9. Programs to limit portions of road surt'aces or certain sections of the metropolitan area 
to the use of non-motorized vehicles or pedestrian use, both as to time and place; 

IO. Programs for secure bicycle storage facilities and other facilities, including bicycle 
lanes, for the convenience and protection of bicyclists, in both public and private 
areas; 

11. Programs to control extended idling of vehicles; 

12. Programs to reduce motor vehicle emissions, consistent with Title II, which are caused 
by extreme cold start conditions; 

13. Employer-sponsored programs to permit flexible work schedules; 

14. Programs and ordinances to facilitate non-automobile travel. provision and utilization 
of mass transit, and to generally reduce the need for single-occupant vehicle travel, as 
part of transportation planning and development efforts of a locality, including 
programs and ordinances applicable to new shopping centers, special events, and other 
centers of vehicle activity; 

39 Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, Section l08(b), November 15. !990, 
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I 5. Programs for new construction and major reconstructions of paths. tracks or areas 
solely for the use by pedestrian or other non-motorized means of transportatwn when 
economically feasible and in the public interest, and 

16. Programs to encourage the voluntary removal from use and the marketplace of pre-
1980 model year light duty vehicles and pre-1980 model light duty trucks. 

The l 993 SIP revision must contain TCMs and other measures as necessary for Moderate or 
higher ozone KAA to achieve the 15 percent emissions reduction required by 1996. 

The 1994 SIP revision must contain TCMs as required for Serious or higher areas to achieve 
the 3 percent reduction in emissions per year for each year following 1996 until attainment. 
This SIP must contain annual pro1ections of TCM implementation and emissions reductions. 
Severe or higher ozone areas must submit their employer compliance programs for employers 
of over I 00 employees. Extreme ozone areas may submit TCM's applicable during per1ods of 
heavy traffic that reduce the use of high polluting or heavy-duty vehicles, 

The 1996 SIP revision and each revision in 3 year intervals following must contam a 
demonstration that "current aggregate vehicle rmleage. aggregate vehicle emissions. 
congestion levels, and other relevant parameters are consistent with those used for the area's 
demonstration of attainment. "40 If not, the state has 18 months to submit a SIP revision which 
must include l08(f) measures to bring projected emission levels into attainment. 

These SIP requirements have implications for transportation planning. V;\IT projections must 
be undertaken as previously described. Then TCM's need to be analyzed for their potential 
for reducing VMT and emissions, The SIP revisions must provide evidence of adequate 
financial and human resources for each TCM, and must describe the process of 
implementation, enforcement, monitoring and maintenance, where applicable41

• Where state 
regulations or laws are required for TCM implementation, these should be submitted as part 
of the SIP. 

A difficulty for transportation planning is that the standard transportation demand modeling 
process is not sensitive to many of the TCMs. Without improvements to the transportation 
modeling process, many TCMs must be analyzed ''off-line". For example, MPOs might 
estimate the effect of a program to create bicycle lanes by assuming similar vehicle trip 
reductions to those experienced in other regions. The trip reductions could then be factored 

40 'State Implementation Plans; General Preamble for the lmplementalion of Tille I of the CAA.A of I 990: 
Proposed Rule." 57 FR 13520 (April 16, I 993). 

41 
Cambridge Systematics, lnc., Transpor/Qtion Control Metlsure Information Documents, op. cit 
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into the transportation modeling process. Current EPA guidance provides excellent examples 
of TCM programs which could be used for such an "off-line" approach. 42 

Although not spelled out in the TCM guidance, the data needs for TCM analysis are 
extensive. The following table lists TCM data requirements as developed by Fleet, et.al. 
These data need to be developed for each location of interest, for example central city, 
suburbs, grid square, highway, intersection, transit route, or whatever is appropriate for the 
analysis. 

System Data Demand Data Time or Cost Data 

Highway System: No. vehicles using HOV lanes Person hours of delay 
Lane miles No. of persons using HOV lanes Vehicle hours of delay 
Lane miles of HOV Duration of peak period Average Speed 
Capacity VMT distnbution by trip length Peak period speed 
Functional Class % VMT by operating mode Average travel time: 
Portion of system congested % VMT by vehicle class Peak and off peak 
Nature & location of const. Number of trips: starts & parks % of travel congested/ 
Location/duration of incidents Park durntion delayed 
Incident management system VMT by hour Parking cost 

Number of vehicles by class Running speeds by hour 
Transit System: Age distribution of vehicle fleet of day, aren type and 

Vehicle hours Trips by vehicle class facility type 
Vehicle miles Increase in trips of one purpose Travel time 
Routes as a result of a TCM Travel time by trip 
Riders Amount of vehicle idling time purpose 
Garages Bus ridership Trip length by trip 
Park & ride lots Rail ridership purpose 
Transfer stations Trip cost by trip purpose 

Trips: 
Other: VMT, DVMT 

Truck freight facilities PMT 
Employment sites by size ADT 

Congested or Delayed: 
Percent of travel 
Percent of travellers 
PeTCent of vehicles 

42 Cambridge Systematics, Inc., Transport/Ilion Control Measure Information Documelfls, op. cit 
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B-1.6 Contingency Measures When Milestones Are Not Met 

The CAAA have many requirements for contingency measures should milestones not be 
achieved in the case of ozone NAA, or VMT targets not be achieved for CO NAA These 
measures are supposed to be planned in advance, and submitted in implementable form in the 
SIP revisions, These measures are in addition to those required to show compliance with the 
milestones, 

Contingency measures for ozone NAA are due with the 1992 or the 1993 SIP revision, 
Moderate or above areas should submit contingency plans which will provide additional 
emissions reductions of up to 3 percent of the adjusted base year inventory 41 In addition, the 
CAAA amendments suggest that Serious or Severe areas may adopt economic incentive 
programs in the 1993 or 1994 SIP revisions where needed to meet the 15 percent em1ssmns 
reduction target in l 996 

When Serious or Severe areas fail to meet milestones, they have the option of implementing 
economic incentive programs. Extreme ozone NAA with milestone failures, or which fail to 
submit demonstrations are required to submit plan revisions with economic incentive 
programs within 9 months of the failures, 

CO NAA must provide contingency measures when actual VMT exceeds forecasted VMT, or 
when updated forecasts of VMT exceed pnor forecasts, For CO areas with design values 
above 12,7 ppm, these contingency measures are due with the 1992 SIP revision. :\feasures 
needed for other Moderate CO areas to insure that the NAAQS are achieved are due by 
November 15, 1993. Contingency measures must be adopted and enforceable, These 
measures should be designed to counteract the effect of I year's growth in VMT.4 4 

The transportation planning implications of these contingency measures are the same as those 
for the TCMs described above, 

B-2 Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) 

B-2.1 Metropolitan Planning 

The final rule for Metropolitan Planning was issued on October 28, 1993 and combined with 
Statewide Planning, The rule defines the metropolitan transportation plan as the "official 
intermodal transportation plan that is developed and adopted through the metropolitan 
transponation planning process for the metropolitan planning area" 45

. All MPOs serving an 

4
' "State Implementation Plans: General Preamble for the Implementation of Title I of the CAAA of ! 990: 

Proposed Rule," 57 FR 13511 (April 16, 1 

44 Ibid, p, 13532. 

45 
"Statewide Planning; Metropolitan Planning; Rule'' 58 FR 58065 (October 28, 1993), 
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urbanized area of at least 50,000 are required to submit a metropolitan transportation plan and 
a TIP that satisfy both FHW A (23 CFR Part 450) and FT A ( 49 CAR Part 613) reqmrements. 
Further, these plans and TIPs must conform to SIPs per EPA regulations ( 40 CAR Part 51 )46 

Before describing the actual planning and data requirements for the metropolitan plan, it is 
important to understand the content of the plan. The plan must have a 20-year horizon. 
Also, it must "include both long- and short-range strategies/actions that lead to the 
development of an integrated intermodal metropolitan transportation system that facilitates the 
efficient movement of people and goods. "47 

There are several considerations that must be included in the plan: 

■ The identification of transportation demand of persons and goods; 

■ The identification of adopted congesti'on management strategies that demonstrate a 
systematic approach in addressing current and future transportation demand. These 
strategies may include: 

Traffic operations 
Freight movement options 
High occupancy vehicle (HOV) -

Ridesharing 
Pedestrian and bicycle facilities 
Alternative work schedules 

treatments Telecommuting 
Public transportation improvements; 

■ The identification of pedestrian walkway and bicycle transportation facilities; 

■ The reflection of the results of the management systems, particularly the congestion 
management system (CMS); 

■ The assessment of capital investment and other measures to preserve and most efficiently 
use the existing transportation system; 

■ The description of existing and proposed transportation facilities in NAA to permit 
conformity determinations; 

■ The multi modal evaluation of the transportation, socioeconomic, environmental, and 
financial impact of the overall plan; 

46 "Air Qualitv: Transportation Plans, Prngrnms, and Projects; Federal or State Implementation Plan 
Conformity; Rule", 58 FR 62188-62253 (November 24, 1993). 

47 "Statewide Planning; Metropolitan Planning; Rule," 58 FR 58075 (October 28, 1993). 
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■ The reflection of the area's comprehensive long-range land use plan, metropolitan 
development obJectives; and other local, state, or national goals including housing, 
employment, environmental, and energy goals and objectives. 

■ The identification of proposed transportation enhancements: 

■ The presentation of a financial plan that demonstrates the consistency of proposed 
transportation investments with knov,n and project sources of revenue; 

The planning requirements set forth in the Rule in order to prepare a plan with the 
aforementioned considerations are not specific in terms of the model(s) that should be used, 
or the data required. However, the elements of the planning process are discussed and can be 
summarized as follows: 

■ The consideration of the following 15 factors: 

Preservation of existing transportation facilities. 

The consistency of transportation planning with applicable Federal, State, and local 
energy conservation programs, goals, and objectives. 

The need to relieve congestion and prevent congestion from occurring where it does 
not yet occur. This includes a CMS in TMAs. 

The effect of transportation policy decisions and consistency with land use and 
development plans. 

The programming of expenditure on transportation enhancement activities as required 
in 23 USC 133. 

The effects of all transportation projects to be undertaken within the metropolitan area. 

International border crossings and access to ports, airports, intermodal transportation 
facilities, etc, 

The need for connectivity of roads within the metropolitan area with roads outside the 
metropolitan area. 

The transportation needs identified through use of the management systems required 
by 23 use Jo3. 

Preservation of rights-of-way. 

Methods to enhance the efficient movement of freight 
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Life-cycle cost in the design and engineering of bridges, tunnels, or pavement 

Overall social, economic, energy, and environmental. effects of transportation. 
decisions. 

Methods to expand and enhance transit services and to increase the use of such 
services. 

Capital investments that would result in increased security in transit systems; 

■ Early and continuing public involvement; 
■ Consistency with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act; 
■ The identification of actions necessary to comply with the Americans with Disabilities 

Act; 
■ Involvement by related and interested agencies and authorities; and 
■ Involvement of local, state, and federal environment resource and permit agencies. 

The majority of the data required to support the planning requirements for development of the 
transportation plan will eventually come from the management systems that are required to be 
implemented by fiscal year l 995 Out of the six systems required, three have a direct 
relationship to the planning process: CMS, Public Transportation Facilities and Equipment 
Management System (PTMS), and Intermodal Facilities and Systems Management System 
(IMS). These will be discussed in more detail in Section B-2,3, 

The development of the metropolitan TIP has a different focus than the plan. "The TIP must 
serve as the mechanism that focuses and prioritizes the projects, establishes the relationship 
among projects and notifies the public of project status for the metropolitan area.''08 The TIP 
is developed by the MPO in cooperation with the state and public transit operators. There 
must be reasonable opportunity for public comment on the TIP. 

The TIP covers a three-year period (at a minimum), and must be updated every two years. It 
contains the following: 

■ All transportation projects within the metropolitan planning area proposed for funding 
under title 23 and the Federal Transit Act; 

■ Only projects that are consistent with the transportation plan; 

■ All regionally significant transportation 4
g projects for which FHW A or FTA approval is 

.a "Statewide Planning; Metropolitan Planning; Rule:' 58 FR 5806 I (October 28, I 993). 

49 Regionally significant, in the case of transportation facilities. means any facility with an arterial or 
higher functional classification, plus any other facility that serves regional travel needs (such as access 
to and from the area outside of the region, to major activity centers in the region, or lo transportation 
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reqmred whether or not the projects are to be funded with title 23 or Federal Transit Act 
funds; and 

■ For informational purposes and air quality analysis in NAA and maintenance areas, all 
regionally significant projects to be funded with non-Federal funds. 

For each project consistent with the aforementioned requirements, the following data must be 
included in the TIP: 

■ Sufficient descriptive material to identify the project or project phase (in NAA and 
maintenance areas, enough detail must be included to allow air quality analysis in 
accordance with conformity requirements); 

■ Estimated total cost; 

■ The amount of Federal funds proposed to be obligated during each program year; 

■ Proposed source of Federal and non-Federal funds; 

■ Identification of the recipient/subrecipient and State and local agencies responsible for 
carrying out the project; and 

■ ln NAA and maintenance areas, identification of those projects which are TCMs. 

■ Identification of projects to implement ADA required paratransit and key station plans. 

As with the Metropolitan Plan, the planning requirements for the TIP are not explicitly stated. 
However, the process which is required to produce the TIP is specified as having the 
following steps: 

■ Identify the criteria and process for prioritizing the implementation of transportation plan 
elements within the TIP; 

■ Identify any changes in priorities from previous TIPs; 

■ Identify those projects from a previous TIP that were implemented; 

■ Identify those projects which experienced a significant delay in planned implementation; 

■ In NAA and maintenance areas, describe the progress in implementing any required 
TCMs, including the reasons for any significant delays in the planned implementation; and 

terminals) and would normally be included in the modeling for the transportation network, 
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■ In NAA and maintenance areas, list projects from a previous TIP that were found to 
conform, and are now part of the base case for the purpose of conformity analysis. 

B-2.2 Statewide Transportation Planning 

As mentioned previously, the requirements for statewide transportation planning are new with 
the ISTEA. The Rule defines a five step process as follows: 

l. Data collection and analysis. 

2. Consideration of the following factors: 

Results of the management systems required by 23 USC 303 

Federal, State or local energy use goals, objectives, programs, or requirements 

Strategies to incorporate bicycle transportation facilities and pedestrian walkways 

International border crossings and access to ports, airports, intermodal transportation 
facilities, etc. 

Transportation needs of areas outside of metropolitan planning areas 

Any metropolitan area plan 

Connectivity between metropolitan planning areas within the State and within 
metropolitan planning areas in other States 

Recreational travel and tourism 

Any State plan developed pursuant to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act 

TSM and investment strategies to make most efficient use of existing transportation 
facilities 

Overall social, economic, energy, and environmental effects of transportation decisions 

Methods to reduce congestion and prevent congestion from occurring where it does not 
yet occur 

Methods to expand and enhance transit services 

Effect of transportation decisions on land use and land development 
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Strategies for identifying and implementing transportation Elnhancements where 
appropriate throughout the state 

Use of innovative financing mechanisms 

Preservation of rights-of-way 

Long-range needs of the State transportation system for movement of persons and 
goods 

Methods to enhance the efficient movement of commercial motor vehicles 

Life-cycle costing in the design and engineering of bridges, tunnels. or pavements 

Coordination of metropolitan transportation plans and programs 

Investment strategies to improve adjoining State and local roads 

Concerns of Indian tribal governments 

3, Coordination of all planning activities relating to the development of the state 
transportation plan. The regulation specifies 13 areas for coordination 

4. The development of a State transportation plan. 

5. The development of a State transportation improvement program (STIP), 

The statewide transportation plan is due on January I, 1995, The plan will be developed 
cooperatively with the MPOs (consistent with the metropolitan plans) and with Indian tribal 
government and the Secretary of the Intenor, if there is such an area in the State. The 
following requirements are presented in the regulation as to the contents of the plan: 

■ The plan must be intermodal and statewide in scope; 

■ The plan must cover a period of at least 20 years; 

■ The plan will contain a plan for bicycle transportation and pedestrian walkways in 
appropriate areas which are interconnected with other modes; 

■ The plan shall be coordinated with the metropolitan transportation plan. 

■ The plan will contain short•range planning studies, strategic planning and/or policy 
studies; and 
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■ The plan will contain information on the availability of financial and other resources 
needed to carry out the plan. 

Furthermore, the regulations specify that there shall be a proactive public involvement process 
in the development of the plan and STIP. 

The data required to support the planning process includes: 

■ Data from traffic data analysis including data from HPMS and the Traffic Monitoring 
System (TMS). 

■ Data resulting from the management systems identifying statewide transportation needs. 
These data are described in the section on the management systems, and include data on 
physical facilities and system performance. 

■ Data on bicycle and pedestrian tnpmakmg 

■ Data on recreational travel and tourism 

■ Data on the social, economic, energy, and environmental effects of transportation 
decisions 

■ Land use projection data including economic, demographic, environmental, growth 
management, and land use activities 

■ Financial data for plans and programs 

■ Data on existing and potential rights-of-ways for future transportation 

■ Data on commercial motor vehicle efficiency 

In addition to the statev.ide transportation plan, each state must develop a statewide 
transportation improvement program (STIP). Requirements for the STIP are very similar to 
those for the TIP. The contents of the STIP are specified as follows: 

■ A priority list of transportation projects to be carried out m the first three years of the 
STIP must be included. Metropolitan planning area TIPs must be mcluded without 
modification after being approved by the MPO and the Governor, and being found to 
conform by FHW A and FT A. 

■ The STIP must contain only projects consistent wi1h the statev.ide plan. 

■ In NAA and maintenance areas, the STIP will contain only those transportation projects 
found to conform, or from programs that conform, to the conformity regulations. 
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■ The STIP must be financially constrained and must include information to demonstrate 
that funds can reasonably be expected to be available co implement the projects. 

■ The STIP must contain all capital and non-capital transportation projects. 

■ The STIP must contain all regionally significant transportation projects, even if not funded 
by FHWA or FTA. 

For each project within a STIP, the following data are required: 

■ Sufficient descriptive material to identify the project or phase; 
■ Estimated total cost; 
■ The amount of Federal funds proposed to be obligated during each program year; 
■ Proposed category of Federal funds and source(s) of non-Federal funds; and 
■ Identification of the agencies responsible for carrying out the project. 

B-2.3 Management and Monitoring Systems50 

Section 1034 of the ISTEA amended title 23 USC, Highways by adding new section 303, 
Management Systems which requires the issuance of regulations for State development. 
establishment, and implementation of a system for managing each of the following: 

■ Highway pavement of Federal-aid highways; 
■ Bridges on and off Federal -aid highways; 
■ Highway safety; 
■ CMS; 
■ PTMS; and 
■ IMS. 

The systems must be developed and implemented in cooperation with MPOs in metropolitan 
areas, with local officials in non-metropolitan areas, with affected agencies receiving 
assistance under the Federal Transit Act, and other agencies with responsibility for the 
operation of affected transportation systems or facilities. States must be implementing each 
management system beginning in Federal fiscal year 1995. The FHWA and FTA agree that 
the metropolitan and statewide transportation planning processes are the appropriate forums 
for coordinating the outputs of the management systems, as well as other transportation needs, 
particularly since the legislation specifically requires the outputs of the systems to be 
considered in these planning processes. In addition, it is proposed that, as appropriate, the 
CMS, PTMS, and IMS be part of the transportation planning processes in all metropolitan 
planning areas. The CMS shall be part of the metropolitan planning process in Transportation 
Management Areas (TMAs). 

50 "Management and Monitoring Systems; Interim Final Rule," 58 FR 63442-63485 (December I, 1993). 
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Each of the management systems will require data to define and monitor the magnitude of the 
problems, identify needs, analyze alternative solutions, and measure the effectiveness of the 
implemented actions. Some data needs, such as traffic volumes or travel demand, may be 
common to all systems while other data will be unique to the particular system. The lntenm 
Final Rule (IFR) indicates the traffic monitoring system required by the legislation, the 
FHW A's HPMS, and the data required by section 15 of the Federal Transit Act will be used 
by the FHW A and FT A to the extent possible to meet their needs. 

B-2.3.1 Pavement Management System (PMS) 

Each State's PMS for the National Highway System (NHS) should be based on AASHTO's 
Guidelines for Pavement JJ1anagement Systems. The analyses to be performed in the PMS 
include: 

■ Condition analysis (includes ride, distress, rutting and surface friction); 

■ Performance analysis (includes pavement performance analysis and an estimate of the 
remaming service life); 

■ Investment analysis (includes an estimate of total costs for present and projected 
conditions at the network-level and the development of project-level investment strategies 
with prioritized projects and preservation strategies using life-cycle casts); 

■ Engineering analysis (includes the evaluation of design, construction, rehabilitation, 
materials, mix designs, and preventative maintenance as they relate to the performance of 
pavements); and 

• Update (includes the annual evaluation and updating as necessary of the PMS based on 
the agency's current policies, engineering criteria, practices, and experience). 

Data required by the PMS are: 

■ Inventory - the physical pavement features, including the number of lanes, length, width, 
surface, type, functional classification, and shoulder information; 

■ History - The proJect dates and types of construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, and 
preventative maintenance; 

■ Condition survey - the ride, distress, rutting, and surface friction; 

■ Traffic volumes, vehicle classification, and load data; and 

■ Database - the linking of all data files used in the PMS. The database will also be the 
source for reporting pavement related information to FHWA for the HPMS. 
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B-2.3.2 Bridge Management System (BMS) 

The BMS is considered to be a decision support system that performs analysis using 
mathematical models to predict deterioration and to recommend alternative actions, The BMS 
must be capable of performing network level analysis and optimization, and will include the 
following procedures to: 

■ Predict the deterioration of bridge elements with and without intervening actions; 

■ Identify feasible actions to improve bridge condition, safety, and serviceability; 

■ Estimate the cost of actions; 

■ Estimate expected user cost savings for safety and serviceability improvements; 

■ Determine least-cost maintenance, repair, and rehabilitation strategies for bridge elements 
using life cycle cost analysis or a comparable procedure; 

■ Perform multiperiod optimization; 

■ Use feedback from actions taken to update prediction and cost models; and 

■ Generate summaries and reports as needed for the planning and programming processes. 

The BMS must contain a database and an ongoing program to collect the data needed to 
support the BMS. Data required to support this analysis are: 

■ Bridge inventory data 
■ Bridge inspection data 
■ Cost data 
■ Supplemental data to support the analysis requirements of BMS (for example user costs 

including travel time, motor vehicle operating, and accident costs measured on site or 
estimated using models). 

B-2.3.3 Highway Safety Management System (SMS) 

The primary purpose of the SMS is to reduce the number and severity of traffic crashes by 
ensuring that all opportunities to improve highway safety are identified, implemented as 
appropriate, and evaluated. 

The five major planning areas to be addressed in the SMS are: 

■ Coordination and integration of broad base safety programs such as motor carrier, 
corridor, and community-based traffic safety activities into a comprehensive management 
approach for highway safety; 
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■ Identification and investigation of hazardous and potentially hazardous highway safety 
problems, roadway locations and features, including railroad-highway grade crossings, and 
the establishment of coW1termeasures and setting priorities to correct the identified hazards 
or potential hazards: 

■ Insurance that safety in all highway transportation programs and projects is considered 
early; 

■ Identification of safety needs of special user groups such as older drivers, pedestrians, 
bicyclists, motorcyclists, commercial motor carriers, and hazardous material carriers, in the 
planning, design, construction and operation of highway systems: and 

■ Routine maintenance and upgrade of safety hardware, highway elements and operational 
features. 

The following issues must be addressed as appropriate for the five major areas in the SMS: 

■ The establishment of long and short term highway safety goals; 

■ Identification and definition of the safety responsibilities; 

■ Identification of disciplines involved in highway safety at the State and local level; 

■ Assessment of multi-agency responsibilities and accountability; 

■ Establishment of coordination, cooperation, and communication mechanism; 

■ Data collection, maintenance and dissemination for identifying problems and determining 
improvement needs; 

■ Analysis of available data and operational investigations, and comparisons of existing 
conditions and current standards to assess highway safety needs, select countenneasures, 
and set priorities; 

■ Evaluation of the effectiveness of activities that relate to highway safety performance; 

• Development and implementation of public information and educational activities; 

■ Identification of skills and resources needed to implement the State's highway safety 
activities and programs; 

■ ldentification of current and future training needs; and 

■ Development of methods for monitoring and disseminating new technology and 
incorporating effective results. 
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The data required by the SMS includes information pertaining to: 

■ Crashes 
■ Traffic (including number of trains at highway-rail crossings) 
■ Pedestrians 
■ Enforcement 
■ Vehicles 
■ Bicyclists 
■ Drivers 
■ Highways 
■ Medical services 

B-2.3.4 Traffic Congestion Management System (CMS) 

Perhaps most closely related to the metropolitan and statewide transportation planning 
processes, the CMS identifies and assesses transportation system congestion. The CMS will 
identify and monitor areas within the State (metropolitan and rural) where congestion is 
occurring or where there is potential for congestion, and will determine the level of 
congestion. The perception of congestion is based on performance measures established 
cooperatively by the state and affected MPOs, local agencies and operators of major modes of 
transportation. The CMS \Viii be capable of assessing the effects of physical improvements 
and/or areawide transportation policy decisions on system performance. It will also be 
capable of providing an appropriate analysis of all reasonable travel demand reduction and 
operational management strategies for corridors where projects will significantly increase 
capacity for SOVs. 

The planning requirements for the CMS involve: 

■ Identification and evaluation of strategies to improve transportation system performance. 
(There is an emphasis on strategies that reduce single-occupant vehicle travel.) These 
strategies would include, but not be limited to: 

TDM measures, including carpooling, vanpooling, alternative work hours, 
telecommuting, and parking management 

Traffic operations improvements, including intersection and roadway widening, 
channelization, traffic surveillance and control systems, motorist information systems, 
ramp metering, traffic control centers, and computerized signal systems 

Measures to encourage HOV use, including public transit improvements, HOV lanes, 
HOV ramp bypass lanes, guaranteed ride home programs, and employer trip reduction 
ordinances 

Public transit capital improvements, such as, exclusive rights-of-way, bus bypass 
ramps, park and ride, and mode change facilities, and paratransit services. 
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Public transit operational improvements. such as, service enhancements or expansion, 
traffic signal preemption, fare reduction, and transit information systems 

Measures to encourage modes such as facilities for bicycles, pedestnans, and ferry 
service 

Congestion pricing 

GrO\,vth management and activity center strategies 

Access management techniques 

Incident management 

Application of IVHS technologies and advanced public transportation system 
technologies 

The addition of general purpose lanes 

■ For strategy implementation, identification of the schedule, responsibilities, and probable 
funding sources; and 

■ Evaluation of the effectiveness of implemented strategies 

The data requirements for the CMS, although not specific, focus on the continuous data 
collection and monitoring in order to determine the duration and magnitude of congestion. 
The actual data to be collected will be based on the performance measures that are selected to 
assess the congestion and estimate the change in congestion when proposed strategies are 
implemented. The table on page 53 showing data needs for TCMs can also be used to 
describe the data needed for the CMS. 

B-2.3.5 Public Transportation Facilities and Equipment Management System (PTMS) 

The PTMS is a systematic process for collecting and analyzing information on the condition 
and cost of transportation facilities, equipment and rolling stock (referred to hereafter as 
transit assets). PTMS will be capable of identifying and evaluating strategi1:1s that impact 
current and future deficiencies. 

The planning requirements of the PTMS include: 

■ The identification and evaluation of proposed strategies and projects based upon the 
PTMS data collection and monitoring activities. This effort should produce schedules for 
major maintenance or replacement, and estimated replacement costs. 
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■ The identification of costs, funding sources. and priorities of proposed strategies and 
projects. 

The data requirements for the PTMS are: 

■ Base-year comprehensive inventory of transit assets, including age, condition, remaining 
useful life, and replacement cost; 

■ Number of vehicles and ridership data for dedicated transit rights-of-way at maximum 
load points in the peak direction and for the daily time period; 

B-2.3.6 Intermodal Facilities and Systems Management System (IMS) 

The IMS is a systematic process for identifying intermodal facilities, defining strategies to 
improve performance, and the evaluation and implementation of these strategies. Volume and 
patterns of goods and people carried by intermodal transportation will be collected and 
monitored. 

The planning requirements of the IMS include: 

■ The identification of intermodal facilities 

■ The identification of performance measures to measure the efficiency of the facilities and 
systems in moving people and goods. Measures could include travel time, cost, volumes, 
origins and destinations, capacity, accidents, accessibility, perceived quantity, and transfer 
time. 

■ Data collection and system monitoring 

The data collect1on and monitoring in the IMS will include: 

■ A base year inventory of physical and operating characteristics of intermodal facilities 
(operational characteristics include rime, cost, capacity, and usage). 

■ Survey of operational and physical characteristics of such facilities based upon 
performance measures established at the state and local level. 

B-2.3.7 Traffic Monitoring System (TMS) 

Even though it 1s not one of the six management systems, the TMS is specified in the 
regulation to support the data required by the six management systems. The data from the 
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TMS will be consistent with the Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS)", and 
based on the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
Guidelines for Traffic Data Programs52 and FHW A's Traffic Monitoring Guide53

• These 
two guides suggest that the data to be included in the TMS will result from continuous traffic 
counts, short-term traffic monitoring, and vehicle occupancy monitoring. Typical data 
elements regarding traffic volume include, but are not limited to: 

■ Annual average daily traffic ■ Peak period volume 
■ Design hourly volume ■ Diurnal distribution 
■ Peak hour traffic percentage ■ Turning movements 
■ Directional split ■ Vehicle miles of travel 

The TMS must address the following elements: 

■ Data precision to meet the needs of the data users; 

■ Continuous counting operations to collect traffic volumes, vehicle classification, and 
vehicle weight; 

■ Short-term traffic monitoring: 

Count data on traffic volumes, vehicle classification and vehicle weight must be 
adJusted to reflect annual average conditions; and 

Vehicle classification activities on the National Highway System (NHS) shall ensure 
that no greater than every three years, every major system segment will be monitored 
to provide information on the numbers of trucks, buses, and total number of vehicles 
operating on an average day. 

■ Vehicle occupancy monitonng, with data updated at a minimum of three years; 

■ Field operations must include: 

Testing of data collection equipment 
Documentation of field operations 

51 FHWA, Highway Performance Monitoring System Field Manual, Office of Highway Information 
Management, December l 987 updated through April 20, 1990. FHW A Order MS600. I A, Ot,.,IB No. 
2125-0028, p. l-2. 

:52 AASHTO Guidelines for Traffic Data PrtJgrams, 1992, ISBN 1-56051-054-4. 

53 FHWA, Traffic Monitoring Guide, Office of Highway Information M1mogement, October l 992, 
FHWA-PL-92-017. 
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■ Source data retention, including the following data for each data collection session: 

Each value or values as collected during the session; 
Date on which each count was made; 
Hours during which the count took place; 

■ Office factoring procedures, including: 

Functional class-specific factors used to adjust data from short term monitoring 
sessions to estimates of average daily conditions shall be used to adjust for month, day 
of week, axle correction, and growth, and such factors shall be reviewed annually and 
updated at least every 3 years; 

Document editing and adjusting procedures used by a State, 

8-J Conformity of Transportation Plans and Programs to Air Quality Implementation 
Plans 

The Clean Air Act [(Section l 76(c)(4)(c)) requires each State to submit an implementation 
plan revision which includes criteria and procedures for assessing conformity, ''Conformity to 
an implementation plan is defined in the Clean Air Act as conformity to an implementation 
plan's purpose of eliminating or reducing the severity and number of violations of the national 
ambient air quality standards and achieving expeditious attainment of such standards". 5~ 

Conformity is defined in Parts 51 and 93 of the CAR Part 51 sets the conformity related 
requirements for the revision of the SIP, This revision is due by November 25, 1994. Part 
93 is very similar and provides the conformity requirements for Federal agencies effective as 
of December 27, 1993, Conformity of existing transportation plans must be re-determined 
within I 8 months of the final rule or by May 25, 1994 if not sooner. 

The on-going schedule for conformity determinations is at least every three years. However, 
conformity determinations are triggered by other events: when changes to transportation 
plans, and/or TIPs are made; and when revisions to an implementation plan are submitted 
(e.g., changes to a transportation-related emissions budget, or changes to TCMs). In the first 
case, changes to transportation plans will require not only a new conformity determination, 
but also a new conformity determination for the TIP. EPA is requiring that within six months 
of a transportation plan amendment, the TIP be revised and a conformity determination made. 
In the second case, EPA is requiring that a new confonnity determination on the 
transportation plan be made in 18 months after changes to an implementation plan. In 
addition, FHW A and FT A projects must also be found to conform before being approved or 
funded. 

54 
"Air Quali1y Transportation Plans. Programs, and Projects; Federal or Stnte [mplementation Plan 
Conformity; Rule," FR 58 62188 (November 24, 1993), 
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The final rule requires consultation in the development of transportation plans and programs 
and of SIPs. Consultation is required among transportation and air quality agencies. In 
addition, a proactive public process is required. The following organizations are to consult 
with each other during the plan development process: 

■ MPOs; 

■ State and local air quality planning agencies; 

■ State and local transportation agencies; 

■ Other organizations with responsibilities for developing, submitting, or implementing 
provision of an implementation plan required by the Clean Air Act; 

■ Local or regional offices of the EPA; 

■ Local or regional offices of the FHWA: and 

■ Local or regional offices of the FT A. 

The consultation procedures are to cover many transportation planning processes, and 
specifically must include the process for evaluating and choosing a model and methods to be 
used for hot spot and regional emissions analysis. In addition, the procedures are to include a 
process for consulting on the design, schedule, and funding of research and data collection 
efforts and transportation model development by the f..1PO. 

The final rule sets forth requirements for the content of the transportation plan. 
Transportation plans adopted after January I, 1995 in serious, severe, or extreme ozone NAA 
and in serious CO NAA must describe the transportation system envisioned for future years 
called horizon years. For the honzon years, the plan must: 

■ quantify and document the demographic and employment factors, including land use 
forecasts influencing expected transportation demand. 

■ describe the regionally significant additions to the highway and transit network in 
sufficient detail to allow modeling of transit ridership and travel times under various 
volumes. Also, be specific enough to show a relationship between land use and the 
transportation system. 

■ describe future transportation policies, requirements, services, and activities, including 
intermodal activities. 

The final rule specifies the criteria for conformity which differ by time period, by type of 
pollutant, and by the level of non-attainment. The following table shows the time periods 
mentioned in the rule. 
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TIME PERIOD ~NSON LASTS UNTIL 

Interim Period - Phase I Time prior to effective date Effective date of the final 
of final rule rule 

Interim Period - Phase U Effective date of the final Submission to EPA of the 
rule control strategy SIP revision 

Transitional Period Submission to EPA of the EPA takes final approval or 
control strategy SIP revision disapproval action on the 

SIP revision 

Control Strategy Period EPA approves control The area is redesignated as 
strategy SIP revision an attainment area 

Maintenance Period The area is redesignated as Lasting 20 years 
an attainment area 

The interim period has different conformity criteria and procedures for regional and proJect
level analysis than those during the control strategy and mamtenance periods. The control 
strategy and maintenance periods have the same criteria and procedures. The transition period 
includes the requirements of the interim period and the requirements of the control strategy 
and maintenance periods. The specific critena can be summarized as follows: 

■ In the interim and transition period, each FHW A/FT A project must eliminate or reduce the 
severity and number of localized CO violations in CO NAA. 

■ In the interim and transition periods the transportation plan TIP, and projects not from a 
conforming transportation plan and TIP must contribute to emissions reductions in ozone 
and CO NAA. They must not increase emissions in PM, 0 or NO: NAA. Regional 
emissions analysis is required to show that these conditions are met 

■ In the transition, control strategy, and maintenance periods, regional transportation 
emissions from plans and TIPs need to be consistent with the SIP's transportation 
emissions budgets. Likewise, a project not from a conforming transponation plan and TIP 
must be consistent with the motor vehicle emissions budgets. 

In addition to the criteria for conformity, the final rule establishes a number of other criteria. 
These are: 

■ Use of the latest planning assumptions- These include the latest assumptions for current 
and future population, employment, travel, congestion, and background concentration of 
pollutants. There is a requirement to discuss how transit operating policies have changed 
since the previous conformity determination, and there is a requirement to use reasonable 
assumptions about transit service, fares, and road and bridge tolls over time. The 
conformity determination must use the latest information about TCM effectiveness. 
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■ Use of the latest emissions model. 

■ The transportation plan, TIP, and projects which are not from a conforming plan or TIP 
must provide for the timely implementation of TCMs. 

Lastly, the final rule establishes detailed criteria for determinmg regional transportation-related 
emissions. These include very specific modeling requirements after January I, 1995 for 
serious, severe, and extreme ozone NAA and serious CO NAA. The modeling requirements 
follow: 55 

■ The network-based model must be validated against ground counts for a base year that is 
not more than IO years prior to the date of the conformity determination. 

■ For peak-hour or peak-period traffic assignments, a capacity sensitive assignment 
methodology must be used; 

■ Zone-to-zone travel times used to distribute trips between origin and destination pairs must 
be in reasonable agreement with the travel times resulting from the assignment of trips to 
network links. These times should also be used for modeling mode splits 1f transit use is 
anticipated to be a significant factor; 

■ Free-flow speeds on network links must be based on empirical observations; 

■ Peak and off-peak travel demand and travel times must be provided; 

■ Trip distribution and mode choice must be sensitive to pricing, where pricing is a 
significant factor; 

■ The model must utilize and document a logical correspondence between the assumed 
scenario of land development and use, and the future transportation system for which 
emissions are being estimated, but reliance on a formal land-use model is not specifically 
required; 

■ A dependence of trip generation on the accessibility of destinations via the transportation 
system is not specifically required, unless the network model is capable of such 
determinations and the necessary information is available; 

■ A dependence of regional economic and population growth on the accessibility of 
destinations via the transportation system is not specifically required, unless the network 
model is capable of such determinations and the necessary information is available; and 

55 IBID, p.62230-6223 I. 
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■ Consideration of emissions increases from construction-related congestion is not 
specifically required. 

Additional requirements of the emissions analysis are: 

■ HPMS estimates of VMT shall be considered the primary measure of VMT A factor or 
factors shall be develop to reconcile and calibrate the network-based model estimates of 
VMT in the base year of its validation to the HPMS estimates for the same period, and 
these factors shall be applied to model estimates of future VMT. Departure from these 
procedures is permitted with the concurrence of DOT and EPA. 

■ Reasonable methods shall be used to estimate NAA vehicle travel on off-network 
roadways within the urban transportation planning area, and on roadways outside the 
urban transportation planning area; 

■ Reasonable methods in accordance with good practice must be used to estimate traffic 
speeds and delays in a manner that is sensitive to the estimated volume of travel on each 
roadway segment represented in network model; and 

■ Ambient temperatures shall be consistent with those used to establish the emissions budget 
in the applicable implementation plan. Factors other than temperatures, for example the 
fraction of travel in a hot stabilized engine mode, may be modified after interagency 
consultation if the newer estimates incorporate additional or more geographically specific 
infonnation or represent a logically estimated trend in such factors beyond the period 
considered in the applicable implementation plan. 

For areas that are not subject to the use of network models, procedures that extrapolate 
historical VMT or may project future VMT by considering growth in population and historical 
growth trends for VMT per person can be used. These procedures must also consider future 
economic activity, transit alternatives, and transportation system policies. 

In terms of the CO hot-spot requirements, the analysis must be based on the applicable air 
quality models, data bases and other requirements specified in 40 CAR Part 51, Appendix W, 
"Guidelines on Air Quality Models (Revised)" (1988), Supplement A {1987) and Supplement 
B (1993), EPA publication No. 450/2-78-027R. Assumptions used in hot-spot analysis must 
be consistent with the assumptions used in the regional emission analysis for those inputs that 
are required for both analyses. Requirements for PM10 hot spot analyses have not yet been 
specified. For construction-related activities that cause temporary or self-correcting increases 
in emissions, CO and PM10 hot-spot analyses are not reqmred. 

The data requirements to support the conformity process is extensive. The data for the 
transportation plan and TIP includes: 

■ Estimates of current and future land use patterns, population, demographics, and 
employment 
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■ Estimates of background levels of pollutants. 

■ Transit fores, service levels, and ridership. 

■ Regionally significant highway and transit facilities, services and activities; 

■ On-going TDM or TSM activities; 

■ Regionally significant projects which are currently under construction; 

■ TCMs and regionally significant facilities, services, and activities which will be 
operational or in effect in the horizon years; 

■ Fully-adopted and/or fonded non-Federal TCMs: 

■ Incremental effects of any non-Federal TCMs known to the MPO; and 

■ Regionally significant non-FHW A/FT A highway and transit projects that will be 
implemented and completed by the horizon year. 

The data required to support the transportation network modeling include: 

■ Transportation analysis zones 

■ Highway and transit networks 

■ Ground counts for a recent base year 

■ Empirical observations of free flow speeds 

■ Zone to zone modal split 

■ Peak and offpeak travel times and travel demand 

■ Travel cost information including auto operating costs, parking costs, transit fares, and 
tolls 

■ Origin-destination and trip length information 

■ Vehicle occupancy 

Other data required to support the emissions analysis are: 

■ HPMS estimates of VMT, and reasonable estimates of \11vIT where HPMS estimates are 
not available. 

■ Ambient temperature assumptions as used for the emissions budget in the SIP. 
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APPENDIX C - SUMMARY TABLES OF 
CURRENT PLANNING REQUIREMENTS 
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DATES 

Nov 15, 
1991, or 18 
months after 
new 
designw.ion 
or re· 
classification, 
Serious areas 
have 4 years 
after 
designation 

Nov 15, 
1992, 
(Draft Jue 
Jan-Mar 
1992.) 
Updates 
every 3 ycar:s 

<taning Sept 
30, 1995 

SUMMARY OF PLANNING REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO THE CAAA, NPRMs, AND GUIDANCES 

DESCRIPTION OF 
LEGISLATIVE 

REQU[REMENTS 

!Section 189 CAA] 
Moderate PM-10 non
attainment areas (NAA): 

submit plan revision to 
provide for attainment by 
l),oc 31, 1993, & provisions 
of RACM, implemented by 
Dec JO. 1993. See subparts 
I and 4 of Title I of tbt 

CAA. (& ref 4) 

[Setion I H2(a) CAA] For 
?-.1arginal+ ozone NAA, and 
[Section 187(0) CAA] for 
Moderate• CO NA.-\.: 
provide J 990 emissions 

inventories. 
(ref. 4, 6, 9, and 19) 

DOCUMENT REQUIRED AND 
DOCUMENT CONTENTS 

1991 Sil' Revision 

Demonstration of attainml!at, or 
demonstration that attainmenl by 
attainment date is impracticable. ln 
th.is ca..i::e a demo that plan provides 

expeditious alternatives. 

Quantitative mHe!:>tones for emtsslons 

reduction which must be achie\'ed 
every 3 years. 

ProYisions to guarnnte:t! that RACM are 

implcmaitcd. 

I ?91 SIP Revision 

O,ue Endssions hrventory & Periodic 
I11,-·entories1 and Prujecteil 
Innmtorie.s: 

• Inventories of l990 emissions 
from point, area, and mobile 
s.ources. Includes sources of 

VOC, NOx, and CO in !he peak 
ozone season and CO in the peak 

CO season. 

Comp]ete documentatfon of the 
VMT Tracking Mea and the 
VMT estimating and forecasting 
methods used. 

For Moderat~+ ozone areas 

adjusted base ye+tr inventory and 
1996 target inventory (based 
upon 1990 Vt,.IT and the 1996 
MOilJLE emissions factor). 

PL\NNING REQUIREMENTS 

Transportation plannlng activit1i.!s should indudc measures to reduce 
Pf\'l~ 10 in order to facilitalc a.Ua1Dment of il1c NAAQS. 

Demonstrati()n of anainm~nt ts to in-i:.-lud~ air quaiity mudding (ReYi.sed 

model nol arnilable as of Jul)· 1992) 

Detcnnim: curr~nL projc~tcd mohik sQun:e contribution to tohll 
emissions, Use VMT estimates based upon Hr~1S syskm wher!! 
possihl~. Sine~ guidan,:t ls for anmrnl Vl\.rr, adjustments must he 
consistent with mdhod to adjmt ground counts to average- daily counts 
for Hn!S. Estimatos are needed for ar<as outside the F•deral Aid 
Urbanized :-\rca (F.-\UA) which are insid~ the V~lT tracking area. 
Estimaks ure also ne-edecJ for the local network. 

Optional u,c of n"twork models if 11n1s data aren'I ade,1uate for 199G 
HPMS must be used for 199) and later VM T. Network models should 
be used lo g,t linK-spe,,fic speeds. spacial, and temp,>ral \·~n 
distributions. 

Photochemtcal gdd modeling requirements u1ill help dtfinc the 
inventory area. Mrut account fur fleet tumo,'er, new highway sections. 
and speed limtt changes 

Inn:nwries for thl! b1J.s!! yt:i:lr an:: J~t..:m1incd using 1990 \'MT oud 
JdOBILE emissions estimates. '[he formula for the 1996 target level of 

emissions is: 

BE96 "". 1990 Ba_'lelinc: cmi:t.sinn.s 
1990 NonmolOr vehicle cmiss:ions t 

(1990 VMT X hypothetical 1996 MOBILE emissions factor) 
1996 target emi.sioru " BE96 X 0.85 - (com:clions due lo R.-\.CT ruks 

and J!M program) 
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DAT.-\. REQlJJRE\!ENTS 

Data on: 
dust froni paved and unpa \'l.!d surfaces 
motor vehicle exhaust from highway 
and off•high\'•.-ay Rources 

dtestl \'ehic1e exhaus1 and bus 

tcnninals 
• re-~entr3ined materials from traveled 

surfa,ces primarilr paved and unpaved 
roads and open arl!as like pa.rking lots. 

• 

• 

• 

1990 VMT eslimales for F.-\.UA based 
upon sampling according to FH\V A 
FiiJld !\lanual and Traffic l\1onit.oring 
Guid~. Estimates fo.- each functional 
cla.ssivo)ume group 

1990 V~!T estimat<s for the local 
neu.vork and areil!i outside FAUA 

which are in the 1990 \'MT tracking 
area, 

1990 I ·MT bv functional dnss to 
distinguish speeds, hy peak and 

off-peak, by month, day of week, hour 

of day. 
The ~, of VhlT for different speed 
bands, hot start.s, cold starts, and hot 
stabilized driving modes, 
Fleet mix and input into I\1O811,£. 



DATES DESCRIPTION OF 
LEGISLATIVF. 

REQUREMENTS 

[Section 182(c)(9) CAAi for 
Serious;-- ozone NAM. 
pro,·ide cnntingency 
prov~ions. 

[Scclion 182(d)(I) CAAJ for 
Sc\'erc t ozon• NAA SIP 
revision that olT!ldS 
emllisions due to VMT or 
vehido trip gro\\1h. 

[Section l82(d)(l )(B) CAAi 
Severe+ ozone NAA: 
Emplo)'Of Trip Reduction 
Program, 

[Section 176(c) CAAJ 
Marginal• ozone area, 
indude conformily 
requirements. 
(ref 4,6,9,17,18,& 19) 

OOCUMENT REQUIRED AND 
DOCUMENT CONTENTS 

l'.191 SIP Revision (cont,) 
Colllingeucy Mea,lill!ll In 0Lone 
NAA, 

• For Si:riut,s , OlOJW NAA, 

contingen<:)1 measures to bot 
undertaken if an area fail. to 
make r<a.wnabl• further progr•ss 
or 10 attain the air quality 
standards by the applicable 
t\ltviruncnt date. 

Mew,ure, for Reducing VMT and 
Condderalion or TCMs In Oi:on• 
NAA: 

• For Severe1- ozont NA.A. 
identification and adoption of 
TCMs lo offset gro-.1h in 
emissions from growth in VMT 
or ,:chicle trips. 

• for Severe+ ozone N.\A. 
consideration of I08(f) m,a,ures. 

• Air quali!)' analyses that indude 
a demonslralion that adequate 
controls are in plai:e to meet the 
requirement., for atlainment of the 
NAAQS, for reasonable funher 
progress {Rf P), and 10 in,ure tl,at 
voe emjss.ions will O~\-"Cf be" 
higher than for the ozone season 
of the prevtous year. 

Re'luirement for F.mployer Tt1p 
Reduction for S,ve..,+ Ozone NAA: 

Submit a progrd.ln for employer tr~p 
n.-<lucllon to redut.:i.: ,wrrk trip VMT 

CoafonnitJ Re1Juh-enn:nts for aU 
NAA Anus: 
(delayed pending EPA rulcmaking) 

PLANNING REQl.'lRE~IENTS 

Estimak VA-fT & lrip gr0lvth1 and d~t.mnine emissions 10 be ofi!i.::t due 
lo VMT/lrip gml".1h, Dctennine potential TCM contribution to 
attainment. For Serious+ ozoni:: NAA. give con:stderatiou to thi; I08(f; 
rneHUn.'11, En:snr\!' ad"•t1mtti.: a;;'"",i;"'s hl Jn\\n1own, othi!r i.:-,Jntnli!T.:'t.al. and 
rl!sid.::ntial ar-i:-as. and avoid mea.°'un:s that iucri:as~ or rdocau c1niss.t1)U~ 
and ..:onge~tfon nd.hcr than ti!duc:t th.:1n 

Commit to ildopt TC~ls neod<;.\ to achieve omct'contribution Jn,ure 
needod TCMs are planned and irnplcnt<nted on schedule. Tb<: design 
proci!s.s needs to consider: Issues of equity, providing atf!'a .. :widc 
measures such as transportation m.a.nagi:mtnt ¥Socialiom th.at can 
reinforce mori: localized measurtoi:; such as emp1oyer~based trip reduction 
wgeL,: enh1U1cing the supply or lramil. ridesharing, bkyding, and 
walking options rather than jma re:stri.:ting or discouragttlg thit use of 
dri,:c alone travel; incorporating .,l,mtnh of pricing and market-Oased 
incenti\'es, with particular attenti.,n paid lo lh• distribution of public and 
privatt' travel sub:ridies; including marketing, education, and pubUa 
.awareness as weU as more traditional 1.t!chnical acti"ities; incorponling 
longer range. pennanent measures as w.!>ll as shor1 run m.:asur~s. that are 
capable of boing quickly implemented and producing immediate impacts 
but Yihich also may be more temporary m character, and MSurJng 
adequate intergovernmental involvement, cooperation and commitntern. 
A carefully d<signed, intor-rclotcd prognmt may include IS to 20 
individual measures and b.e: thrt~ 10 four 1inl<'s as effective as any of the 
measures taken mdividually (Note that in r<f ?, the Pr<amble for the 
Implementation oiTille I of the CA,>.A, explains that it is sullide11t to 
show "commitlat SlP revisions;' for lhe 1992 SIP, and prnvide measute:s. 

in "specific and enfon::eable fonn" iu fl.H1hi::r 1i:\'isions,) 

T>etermine Employer Trip Reduction p,.,grnus anJ gel •pprovul through 
legislature if necessary and estoblish area A VO_ A 25% vehick 
or;cu:pimcy rate reduction i!i needed, 
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• 

• 

• 

DATA REQl1IREMENTS 

VMT c-stimales and proji.:1,;tion:i. 

Tran.sp-ortatton ifomand ntodding 
turnns su1.:h as populati,ln anJ 
ct:onontk filn:casts, hmd this~ fotC:1.'Wib, 
cordon or scn:en counts, home 
int..'TView data, mode split dalll, J.,vel 
of sc::r.•ke and trip time lnfonnation. 

Numhtr of i;-mployers ,vith '.:>100 
employees in NAA. Number of 
ffllployees and existing and fOf'eca..~k:d 
trip,, nrnd<s. and VMT 

Ont• for TCM analyses. 



DATES 

Nov 15, 

1992 

DESCR[PTION OF 
LEGISLATIVE 

REQUIREMENTS 

[Section l 87(a)Fl CA,\ I 
Attainment demonstration 
for Modcralc CO NA..\. 

[Section l87(a){2) CAAi 
Annual VMT for,:cai.lli 

[Section 187(a)(3) CA.\] 
Conlingcnc:y mea£ures. for 
~!nder01e~ CO NAA. 

[Section I 87(o)(2j CAA] 
!'or Serious CO NAA: SIP 
revision that oflSets 
emissions dui; to VMT or 
'\"ehicle trip grou1h. 

(ref. 4. 9. and 17) 

DOCUMENT REQUIRED AND 
DOCUMENT COC:TENTS 

1992 SIP Rnision (cont.j: 

CO A1h1inrnent Demonstration: 
For Moderate+ CO NAA l2.7ppm, 
attainm~nt dt-rnonstrn.tion \1rith annual 
emissions reductions for CO attainment 
h)· 12/3 l:'95 for Moderate are» and 
12:3]/2000 for serious ari:as. 

CO Conlini:enc~· l\lcosun-s: 
For Moderate+ CO NAA >l2.7ppm, 

prrtavide contingency measure.s to be 
impkmented if VMT forecasts are 

exceeded ily a actual V l\lT or 
subsiequent v~rr forecasts 

COTCl\h: 
Fur Serious CO NAA, include TC~!s 
for lhc purpo•c of reducing CO 
emi.,ions. Explain~, any 108(1) 
measure \\·as not adopied. 

Annual Forecast: 
For Modernte+ CO areas >12.7ppm 
submit annual VMT forec•sl for 
tracking purpo,es up to the vear before 
attainment. 

Other: 
For CO NA:\ > 12. 7ppm, commitment 
lo sample each HPMS fac1lily 
class/volume group for YMT tr•cking 
purposes as of June l, 199:I Serious 
area:; may submit long term tneasures 
and ''backstop" measuu:s .should Ion!!: 
tenn measures fail to be implemented. 

PLANNING REQl 'IRHlENTS 

Determine in preparing 1992 SIP r~\·islon, if TCt.fa an: ni!i:dcd for 
annual ern.is~ion n:dudi(al anaimn~nt Insure m::eded TC~Js are platm('<l 
and imp1etnented on Kch.:dulc 

Sho\\ that giv,c-u a1.sumptlo1h .,h,,ui pv,*l;ttiun gnn\th, l.!conumu:: 
gm\\·1h, and growth in VAfL SlP ,:uutrol m~asurr:•, will n:-sult ln !hi.': 
analnmeut of th~ NA:\iJS hy the ri!l~\'ant d1;adHne. Pro\'idc annual 
fort:cast for tr.a1,;klng purposes. 

Develop"tv.aluate c.:mtingency measur\!s assessing \.1-.IT ~mis::;ions 
impacts. AdrJpt \'.Ontingency mc&.ure for imp~cm1?:ntittion if forecastt:d 

VMT is excei:ded or att.ainm\.'nt roii)s.:d Cuntlogency mcilsun.:~ should 
be capable of countering the tfft!ct or 1 ~·cars grmxth in VMT, 

78 

• 

DATA REQVIRE\!ENTS 

\''MT estimates and proJections. 

Tran5portation demand moddmg lh{'Ut 

su~h ns populnlion and economic; 
fort:t.:ast, 1o.nJ ~~ • .:on.ion or :scr~~n 
counts, home imer\'iew data. mode 
data. level of service and trip t1n1e 
information. 



DATES 

Nov 15, 
1992; (Firnt 
forecast due 
with 1992 
SIP revision 
First annual 
report due 

Sert 19\14) 

DESCRIPTION Of 
LEGISLATIVE 

REQUIREMENTS 

[Se<.:lion I 87(a)&(b) CAA) 
Moderate+ CO NA,, above 
12. 7ppm: forec .. t of VMT 
for cacl! year befor; 
attainment year. (re[ 6) 

DOCUMENT REQUIRED AND 
OOC!JMENT CONTENTS 

1992 SIi' Revision (cont.) 
Annpal VMT Forecast, and Report, 

General Cont<nl: history of Vl\lT 
fu~(;~U. and actual VMT Changes in 
urbanize-d area boundaries and 
improv<mcnl• to HPMS, 
for Uoderate I CO NAA 

llPMS Dase Yr und Trocki1111 Vl\lT 
(annual VMT): 

(a) Statistie,1) pri.!dsiun 
(b) Adjustments and expansions us.,d 
(c) VUT on each functional group 

except local 
(d) VMT for loco! 
(e) VMT for outside fAl'A 

Network-8.ased 'fru,·,I Demand 
Model Proc ... (cha.nges from SIP): 

(a) modd acc:urat.1' and c-onfidcn\:C 
(b) model inputs indudmg ,ocio

economk data. network. and 

domain. 
{c) model au1puts including trip 

dislril>u1ion, trip genrnst,on, mod• 
split. traffic a.signmenL 

(d) local sy,iem VM'f growth. 
(e) Growth out,;ide 11,e model domain 

or outside lhe f AlJA. 

HPI\IS Fore.-asls: 

Hi,;torical VUf gro1A1h regression 
equation, local VMT and methodology, 
and outside VMT and methodology. 

• 

• 
• 

PLANNING REQl 'IREMH,TS 

Uso HPl\lS guidance for VMT estimates Dewfop similar 

n1elhodoiogies for atl!:as outside FAUA and for local area.. ... 
By Juno JO, 1994 Serious •r••• must obtain EPA approval fo1 
count-based method ta estimate VMT tbr art:as outside F ALIA and 
for local faciliti<>. Slar1 u,ing as of Jun l, 1995. 
States: \vith Serious CO should fori!cast \ "MT by applying groH1h 
factors ba,;.e-d on valid-attd network•bascd tnn el dt:nuuuJ modi!ling 
process 10 1990 actual V~lT estimate. All ~loderale+ NAA 
should do same if a model is :ivadahfo \fod~ls shouid he iu 
equilibrium on each lmk, d1>11nguish peak and ,,IT-peak travel 
times~ and ,:oruider tnU1sit, ,vhen: rek\'ant 
Validate model against rce<nt (1985+) ground counts 
Stati:s must fot.!cas:t d~nHla!:!r.tphic. land-use, and trnnsportation 
system projci.:15 for at lett!it ont! yi:ar w,n 5 years -or ta.ch \'UT 
forecast year. 
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• 

• 

• 
• 

DATA REQIJIREll!ENTS 

VMT estimates ha<ed upon IIPMS 

fi<ld manual for each 
facility/clas:sfvolumt group in the 
FAVA 
\'MT eslimat,s by pcak:off•pcak, hr 
month, bv day of w«k, and hour of 
day, 

H,IT for local svslcm, 
v:r-..rr for area out."ldt F.-\l 1A but 
inside Vl\ IT tracking ar::a. 
Existing data and forei:ast.s for th,:, 
urb11n i.ransportalion citmand 
for.!casting process. This indudes 
socio~conomic d.at.1. land ~e. trip 
purposes, trip rates, modal splits, 
cordon and ~creenhnc .cmmts~ trnffo.~ 
counLa;._ and level •)f service data, 



IJ.\TES DESCRIPTION OF JlOCl'MENT !U,Q\IJREO ,\ND PL\NNIN! i REQl 'IHHIENTS DATA REQUIRE~tENTS 
LEOISL\T!Vl:: DOCUMENT CONTl::NTS 

R[Q\JlRBff.N'TS 

ND"' 1st [Socti"n 182(!;)(1} CAAi 1993 SIJ> Re,blon (lh• 15% SIP} Detcnnin~ TCAh lo bi? impi'l;Hlt."nted, ;Jpproprntc: .sch~dtdcs, and • t'l""t mi, und inJ>UI to ~!OlllLE 
1993 Modend.:+ oLont NAA expected emissions redu~1t,ms 16 tkmonstrah: 15v o rnd:uctit',n or • 1990 VMT 

15~,o VOC n:duttion by t9& • Demoni,;,tratlou l)f L5"o ri:duction auainmont by 19%. • \'MT gro\\1h .as t<m:cJS<t U!i:ing the 
Moderate areas must from the 1990 baseline of EPA VUT !racking and forecasting 
demonstrate attainment of w«kd•r voe by 1996 [)cvc1op annuol l!OJitisiom, r.!Ju;.:tfr•n targ\;ts Dtvtlop lmrlem.:ntab)I! lnn:klng guidani:e (see abovie or ref 6) 
the NAAQS by 1?96, . ~ toderatc: are~ demonstrate control ~ttategies as nieedtd to mett lh\! targ(.!t~ Det~rmine the mle • Data or elasticity of demand for TCPs, 
(r,f, 4 and ref. 9) attainment of!l,e NAAQS by TCMs p1ay for meeting the 15~ (t r~ductwn l},!ydop contingency • E Kisling data and forec,st, for the 

1~96. procedures to provide additional J 0 tl rcduc-tiuns for any year \t..'hen there urhan tra,,et ,fomand process. 

• Moderate-c areas. include ctmtnd h failure in achieving th~ NAA.QS or rca.sonabk further progress (RFP). • Weekdoy hourly \'~IT during the peak 
slJ'att:-gie& along with aM0cialed :\ttalnmcnt is demonstrated with the l'rhan . .\.irshc-d Model, Jr Lh.z Q:t.om; se~on. 
regulations lo achie,'I! I 5% Kineti1.: f\-fodelmg ,.\pproac·h. {Not;.; 111.i,t if moderate a:rea!. a.re using the 
reduction, regional airshcd mcdeling. they hu·t until No\' 1994 to meet this 

• fifodt:rate+ a.reas include iarge-ts requirement - ref 2C.) VMT proji:-1.-·tions. for att.ilillffHmt fol ft:_,\., lhe Er; 
for .1nnual reductions. in VMT guidance (r<f 6) 
1.nnis:'dons of VOCs and NOx. . ~Jodcrak+ ar.!u in.-.~htdt-
contingenc~, measures . 

• Serious M s~vere areas may 
adopt e..:·onomic inc~ntfve 
program. Jndude an cnfon.:cable 
commitm~nt to submit to an 
,nnunl tracking program which 
includes extra steps to make up 
for shortfalls, 

so 



DATES 

'.l!ov 15, 
1994 

DESCRJPTION OF 
LEGISLATIVE 

REQUIREMENTS 

[Section 182(c)(I) CAA] 
Si:rfous, ozone NAA 
m\!a.su.rt.::s for nnpro'-'l!d .iii 

quality monitoring, 

[Section J82(c)(2)(A) CAA] 
Serious l nzon,:- NAA: 
Attainmeal demonstration 

[Section l82{c)(2)(B) CAAi 
SerioW:i+ ozonl!- NAA show 
ave" a:nnual voe r~duction 
of3°, over 3 )T periods 
after 1996, 

[Section IS2(dl(IJ(BJ CAAi 
& [S,ct,on I &2(g) CAAi 
Se,·ere·t ozone NAA; 
Empfo} i:.•r 1.·ompfomc-e pfans 

[Section 182(<)(4) C.'1A] 

EX1rcm~ ozone ~AA: TClts 
for heavy duly 
V..!hldi.:.':l:'hi!avy traffic hmm;., 

[S<ction !~2(e)(5) CAA) 
Extreme ozone NA.-\· New 
u!chr,ologies 

DOCUMENT REQUIRED AND 
DOCUMENT CONTENTS 

1994 SIP Jtevlsion 
Serious+ ozone- NA:\ suhmil a 
program of mca.uJf'l!S di:sign ed to 
enhance and lmprnve air qwdity 
monitoring anJ t:missions monitoring 
(awaits ET' A rulemakmg), 

Adjusted base y.:ar in,·cntory and 
attainment year projection mYento1)\ 

Serious ➔• ar1.;ua submi1 a .:::ontrol 
slralegy a,,d associated •~gs to meet 
the following; 

• Serious areas demonslrale 
•ttainmcnt of the N.c\AQS by 
1999, 

• Serious,, areas d(nwns1rntc J~,, 
red. ln 1.nni5s.ions. on tht 
averagc:year OY~r 'l!il:.::h J y~ar 
J!"riod unlit anainrnient Set 

target level!. of .:missions for 
miJe::.10t1.! YI~, 

Sertous1 ozone NA . .\ submit annual 
projec.tion.s of TC;\t impkmt:nta.tion 
and emissions r~ductlons (rom 1996 to 
attainment. 

Se, ,m:+ ozone NAA suhntit ~mploy~r 
compliance programs for employers of 
ov~r l 00 i:mployee-s. 

Scrfous or Scvc:re ozon.: NAA may 
option.ally· adopt L'.1,:onomic inci.!'ntivl? 
program.i;.. Extreme art?-as may submit 
TCfv1s for huvy traffic hours. 

Serious t °'7onc NAA submit 
conting~ncy provisions, Jong t,::rm 
measures. 11.ud lnu.·ksto-p tn~asures 
Extreme areas may as~umc new 
tcchnologits. 

PLANNING REQFlREi\lENTS 

Compute wfju:i1cJ bascHne and targ~t e-mlssions for each milestone- year 
bdwccn 1996 and the a1ta)nmi:nr date Ueti:rmin-: thi.: mnhtlc portion of 
th,.; inv\!tltory. D>!tl!m1in~ V!\ff targeh ant.I ~ontnil sl:att-sil!:-: to nw~l 
targets 

for VMT projections to 1996, use v~rr forecasting and trackmg 
methodology as specili<d for CO mod•rntc aroas (ref 6), A model is 
not requir•d for lhis. After 1996., use VMT forecasting and tracking 
methodology for severe CO N.,\,·\ A network modet is requlfed in this 
case, 

Suhmit e:mployer compliance plans for employer trip reduction program~ 
as committtd in lbe )992 S!P, 

Contingl!ncy meaimrefi should JJH'Vidc 3° o .unnuul reduction in 1\ddilrnn 
to thos.e mea.£ures needed to make RFP c,r attainment 

If ncl!'L.lt:d. ~ubmil pl.ill.!> for i-ong-h.•rm tH..:a:;urc;; whk:h i.:annot h..: foil~ 
d(!v..:IopcJ for thi.& StP Th"~rc must r-~ •1.:ommihu1.:nt to d~v.:lop th~s~ 
ml!:asure-., and other "bacblop'' n1casurt!; to be implemented should 
there b~ failure in lmpkml!nting long ti:nn m~a~ures. Bad-:s.tt..1p 
measures should be fully adf'ipttd. 

81 

• 
• 

• 

DATA REQUIRBIENTS 

Flee! mi, and input to ~JOBILE 
1990 VMT 
VMT gro,,lh ,ts fornc:11.1 usn\g 1hi.:

EPA V~ff tracting and foi,;c1stin~ 
tracking guidance (!it."e above or ref 6). 
Data or elaslic1ly of demand for TCPs. 
Exi.ting d•ta and forecasts for the 
i•rban travel demand prncl!.!:is. 
Weckda;· hourly V\ff during the peak 
czonc season. 
Dal.a on empl.>ye1 plans, m.nube.r of 
employees) mo::h: split cha.itges. 



DATES DESCRlPT!ON OF DOCUMENT Rl::Ql'!RED AI-.JD PLANNING REQUIRHIENTS DATA REQL'IRE~!ENTS 
LEGISLATIVE DOCUMENT CONTENTS 

REQUIREMENTS 

Mar 31, [Section 187(d)(I) CAA] Mll .. 1ont Demonstration for CO Demonstrate reductions required hv 12:3 l '95 and TCM contnbutbns. VI\IT Pro.ioclions of link loadings, sp,eeds. 
1996 For Serious CO NA.A: Sltow trip ends. hot and cold all!ru. 

-emission reductions required 
by 12/31195 If not. a Sil' 
1cvisiun with economic 
inc•ntivcs and TCM 
program is due in 9 months. 
(ref. 4, r< f. 6, and ref. I 7) 

}.roy L'S. {Section lX2(c)i5) CAA] Demonstmlion o( Consisfonn and 'llu: VMT consistcnc)' d,emons.tralion t.'an bl! baseJ on annual VMT (se\! emissions ffiventories and annual VMT 

1996 and Demonstration of C<1mellance Demon•l!:!!1011 f!! reports and periodic inv~ntori.es. \' <rify consil;tency of VMT 1.-·els with reports) 
every 3 years consi.slertcy for Serious+ Mlle.Cones for \'OC Reductions the attainment demonstration. If this demonstr•tion tails, the stll.le has 
following ozone NAA 18 monlhs to submit a SIP reYision which include,< 108(1) and othor 

Submit a demonstration that the VMT. measures. 
[Section I 82(g) CAA) For vehicle emis.siom-► and i::ongestion 
Serious+ ozone 1'AA: levels JIJ'C' c<nudstent with attainment Insure TCMs selected to contribute tii l .5:-1_-0s and 3~ 9 1~du1.,1ions m 
demonstrations that planned and implemented on sch<duk Possible irnpkmental.ion of 
milestones have been met. $11bmi1 a demonstration that the Conting..ency Plan or F,conomic hu:.:ntlYi;: and Transportation Control 

milestones hav.; been acluevc:d for 17ogram if milestones are missed.. Extreme areas missing milestones 
(rot'. 4,6,17,&19) voe redu~tion• of 15'¾> by 1996 and must implement etonumic inccntivi:s within 9 months 

3% annual average every 3 years. 
Submit an inwnlo!)' of actual Th,;! compliance demonstration ·w)tb mHestonr:s can b< l:latidied by •n 
emissions 90 days after each milcstonl!. early submlttai of the 2nd periodic ~mi.s!ilons inventory. 

Dec 31, 19% [S«tion 187(d)(3) CAAJ for SrP Revision Develop.'adopt economic mcertti\'e TCM program for 12,3 \196 Vehicle age i:stimati:s for retiremmt 
Serious CO areas: failure to implementation. This can include acct":lierated retirctnent of old vehit.·4·~ progrnnL 
meet miJcslonc. Failure to Meet CO !\llleston.: 
(ref. 4 and ref. l 7) 

Serious CO areas provjde a SIP 
revision to 1mplement economic 
incentiv. and Tran•portation Control 
Programs. 

·-
Within 18 {Section !S2(c)(3)(A) CAA] SIP Revision Devt:lop TCMs for SJP rl.",·islon to rli.".du-:c cx~~tss i:mis.sions. Dcvelop Fl«t rui, and input to l\!08ll,E VMT , 

month, of Serious+ ozone NA.A: (conomic in~entl\'t programs for Ex1r,:n11:: nrcas. VMT gmwth Lund w,1;: .:xistiug, and 
failure to re,·ised SIP ¼ilh TCMs, TCMs for !krious+ ozon, NAA p roJei:led, trips, trip purposes., rnudci. ti-ip 
meet [S•ction I R2(g) CAAJ economic incentive' programs required distribution, und link loadings. 
milestone, (9 Ex'treme atone N.U submit for i:xtr~nte areas 
month• for economic inccnli\'e 
ex1reme programs. 
a.rtUS). (r,f'. 4 and ref. l 7) 
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DATES 

Oot. I, 1994 
forNAA 
requiring 
TCM, a, 

part of Nov. 
1993 SlPs. 
Other areas 
have until 
Dec. 18, 
1994. 

Updated 
eYery 3 yrs 
in NAA and 
ma.int areas; 
ie:t'ery 5 yrs 
in a.ttalnment 
areas 

DESCRIPTION OF 
LEGISLATIVE 

REQUIREMENTS 

Development of a 
lnmsportotion plan 
addr~ssing at least a 
20-yr planning 
horizon 

Sci,.'tfons 10 2 4 ~d 

3012 oflSTEA. 
§134 of till• 23, 
use (23 CFR Part 
450 and ~9 CFR 
Part 61)) and 
Section 8 of the 
Federal Trnnsil Act 

SU~(MARY OF Pl.ANNING REQIIJREMENTS RELATED TU nm JSTEA, Nl'RMs, AND G! 1IIUNCES 

DOCUMFNT REQUIRED AND 
DOCUMENT CONTENTS 

l\fetrop<>Utan Tmnspo1iulion Plan 
§450.322; 
• 

• 

Include: tong- and diott-r.ang.: 
strategies/E'.lctions for integr~tcd, intermod.-1 
metropqlitan lransp-0n.11ton srstem 
In 1'AA and mainL anas, FHWA and 
!'TA, a, well as lh< MPO inu,t make 
conformity determinations \\ith the C.-\.:\ 

and lhe EPA confo,mily rcgs. 
The plan shall, 
[D ncar-t<11m tnmsp. demand of pi:nous &. 

gocds in metropolttrm phmnirrg 4rea 
ID a<lopt,e,:I congest,orl mgml tilra;.eg1es t.bil 

~d.-lreu iiumu,t & fot:mc t11u;4p. ,i;;.rnimd 
ID peJot, ,an "•alkway &, bieyde ltam,p 

1actliriu 
-1 Coos1dern1ioo of fC'lll/t,i: o( 1t1,c.1tH ,;yskn,s. 

5, Ancu t:apital m, tislml"nt & cthei meuur,es 
n'l"l'lt1ssary t<1 preun•e eXJ$Llng m~t.:opoht11n 

uansp system 
6 lndud~ desie:n concer,t &. -score .f,!:s;:r1pltom of 

l!:_l{isti11,g/ptl':(.;OUd U'an1rp fttc1htict in N AA & 
mautt McaJ to pnmil conformity under th~ US 

EPA r:[)nfonnHy reg, 
Rti{1.:t:t tm.,lhmoda:! ev;..l»J:inn z,f ftar..'lp, 

'>ll(.:ioeconorntc~ em itonm.:r.tal and fim1ru::ial 
un_pac:l of the c,•ertdl phm 

B :Serro.e as 6., bot f::r major l1~nsp mvc•.~lmn,u. fot 

wh1et. anaiy;.e~ ant ta)! ,t;(•mplctc 

9 Ret7.e.~l eom1dcr1.11ion of the artia'o 
comprehi:nsi,,e i◊nJZ~ran~r l,md n;;~ pl.m ::m<l 

n1i:h·i1polit..m d~,dorm..:ru objcdi..v;,, 

env:ronrp.en!<1l rc-,c,un;,c plan1: tif L::-,cal. S'-<'!l.: and 

Fed ;;grrn:m:s, et, 

l ii Jm.ltcate proposd transp enha,H...>!i"!Cfml act1t'1t:d 

11 Include ,i fmanciai pia:1 that dem0nitra:c5 lhtj 

;_;{mifr.titncy cf pr,;,po:.ed tran!!p- \11vuuner;U v,, 1th 

kn.<:r.v11 aud projecte:d S<')Llrces of n:v.:11ue 

PLANNING l<EQPIREMENTS 

§450.316; The planning process shall involve public panicipation; 
constsuncy with Civil Rights Act n-f 1964: ID actions nt"..::-t:ssurv to 
comp]y with ADA; and in\'alv.:m~nt of various tnu:1sp. agenti~s a:1d 
envirornntntal ag1mcks 

i5 factors must be c-0rtsid.t:rrd .is part of ihi: planning process: 
l, Pn.::s~r\'ation of l."'\:fi;tfog 1ra.tt•:po11ation fociHtits 
2. The cons-tsttncy of traruportatfr1n planning , ... 'tth appllL'abk 

Federal. Stale, and local energy conservation programF, goals, 
and objcctl\'~s; 

3. The nte:d to relieYie cong~slkm and rr~Yli.!r,t cong.!'stion fJom 
occurring ,,.here it dnes not ) el oc(:ur, 

4. Th~ effect and consistency vf kansportnlioo pohry dn,ts:ioru. 
on land use and de\·dopmi:nt 

5. The programming of ..:xpeodtHtre on transportation 
~nhaac~rnent activni~s as requln:J in se~tion 133 

6. The ellf:cts cf aU tram,portation ptoJe.:l5 to be u11.de1tu&..en 
within the mttmp-0 litan area 

7. lriti::mational border ,.-rnssiniss and acct:ss lo por15, airports~ 
intcm1odal lransporh1tfon fa.:ilitfo'i i:tc 

8. 1l1e ni:e-d for cotmredn·ity of roads ''"lthin th!! tu.!frnps}ht,m af"l!'s\ 
with roads. olltside the metropolitan ar~a 

IJ. The transportation nt'C-Os identffitd through u.si: of Uw 
mmageme:nt systl!ms rc::iuired by section 30J of this ti11e 

l 0. Preservatwn of ,ight!.-t)f .. wa.>" 
IL 1--1ethoJs t.o i.:nhance lh< c:flici.::nt !YI0\"1.-!"Htr.:nl of freight 
12. lifo-c\·.:k cost in th!! d,,;:,1gn and t:"nginc(;ring o{ hridgi:f, 

tunmds, or prtvtment 

13. OvaaH s<.1-ci:.iL econnmi.:. cn~rgy, and t'n\·iron, -.:ff~.:b -of 
transµ, -dl!'dsfom, 

14. r..'lelhods lo exp-and & cnbanu.:. trnnsit si;r,:iccs & to m.crl!ase 
the u:i;.~ of such !,~1vkc-s. 

15. CapiLll mvestmi:!nts that \\ould r:.1mh in ini:n.~Js,ed sci:mitJ in 
transJt ;.;ytikms 
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DATA 
REQ\ 'lREMtNTS 

Data required for the planning \Yill come 
mc,5.U) from the rtWtJ.gcmcnt ii)'s-tems (see 
data requirement.> under P~IS, BMS, S~IS, 
C~!S, PU!S, n!S.'H and !~IS). Data can 
n~ categorized as follO\\-S; 

• 
• 

• 

Sysi,;m data 

Usagi¢ of the system ar de-mand 
1·tmc or cost to use- the sysCi'!m 
l ,oc-ation of interest 

The potential sources of these data ari:: 

• Traific i:<:-unting progr.uns . Travel Lime sur-,;cys 

• Home ir:tl!n lew sur,'C) s 

• Employer surveys 
• Vehicle- o-..·cur,::mcJ count-; 

• S.:r..:l.!-n lint: counts 
• Cordon surv~ys 

• Sun·t:"ys at a.c-ti\•ity c,,:.ol~rs 

• P,arkmg inn~Hlorics 

• Site im1,act studies 
• C()mputerized signal <..ystems . On-board transit surv.:ys 
• Tra\i.;1 bcha\·lor studl~:. 



DATES DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT REQUIRED ANO PLANNING REQL'lRH!ENTS DATA 

LEnISLATIVE DOCIJMENT CONTENTS REQUIREMENTS 

REQUJREMENTS 

Updated Developmi:nt of a MelropoJltan Transportallon Improvement §450.324(n) As a management tool for monituring progress in §450.J24(g) Each project shall include: 

every 2 yrs TIP by the MPO in Prognim implementing the plan, the TIP should: .. Sulli<ient descriptive material (and in 

cooperation with §450.324(1) plan cuntents: I. ID criteria & process for prioritizing imph:m~ntation of trnnsp. NAA and maint areas, suffici~nt 

the State & public I. AH transp. projects ,vfin the metropolitan plan elemenb ,~·/in TIP & any ..:h.anges in prioriti..::s from detail to p!i!rmit '-=Onfonnity analysis) 

transit operators. planning area proposed for funding under pre,•ious TIP, b. Estimated total cost 

Covers a p,,riod of tide 23 and the Federal Transit Act 2. Major projects from previous TIP tl1at were implemented & ID C. Amount of Fed. funds proposed to he 

not l,ss than J l"" 2. Only projiects that are consistent w/the significant delays in the planned ln1pl~ment11tio11 of major obliga1ed during each program yr 

transp. plan projects ~. Proposed sour« of fed and non-Fed. 

Sections 1024 11nd J. All project:, for which FHWA or FTA 3. In NAA &. mainL arc-as, d~scrlh..: progro,::i;:,; in impl~m~nting any funds 

30 l 2 of }STEA, approval is req'd rcq'd TCMs C. ID of recipient and SW>\< & local 

§134 of title 23, 4. All transp. projects proposed to be funded 4. In NAA & mainL ar~as. list proj~ct!) found to conform in u. agencies responsible for carrying out 

USC (23 CFR Pan wifed. funds prc\'ious TIP & are now part or the basi: case for the purpose the project 

450 and 49 CFR 5. All regionally significant prnjects to be of air quality confonnity analyses. f. In NA . .i. and main!. arcas, ID of 

Part 613) and funded winon-Fed. fund, 5. In NAA & maint. areas, the TIP shall gi,·e priority 10 TCMs projects which are TCMs 

Section 8 of the identified in the SIP. g. ID of projects to mce1 

Federal Transit Acl requirements of the A DA 

paratransit and key station plans 
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DATES 

Jan. I, 
1995 

DESCRIPTION OF 
LEGISLATIVE 

REQl TJRHIENTS 

Development of a 
statewide 
transportation 
plnn for all areas 
of the State 

Sec. !025 of 
IST!::A, and § 135 
of title 23, use 
(23 CFR Part 450 
and 49 CFR Part 
613) 

DOCUMENT REQUIRED AND 
DOCUMENT CONTENTS 

Statewide Transportation Plan 
§450214r The plan ,h11II: 
l Be intermoda! and statewide in scope 
2. Cover a period of at leas1 20 years 
3 Conlain • plan for bicycle transp. and 

pedestrian walkways ,-hich is 
appropriately interconnected with 
other modes 

4. Be coordinated with the metropolitan 
lransportation plan. 

5 Contain short-range planning studies. 
strategic planning and1or policy 
studies, etc. 

6. Contain info on the availabiht, of 
financial and other resources needed 
to curry out the plan 

PLANNING RtQl'IRlmENTS 

§450.206: Statewide planning process shall include: 
l. Data collectio11 & analv>1s 
2. Consideration of factors in §-150.208 
3 Coordination of activities in §450.210 
4 De,-elopment or a statewide transp. plan 
5. Development of a STIP 
§~50.208: 23 factors must be c,:,n,idcred as part of the 
planning process: 
1 Re1ults of rnimt syste:ns. fi!t]'d b~ 23 USC 3-1)3 

2 F'l!d, State or local (fllUjff \,Jae g,ooh, ui,Jctu·,rn, prnl:)Jdm1, -Or r.:,rntJ 

3 S!nteg1eri to in<:orporate lncyd~ u,rnsp fac1l.m~ & pede~trian 

w111kwars 
•1 lnwrnaUonEil l;order cronings .1rn.! 11,•,-:-i::u 10 J-h>rll, ,uq::ab, mtetm0lfol 

tn:mporia1iuz1 foci.hti;,o:2, etc 

l irarnp. n~e:.ds of ar-eiu oursldt! of m&trop:il:titn pl®1rn1g -a.1ea:. 

6 An_r m~tropolbm area phm dev,;,:!1.1µ,cti p1tr:.•,1s1rn r•> 1 i USC 1 '.H 

f:unn,:,r.:1ivity betwun rneti-·,1µ0hL1m pl,-mning ttt'ti!S w 1n State imd 

wtmeu::-potittm pJ;.mnlng att9li :n '1ther State~ 

8 RecreMitmal trsvd & lOt.uia:.m 

9 Any Stat'1' pb.n d1:1n:iupe,·I pun,11,ml h) Fc,1 W<>11 .. ,· l\11!01!(111 t'onlh'! An 
l (; TS~1 &. investmens ,1rat.egie1 to make mv:it effi::t<"HI II.$~ nf ,;>:1:itu,g 

transp. f;u::i!itie:s 
11 Ot·crnll sudaL ,eccmom.i~, c,1e:rp,} and tm ann eflcet~ of t:imsp 

dei;;l:.iom, 
l Z !\tetht:-tfa: hJ reduce eongestlon and r,1 ev~11t Nmg_-:st1on frmn ,1cuunng 

where it dor-:. nol yet •::iccur. 
Ll ~feLl'wds tc- expand&. enhart:~ W,msit iC:'<1¢0 

14 Effir:ct cif tran.,p, decisions on l,md >He ami la.,d d,:'!.·d•Jvm•mt 
I .S S1;.n1tegte.s to JD & nnplemem tramportiH1.:io .enh,;;;;.:-ementi, 
16 thot nf mr:ovatffe f1nam:mg me1.,ham~111s. 

I! Preservation cf rii,;h!t~nf-way 

18 Long•rilnie ni::.eds ;:.{ ~4! Stalre tn1mp 3yi;1,.:-m 
19 ~,i~thods fo enhat1cie t.'"le efftcitnl rnov-cnu:nl nf conmtercial rosnor 

vdudu 
:W L-ife-zyde c:i:mting 

21 Cc-r,:,rdmatv:m of tT:1m;,p p-hm1 &. pr•Jgnurrn dt.:.:dopcd wHi~r 23 !!.Sc' 

t "34 an1i 5et.."1i•>h 8 of the fcd\!"t-lll 1 rimsi1 Ac'. 

,.__ lr.v:stment s.trawgiits t-o i1nprm:e arly:aromi Stat;: & kw,t1 r1:iads 

23 Can:::ecmr. flf Indian \rib:i-l g_<)V'Crtnnent~ 
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DATA 
REQI ]REMhNTS 

§4~0.210: Data-related coordination issues: 
~ Dal.a collection, anal) sis & \!:Yaluation 

of ajtemative tnmsp. pro,iects for a 
transit. high,,·ay., hikewa~·. et.::. 

2. Data analysis us.l!d lo the development 
of plans &. yrograms, (,specially info 
rl!Sufting from traffic rlata anal:y$is. 
housing. employment, and 
developm<nl) with land use 
projc-ctfons, and with d.ata from the 
managi~me111 !.:ysttnu 



D,\TES 

Oct I, 1995 

DESCRIPTION OF 
LE(;ISLATI\/E 

REQUIREMENTS 

Dcwl"pmenl of• 
statc\\"idi;

tra11sp1)rt;1t1\)t1 

imptot('.m~nt 
pwgram for all 
areas of lh~ State. 
The ponion of !he 
STIP in a 
metropolitan 
planmng area ,hall 
b<l de,•loped m 
cooperation withe 
~!PO. 
l\letropolitan TIP• 
In N.-\A and maint, 
area:. are subject to 
fHWA and FTA 
conformity finding, 
hefore their 
incluslun in th~ 
STIP. STIP shall 
cover a pieriod of 
not less than 3 
years. 

Sec. i025 of 
!STEA, aml § 13 5 
oflil!e 23, l'SC (23 
CFR Part 450 and 
49 CfR Part 6!3) 

SWr Development, 

establishment and 
implementution of 
srsten1 for 
managing hlghwa.y 
raverrumt of 
Federal-aid 

high,vays 

Soc. IO:J4 af 
lSTJ:A, and §JOJ 
of ti1le 21, use (2:.1 
CFR Pan 500 and 
49 CFR Part 614) 

OOCllMENT REQi'!RED AND 
DOCUMENT CONTEN rs 

St.at<.-wide 1'r.ans(lol1ation lmpr-0vcn1ent 
Progrnm (Sl'II') 
§~50 216 
• Th• STU' shc,11· 
J Im: lm.Jc a pr:ituity 1rnt of trun::.p pfoJ.:<1~ t, 

bt c-arrk'U out in the lirst three y,cars. of the 
ST!P. 

2, Be consL-.tent wlhe r,lan dcvdopeJ iu 
§450.214 

3. In NA.-\ and mamt ar.:::as, .contain onJy 
1r1uup. projects found to conform, or from 
programs that c;;nform, to the- rqmt'l 
contained in 40 CFR part j L 

4. Be financially constrained and include info 
to demonstrat..: that funds CM reasonably 
bi: cxpe~ted to M available tc impb."'fflenl 
the proj~cts. 

5. Contain all carital & non-capital tran<p. 
projects. 

Pav•m•nt Management Sysrem (PMS) 
§500.209: 
Each State highway agcm.~y·s: Pf\IS basi:d on 

AAS!lTO Ouidelmes for Pavoment l\!gmt 
Systs!ms. 

PL\NNINO REQI 'll!EMENTS 

!§500.2071Analyses performed in a P!.IS: 

1. Condltjon analpsls 
]" Perfonnancc a.nalysb 
3 lri\'estment :rnaip;:i:, 
4 Engineering analp;i,s 
5 trp,t.11de analy~is to a yearly 1.:valuation ~l!ld upd.:ik r,fth..'.' PMS 
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DATA 
REQl 'IREMENTS 

for <:adi proji:.:.:L th,; fiJllowing J,ua is 
r,;;~11ln:<l: 

J Snlli.:knl tl.:?s.tipti\t: lli.ikl'i.ti lll 

uli:nhfr th.: pruje-"'·t or phas~ 

ii. Estimated tctal cost 

iii, The amount of Fed. fund!, propv$ed to 
be obligated during each progr.,m yr 

Pi. Propt.ised categor;f of Fl!d funds am! 
sour.:.!(s) of non-fed funds 

,. II) u.f agendes f(':i;ponMhi~ for 

carrying out th~ proj.:cL 

[§500.207] Essential components: 
1. ln\'e,ntory 
2, Hist1..1r; 
J Con<liti ::;,n s~ir...-e::-
4, rraffk • th~ , oiumes, dassifit::.tinn. 

and load data 
S, Dal.abase • source for reptH1.ing 

pilV<:'mcnt,.rdatcd infn to FHWA fm 

the l llg.hwtt.\' Pcrfom1anL·c Moni1onnr. 
Sy,tcm (IIPM~) 



DATES DESCRIPTION OF DOCIA!ENT REQUIRED AND PL\NNING REQl'lREMENTS DATA 
LEGISLATl'\:E DOCl!MENT CONTENTS Rl::QlJIREMEN'fS 

REQUIREMENTS 

Oct. I. 1994 State Development. Bridge Moru,~emenl Sy,tem (BMS) 1(500 J0'l Minimum BMS dat,base sh,11 include. or 
- BMS establishment and §500.307(h): Network le\'\!] analysis .and optimization to the hridge irt\.·entory. link: 
objectives 1mrlemcn1ation of The n~twork. modd shall indud..: pro.,;..:dur1.:s to: l. l)ata r<y'd hy 23 CFR 650J I!, 
are fomiaUy srst(!m for I Predi,1 tbl! dctertorati0n ufhridg-1'.': elen,i~nt~ with and 1,vithont National Bridge Inspection Stand..u.rd;; 
established managing bridges intenening actions 2. Data chnr:acteriztng the ~ev.:rity & 

on and off Federal- 2. ID foasih1e a.-ctions to impttY\ c hJ idg\! c-ondition, Silfoty and extent of deterioratkiu of bridge 
Oct. I, 1998 aid highways ser\"lceahility ,::l<rnents 
- State HMS J. Estimate the cosl of achons 3, Data for estimating the i:o:.:t of actions 
shall be fully Soc. 1034 of 4. Estlmate the C:Xptcted us1;:r .:ost su\·ings for s.ifl!•}' and 4. Traffic and accident -S.tatistics to 
implemented ISTEA, and §303 scn·i"eo.bdtty improvcrn,mts support estimates of user cost su·ing::J 

of title 23, USC (23 5. Determine: k.ast-cost maintenan;.:I!, repair. aml r-chahiHtation ~. . .\ hjstory on cortditfons and actions 
CFR Part 500 and strategies for bridge ~Jemenls usi11g 1if~)c:le cos1 analysis er a t.aktn nn ea.:b bridg-:. ~;-.,:eluding mlnor 
49 CFR PUI 614) comparable pro.c-edure or inddentat maintenance 

6. Perform mullip.!riod op1imi7:.thHU 
7. f'~t.lback from ac.·tions to upJat,.: modc:ls 
8 Gmerate summaries and repon:s as needed for the planning 

and progr•mming proceu.-es 
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DATES DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT REQUIRED AND Pl.ANNING REQUIREMENTS DATA 
LEGJSli\T!\'E DOCUMENT CONTENTS REQUIREMENTS 

REQUIREMENTS 

Ool. I, 1994, State Development, Hlgh,...y Sdety Manaeem•nt System (SM8J [§500.407(1,)] • CoUection, mainknnnce and 

develop a es1.>blishmenl and §500.407(•) : I. Coordinating & ink-grating broad bas.e safety progrllms su,.;h as disst:miuation of data ntce&s.ary for 

work plan impkmenlation of I. Establishmi;nl of lung und :.hon: term. motor carrier. corridor, and cornmunl1y-bastd traffic .safoty probt-em ld,:ntHii..:atkin and d::tennining 
sy:.tcm for highway ••fo1y goals acti,-ities into a comprthenslv~ mgnlt approat·h for highwa} improvern ent nii!'~ds 

Oct. l, 1'196, mllllllging highway 2. Elll.al,lishmenl of arcouniabilily by safety • Analy•is of a,·ailahk data, multi• 
SMS mus! safety identifying and defining th• s.>fety ' •. [Ding and Investigating htt2.ardous & potenttaUy haitirdou:. disciplinary illld op<rotional 
be fully responsibilities of units and positions highway safety problems. __ investigations, and comparisons of 

operational Sec. 10)4 of 3. R.x:ognitlon or institutional and l. Eiuur\ng e.ariy considtratlon of safety in all highway trnnsp, i.!'1'hting t:onditfons .and current 
{STEA, and §301 organizatlona! initiatives through program.c: and projti:cts slandards. to assess highway safety 

of title 23, I )SC (23 identification of disciplines itwolv¢d fo 4. llJing safCt)' netds of spc:..:ial U-$i:r grm.tp!'.- sm,:h as older needs, select count'l:'rmea..succs:. and set 
CfR Pan 500 and highway safety at tho State and local levtl, drl\"er:s} .. .in the planning, design~ con!P1f'IJC.1.fon and opii:rati:>n of priorihes 

49 CFR Part 614) assessment of multi-agency rcsponsibitiiics highway systems 
and accountability, •nd establishment of s. Routine!y maintaining and upgrading_ saftty ha.rdwar..;, higln,:ay 
coordinabon e-li:m(;nts and operational f..::atur~s 

4. Collection, maintenance and dissemination 
of data neceSS"')' for problem 
identific.ttion and Ji:temJining 
improvement needs 

5 Analy,is of available d•t•. multi-
disciplinary and operational invts.tigatio.ru.. 
and cumparisoru of existing conditions 
and current ~1.mdards to assess highway 
sat£:1y ni!ed~ sde:cl cotmh:nn.:asures, and 
set priorities: 

6. Evaluation of the dfoctivent:ss of aU 
activities that reJati: to highway safety 
perfonrnmce. 

7. Development & impli;:mc:ntation ofpubfo:: 
info and educatit>n activities 

g II) of skills und resources noeded m 
implement the Slate's activities and 
programs affecting highway safety, lD of 
current and future ttatning n.:!eds, 
developmenl of a program to carry out 
necessary training-, d~vefopm..:nt of 

methods for monitoring and disseminating 
new ~chnology and in.:-orporating 
effet,'li\'e results 
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DATES DESCRIPTION OF DOC!•MENT REQI'IRED AND PLANNING REO\ 'IIIUIENTS DXL\ 
LEGISLATIVE DOCUMENT CONTE:-STS REQUIRE~IENTS 

REQI 'IREMENTS 

Oct I, 1994 St:<te Development, Traffic Coneeslion ?\l:ana,::ement Sys1em 1§500.507J f§'l!0.507] 
• won: establishment and (CMS) C. ID and c-va1ua1ion of propo!..:d strategics: b. Data coUecfo:m and systiam 
progrun implementation of §500.507: L TDM measures monitoring: 

system for a. Ptrformance m~ur~ 2. Traffic operations impmvrme:!\t:s; c-onHnuous pmgr,1m of data '-'ollci:lion 
Oct. I, 1!195 managing traffic J. t-..·leasun:s lo encourage HOVs & monitoring established so that !he 
• fully congestion 4. Puhlic translt capital improvem.!-nh duration and magnilllde of tongestion 
operational 5 Publk- ilunsi, operational improvtmtnts can he determfntd & mon11tlred. To 
inNAA Sec. !OJ4 of 6. Other modes like bicycles & pedestrians Ute e:\."ttnt possible,. e:idstlng sources 
TMS !STEA. and §303 7. Congcir.tion pricing such as HPMS and FT A Section l 5 

of title 23, use (23 !t Growth mgmt a.nd activity center s:trat~gies. should l,e used. 
O<:l I, 1996 CFR Port 500 and 9, Access mgmt techniques 
, fullv 49 CFR Pan 614) 10. Incident mgmt 
operational l L Application of !VHS technology 
in ~u areas 12. ,.\ddition of gen'! purpose lanes 

d. Implementation of strat.egie:s: - impl..!mcntation responsd:-iJities, 
time, frwnl!' for impk:mentation and probabi<? fonding suul'C'1t: .. Eva.lualion of the dl"i!i..'tivtncss of itHpi~ment~d slrategie.s 

Oct l, 1994 Stal< Development, Puhllc Tran,portalion Facilities and (§500,609] (§500.609] 
- work plan establishment and Equipment Management System (PTMS) ~' Strat~gy at1d a1.:tion identification and \;\-'aluation b, D.ita ,.:otl~ctt-0n and ,1,yst-ern 

implementation of §500.609: d. lmplenumt.ation of slral.!gles and prvjel.'.ts m{lnilorfog: 
Oct I, 1996 system for a_ ID of t1Jnditiun mcasurt5 I Base-;;T ',;Ompri:hensiY~ invtntory 
- tullv managing pul>lic 2 High\\ ay transit \·ehkles & 
ope-ratlt'i:OAI rransp ortatioo: ndim>hip data coll,;;ctcd :as part of 

facilities and the n1s fl. No. ,:efodes auJ 
equipment ridership da!• for dedicated 

transit riglu~of-ways colle1,.,'1t'd as 
Se.. 1014 of part of PT~I S at a minimum at 
!STEA, and §303 the ma.xlmurn load points for the 
oftitle 23, DSC (23 rn;ak pl:'riod in the p,!ak direction 
CfR Part 500 and and for the daily tfrne period 
49 CFR Part 614) 
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DATES DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMl::NT REQlllRED AND PLANNING REQl'IREMENTS DATA 

LEGISLATIVE DOCUMENT CONTENTS REQUIRHIENTS 

REQUIREMENTS 

Oct I, 1994 State Development. lntetmodal FaC'iHtics Mild System:5 (§500,707! rnsoo.7071 

- work pla.n t:>s.tabhshmenl and llhn•e•mml Sysl•n• (IMS) d. Sysh:m .and fa..:ilily p..:rfonmm,:c- L·v,tluatiou C Data 1.·olh::diou and S} st1..•m 

implementation of e. Strategy and action idi:ntification a11d evaluation monitoring: surveys of operational & 

Oct. I, 1996 system for (ntem1odal needs. 11ddressed by ai pror-ess that physical ch11rac-(eristics of facilities 

- fully managing considers: connections, choices, and 
{including time, cost., capaci1y, and 

operational intermodal coordino.tic,n & cooperation usage) 

transportation 
facilities and §500.707: 

equipmenr .. ID of intennodal facilities 

h. ID of cffiC"iency measurt?s and 

Sec. 1034 of performance standards 

!STE.\, and §JOJ 
oftitl• 23, use (23 
CFR Part 500 and 
49 CFR Part 614) 
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DATES DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT REQl IIRED AND PL,>.NNJNG REQUIREMENTS DATA 
LEGISLATIVE DOCUMENT CONTENTS REQ\!IREMENTS 

REQUIREMENTS 

(.kL I. 1994 Siate n.,,elopllll.'111, Trallk Monltorin1 Syoteru (TMSIJI) For :r,hort term traffic monrt-0:ring: 
wmkplan cstablishmenl 311d §500.209: i, Count data for traffic \'olume:s, vehicle 

lmr,kmcntatkm of Each State Mghway 11g.~ncy's T~lS/11 based un cla.'-;.sifi(;atlon &. vehidc weight shall 

Oct. l, 1995 system for AASHTO Guidelines for Traffic D"ta Prograin,. be adjuf..ted tn i..·fl<'<:t annual anm1ge 
- fully monitoring lruffi1.· ilS augtn~nkd l1y fUW Ats Trnffic Mouiloring cm1ditions-
op,ralional Guide, in confonnance wilh Ute HPMS Field 11, Veh. cla.ssifil!alion acth ities on the 
for NHS Seo. 1034 of Manual Nal'l Hwy Srstem (NIIS) shall be 

f:;TEA. and §303 sufficient to ensure that. on a cyd..: of 
Oct. !, 1996 of title 23, USC (23 Elements: no greater than 3 :, r..~ 1fft!F)' major 
• Cully CFR Part 500 and 1. Precision of «ported data rural system s:cgm~nt will be 
operaliona! 49 cm rart 614) 2. Continuous counter operation, monitnred to pro\'ide info on the nu. 
for •II public 3, Short term traffic monitoring: of single-trailer combination truck&, 

hi!lhways 4. Vehicl< occuparu:y monitoring multiple-trail« combination lrllcks, 2-

5. Fi•ld operations: .axlei. 4-tire vehicles., hust-s: und the 
j, Equipment tes,ing total oo. of vehicles op~raling on an 

ii. Do<:umenlation of field op,rations av«age day, 
6. StJurce data relention: Following data will be a\'aiJable for each 

;, Da1a •va,lable in fom1a1S th•! h'\\'Y traffic data colk.;;tion session: 
tonform lo I.hose in tlw \"ersiort of A. each value, values as collected during 

lhe Traffic Monitoring Guide current dlt senion 
al lhe time of data collection B. Date on which each ~ ount v.-as mad~ 

7. Office fa.-roring procedures c. Locatio11 of the counting s.::ssion 

D Haun, during which Ill• count took 
placo 

E. The type 1model of mochin, us,d 
F. lfachinie serial no, 
G. Dale of las! succ•ssful !"51 of th• 

machine used 
H If human observers 'If• used, the 

names of the- obstn·L--n; 

Jan. 26, 1992 49 CFR Patt 37 ADA Complementary Paratran>lt Plan I Survey of existing services • Ar•• population 
lttilial!y (IJ7,139[d)(l)I 2. Public proce&.'i &. involvement of p~rs:ons \\ Hh disabihti~s Ul • Paratransit operating c-.>sts: 

L Di.:5cription of ftxcd-routt strYice pia:n d~vdopmc:nt • ADA popula1i,.1n .:stimah:-
Annual 2. Description -0f par1trumiit s..:r,:k.: • ADA nJ,rship es!imat, 
updates due 3. Plan and milestones to meet 6 stn'ice criteria 
Jan. 26 frmn 4. Eligibility process 
1993 through ,. Public participlllion process 
1997 6. c..rtification 

Jan, 16, 1992 49 CFR Part 37 ADA Key Station Plan A public proc:i:s:~ i'> requ1rcd for plan dev~lopn1<."Ill Th1-s indudes Data requfrl:!m<nts include: 
(§Ji.47, 37.511 c.onsulta.tioo ,vith pcnon::. .,_1,.Hh disahdities and at I.east ooc publl1.· L Costs for ac.hie\·ing acce:ss.ibiltty wh..:n 

L ID of key stailon• hear'ittg e:Xlertsions are needed 

2. Milestones for achie1.-·i:mcnt of accessibility 2. Data oo ridership and land uses to 
3. Extm.iiinn requests with cost justification idenlify key stlllfon.s 
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APPENDIX D - GIS & IVHS AS MODELING TOOLS 





The planning requirements presented in this report demand specific modeling needs as well as specific data 
collection activities that are not currently available. One way to improve the existing models and their 
associated data collection activities is the application of advanced technologies such as GIS and IVHS. 
GIS can provide detailed geographic specificity in the models, and IVHS can provide real~time data 
collection and analysis. 

GIS is already being used for a variety of planning activities in State DOTs, transit agencies and MPOs56
, 

In terms of transportation planning models, GJS could be used in the following ways575s: 

■ To better estimate the share of jobs and households within various access distances of transit; 

■ To better represent traffic analysis zones focused on transit nodes or major bus corridors, rather than on 
roadways; 

■ To collect inventory data on urban and transportation infrastructure, such as transit stop location, 
sidewalk location, bicycle facilities, etc.; 

■ To facilitate the identification and analysis of congestion; 

■ To monitor land development and growth patterns, and their effect on transportation; 

■ To provide the framework for the management systems discussed in Section 2.2.3; and 

• To provide consistency m the method and storage for metropolitan and statewide data collection efforts. 

Fleet, et al discuss the implications for GIS-T as follows59
: 

■ This is a time of changing views on types of data needed and the methods and technology available to 
collect 1t; 

■ The institutional structure of the planningiprogramming/implementation process is changing and many 
new players (implementing agencies) now have more active roles in the planning and decision making 
process; 

56 Carol L. Schweiger. Cullttllt U!<tt of Geogr11phic information Sy!<lems in Transit Planning, prepared 
for UMTA Office ofGranls Management.Final Report, August 1991, DOT-T-92-02. 

57 Michael Replogle, "Improving Transportation Modeling for Air Quality and Long-Runge Planning." op. 
cit. p lit 

18 Christopher Fleet. Charles Goodman and Ron Giguere, ''Travel Data Needs to Respond Effect,vely to 
Congestion Mnnagement and Air Quality Planning," op. ciL, pp. 4-5. 

59 Ibid, p. 11. 
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■ There is a need to develop more of a "following" among the MPOs to implement GIS; and 

■ This is a time when the technology of GIS that may offer significant help as a planning tool is itself 
changing so dramatically and rapidly. 

There is potential for IVHS technologies to greatly improve the data collection and analysis, particularly 
through advanced traffic management systems (ATMS), and commercial vehicle operations (CVO) systems. 
The following primary characteristics of A TMS00 relate specifically to the planning and data collection 
requirements discussed in this report: 

■ Collection of real-time traffic data; 

■ Reaction to changes in traffic flow with timely traffic strategies - predicting when and where 
congestion will occur based on real-time information, providing routing information to motorists, and 
making appropriate adjustments to control devices; and 

■ Area-wide surveillance and detection systems. 

"In order to implement ATMS, real-time traffic monitoring and data management capabilities must be 
developed, including advanced detection technologies such as image processing systems, automated vehicle 
location and identification techniques, and the use of vehicles themselves as traffic probes." 61 Currently, 
there are only a few examples of ATMS that include real-time traffic monitoring. 

CVO systems will also provide real-time data collect1on through the use of technologies such as automated 
vehicle identification, automated vehicle classification, automated vehicle location and weigh-in-motion 
systems. Unfortunately, as with ATMS, there are not many actual implementations of CVO technologies 
currently. 

Even though many of the applicable IVHS technologies have not been fully deployed, they still provide 
promise with respect to future data collection techniques to fulfill the requirements discussed in this report. 

sa !VHS America, Strategic Plan for Intelligent Vehicle-Highway Systems in the United States, May 20, 
1992, Reporl No. IVHS-AMER-92-3, p. III-9. 

61 Ibid, pp. III-9 through nI-10. 
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